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The  purpose  of this study was to describe and analyze 
the behavior of two experienced teachers  initiating for the 
first time   in their experience,   the  implementation of the 
movement education approach to physical education,   teaching 
beginning basketball to college women.     The sub-purpose of 
this study was to revise Barrett's category system for syste- 
matic observation of teaching behavior in the implementation 
of the movement education approach at the primary level,   to 
make  it consistent with the purpose of this study. 
The  revised category system was composed  of three 
dimensions  of teacher verbal behavior.     These were  called 
Movement Task, Content,  and  Guidance.     The Movement Task and 
Guidance dimensions were composed of categories which defined 
the degrees  of freedom for decision-making given the learner 
by the teacher's  statement of the  initial task and the subse- 
quent development of it.     The Content dimension was composed 
of the substantive aspects of the movement education 
approach,  as  defined by interpretations of Laban's analysis 
of the components of human movement. 
For the collection of data,   each teacher planned, 
taught,  and evaluated a series  of six,   half-hour lessons,   for 
between three and  five students.     The written lesson plans 
were accepted as evidence of pre-instructional behavion   tape 
recordings of teacher verbalizations,   as  instructional 
t 
behaviorj and written evaluations, as post-instructional 
behavior. 
Only 10 of the original 12 tape recordings were 
finally available for analysis. They were coded by two 
trained judges, using the revised category system.  One of 
the judges also coded the lesson plans.  The evaluations 
were kept in their original form. 
Reliability and objectivity of the judges in using 
the category system were estimated using the Pearson 
product-moment technique.  The results showed the reliabi- 
lity of both judges to be tenuous in the Movement Task 
dimension. Coefficients of correlation were high for 
reliability in the Content and Guidance dimensions, and for 
objectivity in all three dimensions. 
For description and analysis, the lesson plans, 
lessons, and, where useful, the written evaluations, were 
examined subjectively for each teacher separately, then 
compared, to identify any trends in their behavior, as 
defined by the categories of the system.  The results showed 
that, in general, the teachers did not allow their students 
much freedom for decision-making. They also tended to 
concentrate their content focus upon those aspects of move- 
ment usually associated with a direct approach to teaching 
basketball skills.  For both teachers, the evaluations 
tended to be vague, although both expressed frustration in 
dealing with allowing students freedom to decide how to 
move in response to movement tasks. 
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Education has been undergoing vigorous reform during 
the last two decades.  These changes have been the result of 
efforts to make the educational process more consistent with 
the needs of modern society, while reflecting the impli- 
cations of current learning theories for educational pro- 
grams.  The traditional concept of the learner as a passive 
recipient of facts and pieces of information is no longer 
adequate in modern society where the fund of knowledge is 
^rowing at explosive rates, rendering facts obsolete faster 
than they can be learned. Moreover, the actual learning 
process is being examined carefully. As Gordon (1966156-57) 
pointed out, psychology no longer views the learner as a 
bundle of hereditarily-fixed potentials which emerge, through 
natural growth and development, at the appropriate age; 
rather, the child is viewed as possessing an assortment of 
potentials which are enhanced by his active participation in 
a variety of learning experiences. These changes in the 
view of the role of the learner, the nature of learning and 
the search for the best means to prepare the learner for 
today's world, have resulted in many trends in educational 
reform. 
Among the emerging trends in education were attempts 
to rebuild and reorganize subject matter based on identi- 
fication of the structure of knowledge in various disci- 
plines and fields of study (Bruner, 196O1 Denemark, 19611 
Goodlad, 19661 Phenix, 196*0. This led to an educational 
approach which emphasized the establishment of direct 
relationships between school studies and scholarly pursuits, 
but neglected consideration of the individual learner and 
societal needs. 
Another emerging trend, however, among other 
educators and psychologists (ASCD, 1962, 1964| Holt, 1964, 
196?? Rogers, 1969), focused on learning theories based on 
man's individuality and freedom of choice. Their first 
concern lay with identifying the individual's starting 
point, and providing experiences which would enhance his 
fullest development as a human being. 
All of the writings cited as examples of works 
concerned with the structure of knowledge, and those 
concerned with individual and societal needs, are typical 
of efforts to make learning a relevant and active process. 
From these efforts have come new meanings, relationships, 
and points of view which have, in turn, influenced changes 
in content and methodology. 
These trends in education in general have been 
followed by similar efforts in physical education. 
Theorists in physical education have been attending to 
questions concerning structure of the body of knowledge, as 
evinced in works by Abernathy and Waltz (1964), Brown 
(1967). Henry (1964), Jewett (1968, 1969, 1971). and Ulrich 
and Nixon (1972).  Moreover, physical educators have begun 
to explore ways of teaching physical education which are 
more consistent with current views of persons as individuals 
with freedom of choice (Barrett, 1973a, 1973bj Heitman, 
1973). 
One trend which has emerged in physical education 
appears to combine both an expanded focus on the structure 
of human movement and an increased emphasis on student 
responsibility for learning, in an attempt to structure 
meaningful learning experiences.  The approach, which has 
come to be known as movement education, began in Britain 
during the 1950's.  It involves an application of Laban's 
movement theory to physical education movement patterns and 
skills. All of this is presented through methods which 
emphasize the student's individuality, and his taking 
responsibility for his own learning (Bilbrough and Jones, 
1968; Cameron and Pleasance, 1968» Morison, 1969)« 
Within the past decade, the emphasis on movement 
and individualization of instruction has begun to affect 
physical education programs at all levels in the United 
States (Halsey, 1964j Kosston, 1966, 1972).  The major 
emphasis, however, is still at the elementary level (Anderson 
et_al., 1972j Barrett, 1973a, 1973b; Gilliom, 1970j Logsdon 
and Barrett, 1969, 1970j Tillotson e_t_al., 1969)' 
A8 pervasive as this emphasis on movement and 
individualization of instruction is becoming, there is yet 
a great deal of confusion concerning the implementation of 
this approach.  Examples of discrepancies in the interpre- 
tation of the movement education approach are cited by 
Gilliom (I970i4) "... just another method of teaching the 
same old thing . . . ,"  ". . . movement for the sake of 
movement ... there is no content ...,"  "... all 
content, pure knowledge content . . . ."  The source of this 
confusion is readily evident in the literature, with such 
definitions of the movement education approach asi 
• . . that phase of the total educational program 
which has as its unique contribution the development 
of effective, efficient, and expressive movement 
responses in a thinking, feeling, and sharing human 
being (Tillotson et al.. 1969«7). 
... a prescription for the kind of gross motor 
skill to be taught to school children and for how [sici 
such instruction is to be accomplished (Locke, 
1969i203). 
The difficulty with the lack of agreement about 
the definition and interpretation of the movement education 
approach, and the resulting confusion concerning the 
implementation, is, in itself, a large problem for physical 
educators.  It is, however, further complicated by the fact 
that implementation of the approach necessitates a change 
in teacher behavior from that appropriate for what Hoffman 
(1971) has described as traditional methodology.  Tradi- 
tionally, physical educators have been taught to use 
explanation and demonstration in an effort to have masses 
of students performing sports and game skills in orderly, 
sometimes even mass-synchronized* patterns (Hoffman, 
1971«52-53)•  With this background* physical educators have 
difficulty in operationally defining the objectives of the 
movement education approach* and in accepting and 
structuring situations which are student-centered, rather 
than teacher-centered. 
There is little doubt that teachers at all levels 
do encounter problems in the implementation of the movement 
education approach to physical education.  Since there is 
so much discrepancy in the literature about what is involved 
in the approach, it is not surprising that there is so much 
confusion.  Most of the practical assistance available in 
the literature is in the areas of dance and gymnastics 
(Bilbrough and Jones, 19681 Gilliom, 1970j Holbrook, 1973* 
Logsdon and Barrett, 1969, 19701 Morison, 1969J Russell, 
1966; Stanley, 19691 Tillotson et al.. 1969), with very 
little available dealing with the application of movement 
education specifically to games (Barrett, 1973a» Johnson and 
Trevor, 1970; Mauldon and Redfern, 1969J Stanley, 1969)* 
One means which might help teachers in the 
initiation of the changes necessitated by using the movement 
education approach, is some means of objectively describing 
their teaching behavior.  The purpose of such description 
would not be for judgmental evaluation, but would be to 
serve as an account of what actually did occur.  This would 
be useful to the individual teacher as well as a supervisor, 
for identifying specifically areas of strengths and 
weaknesses in the use of this approach.  The only feedback 
information which has been available to teachers initiating 
the movement education approach has been their own 
subjective identification of what they thought they did. 
When lessons have been difficult, or unsuccessful in the 
teacher's eyes, they have been left with only the information 
of what they thought they did, hampered by subjectivity as 
well as incomplete memory.  The situation has been further 
complicated by the fact that the sources of effective 
techniques to serve as a basis for comparison are so 
inadequate. 
Thus, description and analysis of teacher behavior 
in the initiation of the implementation of the movement 
education approach might serve two purposes.  First, it 
would identify the actual behaviors for the teachers them- 
selves.  If they knew objectively what they were doing, 
they would have a substantial baBis for making decisions 
about what changes might make their teaching behaviors more 
consistent with their intentions.  In addition, the 
objective identification of teacher behavior in this situ- 
ation could serve as a basis for future efforts to meet the 
needs of teachers through published material, workshops, 
and pre-service training.  Those who are writing, conducting 
workshops, and teaching in teacher preparation programs. 
have been hampered by the same lack of objective 
information, which would provide a basis for preparing 
materials which are designed to satisfy identified areas 
of weakness. 
In summary, it appears that the movement education 
approach to physical education is a trend which is 
consistent with emerging trends and concerns in the general 
field of education.  It also seems that initiation of the 
movement education approach requires significant changes in 
teacher behavior, from that used in traditional physical 
education classes.  To aid teachers and prospective teachers 
in their understanding of the movement education approach, 
and to help them to identify their own teaching behavior, a 
means for objective observation needs to be developed. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The primary purpose of this study was to describe 
and analyze the pre-instructional, verbal instructional, and 
post-instructional behavior of two experienced teachers 
implementing for the first time in their teaching experi- 
ence, the movement education approach to instruction of 
college women in beginning basketball. 
The sub-purpose of this study was to adapt and 
revise the category system developed by Barrett (1969) to 
make it consistent with the purpose of this study. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1. Movement education approach! a philosophy about 
physical education, which in implementation implies appli- 
cation of a theory of movement which focuses on body 
awareness, effort qualities of movement, spatial awareness, 
and relationships, accomplished through presentation and 
development of movement tasks involving varying amounts of 
freedom of choice to the learner about how he should move. 
2. Pre-instructional behavior* decisions made by 
the teacher, prior to the teaching-learning interaction, 
about what is to be taught, how it is to be organized, and 
how and when it is to be presented.  The concern for this 
study was how these decisions would affect the teacher's 
verbal behavior.  In this study evidence of these decisions 
was accepted as revealed in the written lesson plans. 
3. Post-instructional behavior» evaluation by the 
teacher of what she thought occurred during the preceding 
teaching-learning interaction situation, and indication of 
the effect these observations may have on subsequent 
teaching behavior. Evidence of these evaluations was 
accepted as revealed in written records following each 
lesson. 
k. Verbal instructional behavior* verbal talk of 
the teacher while interacting with students during the act 
of the teaching-learning situation.  In this study evidence 
of this behavior was accepted as revealed in tape recordings 
of the teacher's verbalizations during each lesson* 
LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The following are the limitations and assumptions 
which governed this study* 
Sub.iects 
The subjects for this study were two teachers, one 
with four students, the other with numbers varying from two 
to five, due to the inconsistency of student attendance. 
It was assumed that two is the minimal number of teachers to 
be observed to determine whether there is similarity of 
teacher behavior under similar circumstances, as determined 
by the context of this study.  It was assumed that the 
limited number of student subjects was adequate in that the 
verbal behavior of the teachers would be essentially the 
same whether there were k  or 20 students. 
Length of Classes 
Each teacher met her students 6 times each for 
30-minute sessions.  It was assumed that 6 sessions is a 
minimum number of lessons to permit meaningful analysis. 
Number of Tapes 
There were only 10 tapes, 5 for each teacher, 
available for analysis.  Originally, the plan was to analyze 
six lessons for each teacher, but, due to experimenter error, 
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two of the tapes were destroyed.  The use of 1 of the 10 
remaining tapes for analysis was questionable, since it had 
been used as a trial run in the coding training of the 
judges, and was followed by further training.  Thus, of the 
12 lessons, and 10 available tapes, only 9 were used to 
estimate reliability and objectivity; all 10 were used in 
the final analysis of teaching behavior. 
Scope of Instructional Teaching Behavior 
This study was concerned only with the verbal 
teaching behavior of the teachers, as defined by the 
dimensions of the category system.  These behaviors included 
the presentation and development of the movement tasks. 
Other verbal behaviors dealing with reinforcement and 
organization of students were acknowledged in mass classi- 
fication codings, with no identification of nature or intent. 
No attempt was made to deal with non-verbal teaching 
behaviors or student responses. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Literature from three broad areas was reviewed to 
provide a background for this study. These areas werei 
(1) current trends in educational reform, based on the view 
of the learner as active agent in his own learning process; 
(2) selected current trends in physical education reform; 
and (3) systems for descriptive analysis of teacher behavior 
in physical education.  This chapter will report on selected 
literature from these areas as it relates to this study. 
CURRENT TRENDS IN EDUCATIONAL REFORM 
A recognized key influence in curricular reform was 
Bruner's (I960) Process of Education.  In this work, Bruner 
advocated concentration on the learner's understanding of 
the underlying principles which give structure to a field of 
study.  From this basis, the learner could make application 
beyond the original learning situations, which would allow 
him to discover relationships among what have formerly been 
unrelated ideas.  Thus, the structure of the field of study, 
rather than a massive accumulation of facts, became the 
organizational focus of learning.  Bruner suggested that 
this is a most relevant approach to learning, in light of 
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the exponential rate of increase in knowledge, which renders 
memorization of facts and unrelated ideas inadequate and 
obsolete. 
Selected Educational Reform 
Giving rise to Bruner's (i960) report, and gaining 
impetus from it, was an emphasis upon approaching learning 
through the structure of fields of knowledge, by focusing 
attention to utilizing the structure of the discipline as a 
basis for curriculum design.  Examples of significant 
contributions in this area were made by Denemark (196l), 
Goodlad (1966), and Phenix (196U).  All of them advocated 
the identification of the structure of various disciplines 
to discover representative ideas of the discipline. As 
Phenix (I964i279-3^2) pointed out, these representative ideas 
are in hierarchical order, beginning with the concepts 
characterizing the discipline, followed by corollary ideas 
suggested by the concepts, then the subconcepts which orga- 
nized the corollary ideas, and finally the more specific 
ideas essential to the development of particular areas of the 
discipline.  Because of this ordering, each discipline has 
its own logic or method of inquiry, and its own integrity. 
Those involved in this restructuring insisted that to lose 
sight of this is to risk triviality, in terms of what is 
taught in the schools. Thus, the structure of disciplines 
must serve as the guide in curricular construction and 
selection of content. 
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The shortcoming of thia approach to educational 
reform, with its efforts to establish direct relationship 
between the school studies and scholarly pursuits, appeared 
to have been its strong emphasis upon knowledge, with little 
concern for societal or learner needs, or the learner's 
internal integration of knowledge (Poshay, 1970il6). 
Although Bruner (I960) did not address himself directly to 
this concern for individual learners, he did indicate that 
the learner*8 active involvement in discovering new rela- 
tionships, in participating actively in the learning process, 
was a highly satisfying and rewarding experience because of 
its personal relevance.  Thus, it is more relevant for the 
learner to be actively involved in the learning process, 
rather than passive recipient of knowledge. 
Individualization of Instruction 
Foshay (1970«26) pointed out that present society, 
with its emphasis on individual needs and integrity of 
personality, must influence schools to become more intimately 
concerned with the development of the fully functioning 
human being.  This concern is one idea underlying the recent 
emerging emphasis on individualization of instruction.  As 
Foshay (197O126) indicated, the emphasis on the individual, 
rather than replacing concern for revitalization of subject 
matter, serves to add another dimension to it.  The under- 
standing of structure, and fostering the student's ability 
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to go beyond a given learning situation to make applications 
and define new relationships, must remain an important aim 
of education.  As Rogers (1969«104) saidi 
The only man who is educated is the man who has 
learned how to learni the man who has learned how to 
adapt and changet the man who has learned that no 
knowledge is secure) that only the process of seeking 
rsicj knowledge gives a basis for security. 
Realization of this objective for learning must 
have implications for implementation of curriculumi  how 
content should be organized, and how students are to inter- 
act with content.  Traditionally, the implementation, or 
methodology, has failed to establish an atmosphere for 
thinking and creativity.  In fact, those who exhibited these 
tendencies have been punished for their failure to conform 
(Wight, 1970*239).  The implication was a need to move away 
from a methodology which deals with regimented transmission 
of facts, toward an emphasis on providing the individual 
with learning skills so that he could get content when he 
needed it, and integrate it into his own system of under- 
standings and ideas (Wight, 1970i24l).  The individual was 
to be given responsibility for the learning method.  This 
carried with it a need to individualize instruction, to make 
it relevant to individually unique needs which had been 
shaped by a specific past, present, and future (ASCD, 1962). 
The extent of the influence of this concern for 
involving students in the learning process, and the need for 
individualization of instruction was readily evident in the 
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quantity of literature which has been addressed to this 
topic.  Selected examples will be presented, in an effort 
to demonstrate the breadth and increasing volume of the 
influence. 
Early recognition of a change in the beliefs about 
the nature of man and the limits of his potentials, and the 
influence of this change on education, came from the 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development of 
the National Education Association (1962, 19O4)*  The old 
view of man, as limited by his biological heritage, was 
giving way to a view of man which held that the fully 
functioning personality could be fostered, despite heritage, 
by the individual's participation in a wide variety of 
personally relevant experiences (ASCD, 1962).  Teaching 
behaviors, encouraged to foster this development, were 
described in such terms as guiding, stimulating, encouraging, 
supporting, clarifying (ASCD, 1964i^7).  Student behaviors, 
in situations designed to foster the fully functioning 
personality, were later described as being centered in such 
activities as creating, exploring, researching, and 
experimenting (ASCD, 1969«^9)» 
The inadequacy of public education in its failure 
to deal with individual relevance in educational practices, 
has been attacked at all levels (Holt, 1964, 19671 Glasser, 
1969! Silberman, 1970).  As Silberman said (19?Oil73)» "The 
banality and triviality of the curriculum in most schools 
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has to be experienced to be believed."  This situation, he 
continued, seems far from Bruner's criteria for meaningful 
curriculum inclusionsi  •". . . whether, when fully 
developed  the material is worth an adult's knowing, and 
whether having known it as a child makes a person a better 
adult*" (Silberman, 1970U73 quoting Bruner's Process of 
Education, i960). 
Holt (1964) was concerned about the irrelevance of 
the prevailing classroom situations, with their emphasis on 
right answers, rather than the thinking process, particu- 
larly at the elementary level.  Children become adept at 
giving right answers at the right time, regardless of 
whether it makes sense to themi if they do not thus adapt 
to the system, they fail.  Following up these observations, 
Holt (196?) suggested that education would experience more 
success if educators took special care to observe the pro- 
cess by which children learn.  His proposal was that 
students be given some special skills, such as reading, and 
then be permitted to learn what they want or need to know, 
as part of their personal effort to make sense of the world 
around them. 
Gla8ser (1969), too, indicted the traditional 
educational system for its contribution to the establishment 
of a pervasive failure orientation for so many children. 
His suggestions, less radical than Holt's (1967), advocated 
change within, rather than abolition of, the existing 
17 
structure of education* to make it more relevant to the 
learner as he becomes actively involved in all facets of 
classroom life*  He emphasized the importance of real-life 
situations in the classroom, through which students could 
make connectings with their life outside the classroom. 
Included among the real-life situations were student self- 
governance and abolition of homogeneous groupings, except 
for temporary situations involving the handling of a combi- 
nation of both severe disciplinary and learning difficulties. 
This emphasis on learning situations to enhance the 
development of the individual's development has continued 
to be a current educational concern.  Frymier et al. 
(1973«3-84), attempting to suggest guidelines for schools 
of the future, also identified the need for individualized 
programs, based on a knowledge of the wants and needs of 
each student, both present and future, for the purpose of 
enhancing the individual's life. 
Summary 
In summary, concern for the purpose and structure 
of education has resulted in a great deal of critical 
observation, analysis, speculation, and reform. The work 
of the last two decades has seen a shift from emphasizing 
the implioations of the structure of the discipline for 
curricular planning, to the broader concern for the indi- 
vidual's wants, needs, and active participation in the 
A 
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planning and personal integration of this knowledge.  What 
effect has this concern, most evident in the "academic" 
fields of study, had on the field of physical education? 
SELECTED CURRENT TRENDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION REFORM 
Physical education frequently has been criticized 
for its failure to keep pace with trends in general 
educational reform and implementation of new ideas.  Typical 
of this criticism was Bellack's (1969«ix) comment! 
During the 1950's, most of the teaching fields 
included in the school curriculum have been the 
objects of intensive study and reform.  But physical 
education . . . has gone largely untouched. 
Since that time, there were examples of reforms 
being implemented at both the secondary level (Heitman, 
1973J Singer and Dick, 197*0, and the elementary (American 
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
1973s Barrett, 1973a, 1973b).  Included among these changes 
weret  contractual teaching, student participation in deter- 
mining objectives, conceptual approaches, and increasing 
freedom given to the student to decide how he is to respond 
to movement tasks.  The intent of these reforms was to move 
toward greater individualization of instruction.  However, 
as Ulrich (1973«35-36) reported, evidence of these inno- 
vations is still meager in physical education, while these 
approaches have a 25-year history in general education. 
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Thus, the gap in physical education reform in the school 
curriculum is just beginning to close. 
A review of literature in physical education indi- 
cated that part of the difficulty with evidence of reform 
in the physical education curriculum was a gap between 
theory and practice.  One area which has been the subject 
of intensive study over the past decade has been an 
expanded focus on the identification and structure of 
human movement. 
The Expanded Focus on Human Movement 
In the United States, physical educators have been 
attempting to identify the structure of knowledge, as well 
as the substance of physical education (Brown, 196?> Henry, 
196-Uj Jewett, 1968, 1971* Rarick, 196?* Ulrich and Nixon, 
1972).  Brown (196?i53)» Henry (1964i32-33)» and Rarick 
(196?«49-52) all attempted to identify a discipline of 
physical education, a scholarly field of study separate 
from the professional or applied approach.  Brown (19671 
53), Henry (196^132), and Rarick (1967"52) identified human 
movement as being the focus of the body of knowledge of 
physical education, as physical education has no unique 
body of knowledge. 
Brown (1967155-56) suggested that physical education 
is the structure for instruction in human movement.  She 
(1967157) emphasized the necessity of differentiating 
between concepts as statements of generalization identified 
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as having importance within a field of study, and as the 
internalised result of the student's own problem solving. 
The "structure of instruction" of human movement* s'he 
(1967«57) went on, must allow for both. 
Jewett (1968. 1971). basing part of her work on 
Brown's (1967) work on the structure of human movement, 
presented a conceptual framework for physical education. 
This framework illustrated the interrelationships among 
purpose-eriented concepts, and process-oriented concepts. 
The purpose-oriented concepts, based on Brown's (l96?»5i*-56) 
structure of knowledge of human movement, dealt with the 
achievements of the goals of mani  coping with the 
environment, development, and communication and expression. 
The process-oriented concepts dealt with the ways in which 
man learns to movei  generic, or developmental patterns) 
ordinative, or refining patterns1 and creative, or unique 
patterns. 
Ulrich and Nixon (1972), after more than 10 years 
of involvement with professional study committees on a 
project under the auspices of the American Association for 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,1 reported the 
results of this project to ". . . identify and describe a 
theoretical structure of physical education as an area of 
scholarly study and research" (1972H).  The (1972) report 
1In 197<!+. this became the American Alliance for 
Health, Physical Education, and Reereation. 
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proposed a tentative theoretical structure of physical 
education, and attempted to clarify the relationship between 
physical education as a discipline, and the body of knowl- 
edge of physical education.  The (1972) theory was based, in 
part, on Jewett's (1971) process-media-result relationship, 
where movement experiences are processed through the 
behavioral domains, and arrive at the purposes, in terms of 
achievement of human goals, of human movement. 
Individualization of Instruction 
In the realm of methodology, Mosston (1966, 1972) 
presented a spectrum of teaching styles from a strictly 
teacher-controlled situation to one in which students had a 
great deal of responsibility for making choices about how 
and what they would learn.  This was an effort to make it 
possible for students to "learn how to learn" in physical 
education.  This same underlying goal motivated Mackenzie 
(1969) in the development of a curricular approach to 
physical education, the purpose of which was to foster the 
student's ability to think and learn physical education on 
an independent basis. 
More recently Singer and Dick (197^) set forth a 
plan for specifying individually defined objectives through 
the use of systems models.  They (197*0 dealt with planning 
specifically defined outcomes designed to meet individual 
needs in the full spectrum of human behavion  social* 
emotional, intellectual, and movement. 
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Thus, over the past decade, physical education has 
been moving in the direction of identifying a structure of 
knowledge for the experiential phenomenon of human movement. 
This structure should serve as a basis for exploration of 
the body of knowledge of human movement, as well as for 
instruction in human movement*  Concern has been directed 
toward the process, as well as the content, of learning.  As 
Ulrich (197305-36) suggested, it would appear that the gap 
is now beginning to close between theory and practice.  The 
co-educational programs, computerized scheduling, student 
participation in the formulation of objectives, contractual 
teaching, and learning programs may or may not have any 
direct connection with the expanding focus on the study of 
human movement.  However, they do at least make some headway 
toward taking into account the wants, needs, and develop- 
mental level of the individual, in a commitment toward 
developing him toward his fullest potentials. 
The Movement Education Approach 
One approach to physical education, which appears to 
combine the concern for process and purpose, along with 
individualization of instruction, and an expanded focus on 
human movement, is the approach which has come to be known 
as movement education.  According to the historical reporting 
of Tillotson ft ml, (1969»7)» the movement education 
approach to teaching physical education emerged in England 
A 
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in the mid-1950*s, as a result of the awakening awareness on 
the part of the citizenry that more efficient movement was 
needed in everyday life.  This came as a development of the 
work begun in the late 1930*s by Laban, who was analyzing 
industrial movement pattern efficiency (Siedentop, I9?2i 
106). Thus, according to Tillotson et al. (1969»7)» the 
English Minister of Education, during the two-year period 
1954-i956f developed guidelines for an elementary school 
Dhysical education program based on Laban's scheme for 
analysis of movement into components of time, force, space, 
and flow. 
Although Laban himself was not an educator, as 
Thornton (1971*57-58) pointed out, he did value certain 
educational aims, such as self-awareness, understanding of 
self and others, effective giving and receiving of communi- 
cation, and appreciation of the shapes and rhythms in the 
world. These were evident in the implementation of his 
programs, and were carried over, along with the educators* 
concern for development of individual potential to the 
fullest, to the movement education approach.  Thus, there 
is an emphasis on creating, exploring, and problem-solving 
in the implementation of the movement education approach. 
This methodology also reflected a concern for providing 
activities appropriate to the developmental level of each 
individual, as well as fostering decision-making abilities 
(Department of Education and Science, 1973)* 
A 
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During the summer of 1956. 14 American educators 
went to England to attend the first Anglo-American workshop 
on physical education.  There they observed the movement 
education approach in teaching primary level physical 
education.  Through their efforts. then, the approach was 
brought back to the United States (Tillotson,et al.. 196917). 
In England, the movement education approach has 
been applied primarily at the elementary level in dance and 
gymnastic activities (Bilbrough and Jones, 1968j Holbrook, 
1973» Mauldon and Layson, 19651 Morison, 1969).  Morison 
(196914-5) indicated that gymnastics has an external focus, 
dealing with objects and tasks, while dance has an internal 
focus, dealing with expression and communication.  Thus, the 
two tend to complement one another.  Holbrook (1973) 
presented a discussion of the content of the movement 
education approach and developed representative lesson plans 
using this content in a gymnastics context.  Although 
Bilbrough and Jones (1968), too, directed their focus toward 
gymnastics, they (19681176) suggested that this same approach 
should be useful for games.  More recently, examples of 
games programs, applying the principles of the movement 
education approach, have been proposed (Department of 
Education and Science, 1973> Johnson and Trevor, 19701 
Mauldon and Redfern, 1969). 
The movement education approach, as it has developed 
in the United States, does, despite some dissimilarity and 
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confusion in terminology and scope, have aspects in common 
with that developed in England. Like the English, American 
movement educators have tended to use this approach most 
frequently for dance and gymnastic activities. The common 
framework for classifying movement identified by American 
movement educators (Barrett, 1969. 1973b» Gilliom, 1970t 
Haleey and Porter, 19631 Kirchner et al.. 19701 Logsdon and 
Barrett, 1969. 1970; Pye, 19681 Tillotson et al.. 1969). 
are adapted from Laban's principles of movement. They 
include« 
1. The body - What moves, including body parts, 
body shapes, locomotor and non-locomotor movement, and 
relationship of body parts. 
2. Effort - How the body moves, including force, 
or weight; time, or speed) space, direct or indirect! and 
flow, or continuity. 
3. Spatial movements - Where the body moves, 
including level, direction, pattern, use of personal or 
general space. 
b.     Relationship - With what body movement occurs, 
including relationship among body parts, people, and people 
and objects. 
This same general breakdown of movement was 
recognized by Stanley (1970136-39), a Canadian physical 
educator who expanded her application of the movement 
education approach to include sports and games.  Stanley 
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(1970) based her work on that of Laban, as well as American 
and English physical educators (1970i329-330). 
The approach usually is coupled with a methodology 
intended to foster the child's decision-malting ability, 
while meeting and challenging him at his own developmental 
level.  Halsey and Porter (1963153) identified the method- 
ology as problem-solving. Pye (1968) emphasized the 
necessity that movement tasks be designed to foster self- 
direction, decision-making, and building on basic concepts. 
Logsdon and Barrett (1969, 1970) and Gilliom (1970) 
developed elementary programs using the movement education 
approach which showed similar concern with thinking and 
experiencing. Stanley (1970il6), too, cited the need for 
children to discover for themselves. 
Bilbrough and Jones (1968) and Tillotson (1968) 
discussed more specifically the range of methodologies 
which could be employed for the movement education 
approach.  Kirchner et al. (1970i22-2U) based their 
discussion of methodology upon the work done by Bilbrough 
and Jones (1968). 
Bilbrough and Jones (1968131-33) identified a con- 
tinuum of methodology, with the direct method in which 
children are given no choice about how they are to move, at 
one end, and the indirect method, in which children are 
civen total freedom of choice about how they are to move, at 
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the other.  These extremes correspond with what Tillotson 
et_al. (196818) identified as "command" and "free 
exploration." 
Between these two extremes, Bilbrough and Jones 
(1968.34-35) identified a "limitation method," wherein 
students are permitted to explore, but within certain 
limitations, such as what body parts are to be stressed, 
apparatus to be used, varieties of responses to be attempted, 
etc., as defined by the teacher.  This approach allows for 
more individualization of response than the direct method, 
but permits the teacher more opportunity to provide guidance 
and direction than the indirect method.  Tillotson et al. 
(1968«8) identified smaller steps in their continuum, which 
correspond to various aspects of "limitation," but are more 
specifically defined.  They were, in order of increasing 
responsibility given to studentsi  task, problem solving, 
and guided exploration. 
Barrett (1969«101-108, 1971), after reviewing the 
literature, also identified a continuum for presentation of 
movement tasks, the extremes of which agreed in intent with 
Bilbrough and Jones (1968131-33) and Tillotson et al. 
(196818).  She called these "command" and "free exploration." 
Like Tillotson, Barrett more specifically defined the 
aspects of limitation.  In order of increasing responsi- 
bility given to students, these werei  guided discovery, 
selected response, specific limitation, non-specific 
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limitation. More recently, Barrett (I973a»15-17) has 
proposed a teaching continuum, the extremes of which still 
represent no freedom and complete freedom given to the 
learner about how he/she is to respond.  Her continuum 
suggests that the teacher is free to decide how much or 
how little freedom to give the students in both the initial 
and subsequent teaching behaviors. 
Both Bilbrough and Jones (1968135-37) and Barrett 
(19671IOI, 1971i29) indicated that there is a place, within 
the teaching-learning interaction in the movement education 
approach, where each methodology on the range of the conti- 
nuum is appropriate.  Bilbrough and Jones (1968138) stressed 
their preference for the limitation and indirect methods for 
their potential in fostering individual development and 
understanding of what and how movements are performed. 
Although the emphasis has always been primarily an 
elementary program using the movement education approach, 
secondary and college levels have been mentioned in 
connection with the terminology (Halsey, 1964? Souder and 
Hill, 1963).  Halsey (1964158), in discussing individualized 
physical education at the secondary level, pointed out that 
instruction should be geared to meet individual needs.  The 
individual, once motivated, should direct his own work, 
defining a problem, trying out various solutions, choosing 
the best solution, and evaluating his performance. Halsey 
(1964158) also mentioned such aspects as teacher-defined 
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movement problems, on which students would work indepen- 
dently trying a variety of solutions, several of which, 
though different, might be equally good.  She (1964158) 
also mentioned student demonstration of original and 
interesting solutions, which might serve as points for 
analysis by the teacher and class* 
Souder and Hill (1963) and Halsey (1964) mentioned 
movement education programs at the college level. As at 
the secondary level, Halsey (1964) advocated problem- 
solving, including such aspects as control of the quality 
of movement, effective use of space, and variations in 
design, tempo, rhythm, and force.  Souder and Hill (1963) 
proposed a movement education program for college women, 
the purpose of which was to help students to an awareness 
of the scope of human movement possibilities, and provide 
opportunity for them to experience the joy of easy and 
successful movement in a variety of activities.  Like Halsey 
(1964), they were concerned for analysis of movement as a 
point of learning about laws and structure which govern all 
movement. 
There appears to be the possibility of an under- 
lying thread of concern among all of these discussions of 
the movement education approach, for the process-content 
relationship as discussed by Jewett (1968, 1971). Although 
Gilliom (197013), in identifying movement education as 
". . . the foundational structure and process portion of 
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physical education," was the only one to address herself 
directly to this concern, there appeared to be implications 
for this in others* work.  Pye (1968) implied the importance 
of process when she cited the necessity for developing 
self-direction in learning movement, as a philosophical 
justification for including the movement education approach 
in the school program.  Certainly an emphasis upon the 
process-content relationship would be amenable to 
discussions of methodology, and their rationales, as 
presented by Barrett (1969«101-108), Bilbrough and Jones 
(1968i31-38), Halsey (196^58), Halsey and Porter (1963), 
Kirchner et_al. (1970122-24), and Tillotson et al« 
(1969«8).  There was also evidence of this concern for 
process, learning how to learn through movement, in the 
programs presented by Gilliom (1970), Logsdon and Barrett 
(1969, 1970), and Stanley (1969). 
Summary 
Thus, selected trends in physical education, the 
expanded focus on human movement, and the movement education 
approach have been examined.  Special attention was given to 
ways in which the movement education approach reflects the 
expanded focus on human movement, as well as the trend in 
general education toward individualization of instruction. 
The content deals with adaptations of Laban*s analysis of 
movement.  The methodology includes a range of kinds and 
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amounts of decisions permitted the learner, with an emphasis 
on those which do permit him some degree of decision-making. 
It appeared, therefore, that the movement education approach 
to physical education was one which combined both the 
expanded focus on human movement, as well as the concern for 
individual relevance, active participation in the learning 
process, and development of individual potentials. 
SYSTEMS FOR DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF TEACHER 
BEHAVIOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The final section of this review of literature 
examines systems for descriptive analysis of teacher verbal 
behavior in physical education.  Observational systems for 
teacher behavior are not new to the field of education. 
However, the majority of those constructed have been 
designed for observation of classroom teacher and student 
behavior.  Because physical education, with its focus on 
movement and physical activity, is not appropriately 
observed and analyzed by these systems, special systems 
have been devised specifically for physical education class 
situations.  Though these are still few in number, they are 
considered most pertinent to this study. 
This section will review those systems for obser- 
vation of teacher behavior, in which the major focus was on 
physical education situations.  The studies will be examined 
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particularly in terms of their purpose, with some attention 
to the system used for observing behavior, the reliability, 
objectivity, and validity. 
Bookhout 
Bookhout (1965«^) designed a study 
... to determine by observation the patterns 
of teacher behavior which are related to climate 
formation:  specifically, the pattern characteristic 
of teachers who create supportive climates, and the 
pattern characteristic of teachers who create defensive 
climates in their classes. 
The study was based on the assumption that teacher 
behavior is largely responsible for the climate of the 
classroom, and that behavior which affects climate should 
be overt, and therefore, observable. Her hypothesis was that 
common teaching behaviors are employed by teachers in whose 
physical education classes a similar climate exists (I965«i0« 
Bookhout's (196516) subjects were physical education 
classes of ninth grade girls and their teachers.  In order 
to assess the climate in these classes, to determine whether 
it was supportive or defensive, she administered an adapted 
form of Reed's Pupil Inventory (Bookhout, 1965135-37)• 
The next step was development of a tool to observe teacher 
behaviors which might be considered to be related to the 
development of classroom climate. 
System for observation.  Bookhout (1965«37-38) 
developed her system of observation based on Medley and 
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Mitzel's (1958) Observation Schedule and Record (OSCAR), 
which had been constructed for observation of teacher 
behavior associated with emotional climate, verbal emphasis, 
and social organization.  Bookhout (1965«37-38) did not 
alter items from the original if they could be expected to 
occur in a physical education class.  New items were framed, 
according to the same principles used by Medley and Mitzel, 
and added to the schedule in order to accommodate as many 
physical education teaching behaviors as possible. 
The behaviors identified in Bookhout's (1965«60) 
schedule are as followst 
Description of Teaching Behavior 
Participates with P, Sm, or Ga 
Allows leadership by P, Sm, or G 
Answers questions of P, Sm, or G 
Ignores questions or rejects comment of P, Sm, or G 
Invites discussion, plans with, allows planning by 
P, Sm, or G 
Positive emotive expressions:  smiles, expresses 
concern, encourages P» Sm, or G 
Negative emotive expressionsi  disapproval, threat, 
criticism, and frowning at P, Sm, or G 
Grouping usedi  from fixed to permissive 
Static teacher 
Moving teacher 
Total quantity of teaching behavior directed toward 
P, Sm, or G 
Point out error to P 
Total quantity of teaching behavior directed 
toward P 
Teacher gives initial directions or leads mass 
activity 
aP, pupilI Sm, Small groupi G, entire class 
Reliability, objectivity, and validity.  Bookhout 
(1965*^3) reported reliability and objectivity coefficients 
which were consistently at least .85 on three consecutive 
observations* based on the codings of two observers* She 
did not report on validity. 
Rink 
Rink (19691^) designed a study for the purpose of 
evaluating •*. . . the movement responses of four first- 
grade boys to teacher-stated movement problems." In order 
to do this, she also designed an observation system for 
the purpose of observing movement responses and analyzing 
movement problems.  She assumed (1969»^) that an under- 
standing of the way students are responding should give 
teachers some insight in presenting movement tasks, using 
the movement education approach. 
System for observation.  Rink (1969H9) devised 
two category systems.  One was for coding the movement 
responses of the subject, and one was to record and code 
problems presented by the teacher. 
Rink (1969i20) initially identified four criteria 
for describing the quality of student involvement in a 
physical education class using the movement education 
approach 1  (1) involvement, (2) variety, (3) correctness, 
and (4) skill level.  These criteria, with skill level 
finally omitted because of the difficulty of objectively 
defining it, served as the basis for her system for des- 
cribing student response (1969«23).  The categories for this 
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systems were ranked in four steps which denoted high quality 
to low quality of involvement.  Rink's (1969i104) four 
categories werei 
Time— time the child spends on his inter- 
pretation of the problem out of the 
time available to him. 
Context-- the ability to stay with relationships 
and combinations of movements demanded 
by a problem. 
Variety—   the number of different specific 
movement responses the child exhibits 
to the problem. 
Correctness—the correctness of the individual moves 
the child attempted in relation to what 
the problem demands. 
The category system for analyzing movement tasks 
involved assignment of point values, determined by the degree 
of freedom or limitation inherent in the wording of the 
movement task (1969«108).  The four categories Rink (1969« 
108-109) identified for analysis of movement tasks werei 
Root— 
Focus— 
the verb or verbs which tell what 
movement is to be done. 
a word or words which describe how a 
movement is to be done. 
Combinations—combinations of the same root, and 
combinations of different roots. 
Variety—    refers to the variety of response 
called for in the movement problem. 
Reliability, objectivity, and validity.  The data 
used to estimate the reliability and objectivity of Rink»s 
system for evaluation of student movement response were the 
coded observations of two video tapes coded by four judges. 
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The coefficients of correlation for reliability ranged from 
.8**-.93 (1965«25).  The coefficients of intercorrelation 
for objectivity ranged from .76-.91 (1969«24). 
The data used to estimate the reliability and 
objectivity of Rink's system for analysis of movement tasks 
were the codings of 20 representative movement tasks by U 
judges. The coefficients of correlation for reliability 
were above .85 for three out of four of the judges 
(1969*30).  The coefficients of intercorrelation for 
objectivity ranged from .61-.93 (1969«29). 
Rink did not report any estimation of validity. 
Barrett 
The purpose  of Barrett's  (1969«9)   study was 
...   to develop and test a procedure for systema- 
tically describing teacher-student behavior evident in 
primary physical education lessons implementing the 
concept of movement education. 
System for observation.     Barrett  (1969«101) 
identified  the  components of a physical education lesson 
implementing the movement education approach 1     movement 
task(s),   student response(s),   content,   guidance,   teacher, 
and  learner.     Using the interrelationship of these 
components as a basis,  she devised a category system of 
four dimensions. 
The  first of these was Movement Tasks,   which 
Barrett  (1969»95)   defined asi 
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•   •   •   a verbal  statement or question given to the 
learner by the teacher which indicates the content 
being developed and the type of response expected by 
the  learner and  serves as  the central  focus of the 
learning experiences. 
Barrett  (19691102-108)   defined eight types of tasks, 
based  on the varying degrees of freedom given to the learner 
about how he  is to respond* 
was as  follows   (1969»128)« 











The second  dimension of the system was Content, 
which Barrett (1969«97)   defined as ".   •   .   the  subject 
matter  (movement  in particular)  with which the  learner is 
engaged."     Barrett  (1969«110-ll4)   identified 14 individual 
categories,   based  on the analysis of movement originally 
conceived by Laban and adapted by British and American 
physical  educators.     The categories of the Content dimension 

















The third dimension of Barrett's system was 
Guidance, which she (1969«99) defined as ". . . verbal 
statements or questions which serve to guide the learner 
toward achievement of the lesson's objectives."  Barrett 
(1969i121) identified five categories of guidance behaviors. 
The intent of this dimension was to identify the verbal 
behaviors which teachers use specifically to assist learners 
to move more efficiently in given situations (1969«117)» 








The fourth dimension of Barrett's system was 
Student Response, which Barrett (1969«96) defined as 
... the degree of self-disciplined behavior the 
learner(s) actually exhibits in relation to the degree 
required as implied by the design of the movement 
task given* 
Barrett (19691125-127) defined five categories of student 
response behavior.  The focus for this aspect was developed 
on the premise that movement tasks, with varying degrees of 
opportunity for individual exploration and discovery, are 
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designed   for  the  purpose  of  helping  students   to  become  more 
self-disciplined   in their  learning of movement   (1969«l2l). 
The  categories  of  the  Student  Response  dimension were  as 
follows   (1969«128)I 
Unaware  of the Situation 
Aware of the Situation 
Respondingi     inappropriately 
Respondingi     appropriately  but  inconsistently 
Respondingi     appropriately and willingly 
Reliability,   objectivity,   and validity.     Data used 
for estimation of reliability and objectivity of Barrett's 
system were   the   coded  observations  of  5  judges  viewing  12 
video  taped   lessons   (1969il^8).     For  determination of 
reliability,   2 viewings each of 6 of the 12 tapes were 
compared   for each   judge   (19691150).     The percentages  of 
intrajudge  agreement  ranged   from 48-86  per  cent   (1969» 17M • 
3y dimension,   the  range   for   the Movement Task  dimension was 
^8-80 per cent;  Content,   73-82 per centi  Guidance,  7^-86 
per cent;  Student Response,   55-85 per cent  (1969«175)« 
The percentages of interjudge agreement,   determined 
by pairing each  judge with each of the others,   ranged  from 
32-92  per  cent   (19691155).     By dimension,   the  range   for 
Movement Task  dimension  was   32-77  per  cent;   Content,   62-82 
per  cent;   Guidance,   69-83  per  cent;   and Student  Response, 
59-92  per  cent. 
Validity of the system was estimated in terms of 
both construct and content validity. Construct validity 
was concerned with whether the  categories represented  the 
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context from which they are derivedi  whether all the 
behaviors defined by the system were used, and whether all 
behaviors observed could be categorized (1969«l84).  Two 
categories of the Content dimension, Flow and Space* were 
not used (1969«l85)» nor was the category Unaware* in the 
Student Response dimension (1969'186)• 
Content validity was estimated by the analysis of 
four experts in the field of physical education as to 
whether the category system was "... representative and 
comprehensive of the concept of movement education as it 
was being implemented in the schools" (I969«l88).  The 
experts' positive reactions were accepted as meaningful to 
a study of this nature, and indicative of its content 
validity (I969«l89). 
Dougherty 
The purpose of Dougherty's (1971i39) system of 
interaction analysis for physical education wast 
... to distinguish those acts of the teacher 
that increase students' freedom of action from those 
that decrease students' freedom of action and to keep 
a record of both. 
System for observation*  Dougherty's (1971i40-43) 
system for observational analysis was an adaptation of that 
developed by Amidon and Flanders (1967).  The system was 
divided into three broad dimensionsi  teacher talk, student 
talk, and non-verbal activities (1971»50).  The teacher 
talk was further divided into groupingsi  direct teacher 
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statements, which tend to limit students' freedom to 
respond, and indirect statements, which tend to maximize 
this freedom (1971»39-40). With the exception of the 
eleventh category, which he added, Dougherty's definitions 
of the categories are taken directly from Flanders. 
Dougherty (1971«4i) also added a technique for indicating 
whether the teacher talk was to an individual or the entire 
group. Dougherty's system was as followsi 
Teacher talk—indirect 
1. Accepts  feelings 
2. Praises or encourages 
3«     Accepts or uses  ideas of students 
4.     Asks questions 
Teacher talk—direct 
5«     Lecturing 
6.     Giving directions 
?.     Criticizing or justifying authority 
Student  talk 
8.     Student talk—response 
9»     Student talk—initiation 
Non-verbal 
10. Silence or confusion 
11. Meaningful non-verbal activity 
Reliability,   objectivity,  and validity.     Dougherty 
did not report on the reliability,   objectivity,   or validity 
of this  system. 
Fishman and Anderson 
The  purpose   of  Fishman  and  Anderson's   (1971»10) 
system was the development of ".   •   .   a procedure  for 
recording how physical   educators  provide  augmented   feedback 
to students."    Their (1971»10)   rationale was that,   based on 
a  review  of  literature   in  motor  learning,   feedback  plays  a 
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key role in the development of motor skills. Therefore, 
this appeared to be an important aspect of physical 
education teacher behavior to be identified.  Fishman and 
Anderson (1971«11) defined augmented feedback as 
... a teaching behavior dependent upon the motor 
response of one or more students and intended to 
provide information related to the acquisition or 
performance of a motor skill* 
System for observation. Fishman and Anderson's 
(1969«13) category system was presented in the form of a 
checklist, with all categories and sub-categories provided 
on the coding sheet. The final form of the system included 
6 major categories of augmented feedback behavior, and 20 
sub-categories (1971«12).  They were as follows (1971«12-13)« 
1. Form 
a. Auditory-Augmented Feedback 
b. Auditory-Tactile Feedback 
c. Auditory-Visual Feedback 
2. Direction 
a. A Single  Student 
b. A Group of Students 
c. All Students  in  the  Class 
3. Time 
a*  Concurrent Feedback 
b.  Terminal Feedback 
U.     Intent 
a. Evaluative Feedback 
b. Descriptive Feedback 
c. Comparative Feedback 
d. Explicative Feedback 
e. Prescriptive Feedback 
f. Affective Feedback 
5.  General Referent 
a. The Whole Movement 
b. Part of the Movement 
c. Outcome or Goal of the Movement 
*3 




Reliability, Objectivity, and Validity.  The 
reliability, objectivity, and validity of the system were 
not reported. 
Gasson 
The primary purpose of Gasson's (19?1»1) study wast 
... to create an observational instrument in 
order to record selected verbal and non-verbal behaviors 
of both teachers and pupils that were thought to be 
related to class management. 
The study was concerned with primary school children. 
System for observation.  Gasson (1971«38) identified 
three dimensions of behavior which literature had indicated 
were pertinent to class management. These weret  (1) Verbal 
Dimension, (2) The Location of the Teacher Dimension, and 
(3) The Child Activity Dimension. The Verbal Dimension 
was based on that developed by Flanders (1965), while the 
Location of the Teacher Dimension, and the Child Activity 
Dimension were Gasson's own creations (1971»38-57)» based on 
observations of primary physical education lessons. 
The individual categories, as finally accepted, were 
summarized (I971i58) as followsi 
Verbal 
Accepts feeling 
Praises or encourages 
Accepts or uses ideas 
Asks questions 
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Lecturing or giving directions 
Giving a divergent task 
Criticizing or justifying authority 
Pupil talk 









Less than a quarter not attempting the 
activity task 
A quarter or more not attempting the activity 
task 
Other (inactive children) 
Demonstration 
Organization 
Less than a quarter attempting to obey the 
teacher's instructions on an activity task 
Reliability! objectivity, and validity* Gasson 
(1971»6l) reported that the data he used to estimate inter- 
observer reliability (objectivity) were the coded recordings 
of two trained observers, compared with his own codings as a 
standard, and compared with one another.  He set a standard 
for acceptable inter-observer reliability at a coefficient 
of .70.  The coefficients were determined using the Scott 
method. The observers and the investigator (standard) 
repeated trial codings until that reliability coefficient 
of .70 was reached.  Gasson did not discuss intrajudge 
agreement, or validity of his system. 
iiesla 
The purpose of Ciesla's (1972»5) study was 
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... to develop an objective, reliable, and valid 
tool for the systematic description of selected teacher 
behavior evident in the teaching of the cradle in 
lacrosse to beginners. 
System for observation.  Ciesla's (1972I40-^5) 
system was divided into two major parts, each relating to a 
type of response!  Specific and Non-specific.  "Specific" 
referred to identification of those movement tasks, the 
intent of which allowed no choice to the student about how 
he should move.  "Non-specific" referred to identification 
of those movement tasks, the intent of which allowed choice 
to the student about how he should move. 
The components of a physical education lesson, 
taking into account physical education lessons in general, 
physical education lessons for beginners, and physical edu- 
cation lessons dealing specifically with teaching the cradle 
in lacrosse to beginners, served as the basis for formulating 
the categories of Ciesla's (1972i^5-46) system.  The cate- 
gories she thus formulated described teaching behaviors which 
could each be defined in a specific or a non-specific way, 
except Analysis, which always implied a specific response 
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Reliability, objectivity, and validity. The data 
ised to estimate reliability and objectivity were the 
>dings of three judges viewing three video taped lessons 
^f the cradle in lacrosse being taught to beginners* each 
lesson taught by a different teacher (1972«85-88).  Ciesla 
j<19?2« 116—117) set the standard for acceptance of relia- 
bility and objectivity at .90. 
Reliability coefficients were obtained by comparing 
Ihe codings of each judge from the first viewing of the 
etapes, with the codings of the same judge for the same 
afcapes from a second viewing of the tapes.  Reliability 
''Coefficients for the entire system combined, ranged from 
B975-.999 (1971«117)« Looking at each portion of the system 
Separately, the results for the reliability coefficients for 
■he Specific part were as follows:  range, .802-.999, with 
all three judges reaching .90 or above on tapes #1, #2, and 
Botal tapes #1, #2, and #3 combined; only one judge was 
fcbove .90 on tape #3 (1972U17).  The reliability coeffi- 
cients for the Non-specific part were as follows 1  .90 was 
reached by two judges on all tapes except tape #2i the 
Khird judge did not reach .90 on any tapes (1972«117). 
The objectivity coefficients for the entire system 
■ombined ranged from .9/*3-»998 (19721117)•  Looking at each 
•art of the system separately, the range of coefficients for 
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the Specific part was .969-.999 for all pairings of judges 
on all tapes except tape #3 (19721116).  For the Non- 
specific part, the range was .414-.698 for two pairings of 
judges, with only one pairing reaching .90 and only on 
tapes #1, #3, and the total tapes #1, #2, and #3 combined 
(1972.116). 
Validity was estimated in terms of construct and 
content validity. Construct validity was concerned with 
whether the categories represent the context from which 
they are derived 1 whether all the behaviors defined by the 
system are used, and whether all behaviors observed can be 
categorized (1972U09).  Ciesla (1972H11) reported that 
all categories except Unclassified were used. 
Content validity was estimated by a careful analysis 
of lacrosse literature to determine the comprehensiveness 
and representativeness of the system as it related to 
teaching the cradle in lacrosse to beginners (I972illl). 
Ciesla (19721 111) reported that each category was supported 
by lacrosse literature. 
Summary 
Techniques for descriptive analysis of classroom 
behavior, both student and teacher, have been of growing 
interest in the field of education.  Although most of the 
work has been done with classroom situations, an increasing 
number of systems are being designed for physical education. 
Five completed studies, one in process, and one minor 
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revision of a tool originally designed for classroom 
interaction analysis have been reviewed, with special 
concern for purpose, system of observation, and reliability, 
objectivity, and validity. 
SUMMARY 
The literature relevant to this study was reviewed 
in three sections.  The first section dealt with recent 
reforms in education, particularly the restructuring of 
subject matter, and the growing concern for individualization 
of instruction.  The second section dealt with current 
trends in physical education reform, with special attention 
to the expanding emphasis on human movement, individual- 
ization of instruction, and the movement education approach. 
The third section dealt with a review of studies in 
physical education that had as their main purpose the 
observation and analysis of some aspect of teacher behavior 
in physical education. The studies were reviewed with 
special concern for the purpose, system of observation, and 
reliability, objectivity, and validity. 
The literature reviewed in this chapter provided a 
basis for the procedures and methods to be used in this 
study. Chapter 3 will describe the procedures used for the 




The purpose of this study was to describe and 
analyze the pre-instructional, verbal instructional, and 
post-instructional behaviors of two experienced teachers 
implementing for the first time in their teaching exper- 
ience, the movement education approach to instruction of 
collece women in beginning basketball,  A sub-pnrpose of 
this study was to adapt the category system designed by 
Barrett (1969) to make it consistent with recent literature 
and relevant to the specific context of this study.  The 
purpose of Chapter 3 is to describe the procedures used to 
identify and analyze the teachers' behaviors and adapt 
the category system, 
COLLECTION OF DATA 
The data used to identify and analyze the teaching 
behavior of two teachers implementing the movement education 
approach for the first time werei  coded recordings by two 
trained judges of the teachers* verbal behavior during 
class, the teachers' lesson plans* coded by the investigator, 
for each lesson, and the teachers' written evaluations 
following each lesson.  The collection of data included 1 
selection and training of teachers, selection of student 
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subjects, tape recording procedures, acquisition of evidence 
of pre-class decisions and evaluations of lessons, revision 
of Barrett's (1969) category system, selection and training 
of judges, and procedures used for final coding. 
Selection and Training of Teachers 
The two teachers for this study were chosen on the 
basis of their interest and similarity of background.  Both 
had taken a graduate course entitled Current Theories and 
Practices of Teaching Sports, which was offered during the 
first semester of the 1970-1971 school year at The University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro.  Both subjects were women, 
enrolled as full-time graduate students in physical educa- 
tion at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 
School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.  Both 
had two years of experience teaching at the secondary level. 
Neither teacher had any experience with the move- 
ment education approach prior to her participation in the 
Current Theories and Practices of Teaching Sports class. In 
the class, both were exposed to Mauldon and Red fern's 
Games Teaching (1969) and Stanley's Physical Educationi  A 
Movement Orientation (1969).  They observed physical educa- 
tion classes at the Julius I. Poust Elementary School, 
Greensboro City Schools, Greensboro, North Carolina, in which 
the movement education approach was being used. 
In terms of practical experience, they participated 
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as students in a lacrosse lesson, presented using the 
movement education approach.  In addition, each taught one 
lesson in team sport fundamentals to groups of approxi- 
mately eight students at The Joseph Charles Price Junior 
High School1, Greensboro City Schools, Greensboro, North 
Carolina. 
Under these conditions, it was assumed that each 
of the teachers met the criterion of being inexperienced in 
using the movement education approach.  Based on their 
teaching experience and acquaintance with the movement 
education approach, the two teachers were considered to be 
generally equated. 
These teachers were given an orientation session on 
April 28, 19?1» to acquaint them with the interpretation of 
the movement education approach which governed this study. 
Prior to the actual orientation session, the plan for the 
discussion of the movement education approach was validated 
by the two faculty members at The University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro, School of Health, Fhysical Education, 
and Recreation, who were accepted as experts.  The orienta- 
tion session was tape recorded to provide a check on the 
actual presentation as compared with the validated plan.  It 
proved to be the same. An outline of the presentation 
appears in Appendix A. After the discussion of the movement 
1In 1972, this became the Joseph Charles Price 
Elementary School. 
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education approach, the two teachers were given detailed 
instructions concerning their responsibilities, and an 
opportunity to ask any questions they might have about them. 
In addition to the oral presentation, the orien- 
tation session also included a 10-minute mini-lesson in 
soccer, taught by a teacher experienced in the movement 
education approach.  The two teachers for this study were 
the participants for this mini-lesson.  The verbalizations 
of this lesson appear in Appendix B. 
Selection of Students 
Students for this study were chosen from selected 
physical education instructional classes in various indi- 
vidual activities at The University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, in early May, 1971.  The investigator polled 
those classes which met at times that she was free.  The 
following criteria governed the choice of subjects! 
1. They could not be currently enrolled in a team 
sports class.  It was assumed that current involvement in 
any team sport might introduce a bias due to possible simi- 
larities to basketball of strategies or movement patterns. 
2. They could not have had any previous or current 
experience with high skill levels in basketball.  This was 
defined as advanced instruction in basketball, or partici- 
pation at the varsity level in high school or college. 
3. They could not have had any previous experience 
with the movement education approach to physical education. 
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4.  They had to have either the 91OO a.m.-lOiOO a.m., 
or 10»00 a.m.-lliOO a.m. hour free on Mondays and Wednesdays 
for the last three weeks of the second semester of the 1970- 
1971 school year. 
Each potential subject was questioned about each of 
these criteria.  If she failed to meet any one, she was not 
accepted as a subject. Of those who volunteered, five met 
the qualifications for the 9i00 a.m.-lOiOO a.m. group, and 
four met the qualifications for the IOIOO a.m.-lliOO a.m. 
group. The nine subjects thus chosen as students for this 
study represented activity courses in personal conditioning, 
recreational sports, fencing, swimming, and bowling. 
Tape Recording Procedures 
The taping procedures in this study included the 
technical procedures for tape recording the teachers, and the 
actual recording of the lessons. 
Technical procedures for taping.  In order for the 
verbal behavior of the two teachers to be studied, it was 
necessary to find a method of recording it that would insure 
that all verbalizations were audible. At the same time, it 
was desirable to permit the teacher freedom to move about 
the gym as she taught. 
The investigator sought help with this problem from 
the media specialist, and the Director of the Human 
Performance Laboratory at the School of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation at The University of North Carolina 
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at Greensboro.  The equipment chosen was the EKG-EMG-EEG 
transmitter; the FM Biotelemetry Receiver, model FM-ll00-6j 
and a Wollensak tape recorder. 
It was found that the transmitter, wrapped in a 
quarter-inch layer of foam rubber to prevent its antenna 
from being grounded upon contact with skin, could be 
adhesive-taped to the chest, either over the sternum or 
laterally below either clavicle.  This permitted the wearer 
complete freedom of movement, and provided clear pick-up on 
the FM receiver from anywhere in a gymnasium.  The FM 
receiver was jacked into the input of the tape recorder. 
The jacks, attached to either end of a 12-foot cord, were 
prepared by Guilford Electronic at a cost of $2.00. 
The testing of the recording system took place in 
the Coleman Gymnasium of the School of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation at The University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro.  The test subject moved all about the gym 
floor, positioning her body so that it was sometimes facing 
the receiver, and sometimes between the microphone and 
receiver.  To test for the effect of movement of body and 
clothing on the pick-up on the microphone, the subject per- 
formed a variety of badminton strokes.  All of the moving 
was done while the subject was speaking in a normal tone of 
voice. All of her verbalizations were clearly audible, with 
no interference, static, or extraneous sound from her shirt 
moving over the foam rubber-covered microphone. 
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Tape recording of teachers. The study consisted of 
6, 30-minute lessons for each teacher, conducted on May 3, 
5» 10, 12, 17, and 19, 1971.  On each of these days, the 
first teacher taught from 9il5 a.m.-9»^5 a.m., the second 
from IO115 a.m.-l0i45 a.m. The classes were taught in 
Curry Gymnasium, a facility of the School of Education at 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Permission 
for its use was obtained from the Dean of the School of 
Education, following a written explanation of the need, and 
designation of desired dates and times. This facility was 
used because it was impossible to schedule sufficiently 
large time blocks in either Coleman or Rosenthal Gymnasia, 
which coincided with the investigator and teachers' free 
time. 
For the actual taping of the lessons, two separate 
1800-foot tapes were used. This permitted a total recording 
time of 180 minutes, sufficient for 6, 30-minute lessons. 
Each tape was used for only one teacher's lessons. 
Several difficulties arose during the taping of the 
lessons.  First, for both teachers, there was an unaccount- 
able degree of interference, in the form of static picked up 
by the FM receiver, and transmitted to the tapes.  It seemed 
to be unrelated to the teachers' position in the gymnasium, 
the location on the teacher's chest to which the microphone 
was taped, or the presence or absence of clothing over the 
microphone.  The actual cause for the static was never 
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discovered, nor was the static eliminated. However, a spot 
check of the tapes indicated that the great majority of the 
verbalizations were not at all affected by the static, and 
those that were, were still distinguishable. 
The second difficulty arose with the taping of the 
fourth lesson. As each side of the tape accommodated three 
lessons, the fourth lesson should have been recorded on 
side two. Due to investigator error, the tapes did not get 
turned, a mistake which was not discovered until Lesson ^ 
had been taped on top of Lesson 1 for both teachers. 
Discussion with each of the teachers as to what they had 
done in the first lesson was subsequently recorded, but the 
actual verbal behavior during class time was no longer 
available for study. 
Lesson Plans and Evaluations 
The two teachers were told during their orientation 
session that they were responsible for submitting a written 
lesson plan prior to each lesson.  They were not, however, 
given any instruction on the format for the plans, in order 
to avoid the introduction of investigator bias in the 
planning.  In addition, they were told that they could not 
discuss the plans with one another or with anyone familiar 
with the movement education approach. They were free to use 
any written sources they wanted.  Copies of the six lesson 
plans for each teacher, as evidence of pre-class decisions, 
are found in Appendix C. 
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Also during their orientation, the teachers were 
told that they were responsible for preparing a written 
evaluation of each lesson immediately following the teaching 
of the lesson.  As with the lesson plans, they were not 
given any instructions as to format, in order to avoid 
introducing investigator bias in the evaluations.  They were 
told not to discuss the evaluations with one another or with 
anyone who was familiar with the movement education approach. 
Copies of all six evaluations for each teacher are found 
in Appendix D. 
Revision of the Category System 
The modifications of the category system as 
originally developed by Barrett (1969) to make it suited to 
this study included! 
1. Deletion of the student response dimension, as 
this study was concerned only with the verbal behavior of 
the teacher in presentation and development of movement 
tasks during the in-class phase of teaching. 
2. Changes in some categories of the content 
dimension, based upon literature not available at the time 
of Barrett's (1969) study, which was relevant to the move- 
ment education approach to physical education. 
3. Change in the entire focus of the guidance 
dimension, based on more recent thinking by the original 
author (Barrett, 1971)» as well as a difference in 
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interpretation of the major focus of guidance behaviors, 
based on the writings of Bilbrough and Jones  (1968). 
Thus,   this study was concerned with three dimensions 
of classroom behavior in physical education,  all of these 
dealing with teacher verbal behavior.     The  following 
sections will discuss the procedures and rationale   for 
changes  in each of these three dimensions. 
Dimension li    Movement Tasks.     This dimension of 
the category system was accepted as presented by Barrett 
(1969i102-108),  in that all of the original eight types of 
tasks were  kept.    However,   the naming of the  first category 
was  changed  from Command to Explicit Response.     It was 
felt that the term "command"   carried implications of 
constant regimentation,  as used by Mosston  (1966i19-20). 
Examples  following the description of each type of task 
were altered to make them relevant to the  instruction of 
college women in team sport fundamentals using the movement 
education approach.     These examples were approved for 
consistency of intent by the original author. 
The types of tasks  identified werei     (1)  Explicit 
Response,   (2)   Guided Discovery,   (3) Selected Response, 
(4a)   Specific Limitation!     implied variety,   (4b)  Specific 
Limitationi     continuous variety,   (5a)  Non-specific Limi- 
tation!     implied variety,   (5b)   Non-specific Limitationi 
continuous variety,   and (6)   Pree Exploration.     These 
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constituted the first dimension of the category system. 
The description of each of these categories, and examples 
of them, appear in Appendix £. 
Dimension 2i  Content.  The Content dimension of 
the category system included several modifications of that 
originally presented by Barrett (19691110-115).  These 
modifications were based on Stanley's (1969137-60) presen- 
tation of the components of the movement education approach, 
which reflected Laban's original movement principles, and 
included the application of such to the teaching of games, 
as well as dance and gymnastics. 
The Content dimension was conceived by Stanley 
(1969«37) to include four major aspects 1  body, effort 
qualities of movement, space, and relationship.  These 
aspects were sub-divided into 15 individual categories for 
this dimension.  Category headings and descriptions 
presented by Barrett (1969«110-115) were retained where they 
were compatible with Stanley's f1969* 37-60) classification 
of movement.  In these situations, examples following the 
description of each aspect were altered to make them 
relevant to the instruction of college women in team sport 
fundamentals using the movement education approach.  These 
examples were approved for consistency of intent by the 
original author. 
The Content categories identified, and their 
recording symbols, were as follows 1  Body Shape (bs), Body 
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Parts (bp), Body Actions (ba), Force (f), Time (t). Space 
(s), Flow (fl), General Spatial Awareness (g). Personal 
Space Awareness (ps), Level (le), Direction (di), Pathway 
(pa), Manipulative Relationship (m), Non-manipulative 
Relationship (nm), and Relationship with People (p). 
These constituted the second dimension of the category 
system.  The description of each of these categories, and 
examples of them, appear in Appendix E. 
Dimension 3«  Guidance.  The major focus of 
3arrett's (1969«117-121) Guidance dimension was the identi- 
fication of the nature of verbal guidance behaviors. 
These included statements and questions pertaining to 
assistance in skill performance, statements or questions 
pertaining to evaluation of the students' behavior, and 
statements or questions pertaining to organization or safety. 
Barrett (19691203) mentioned one limitation of this dimen- 
sion being its failure to identify very specific information, 
particularly in terms of the degree of freedom given the 
student to make his own decisions related to improving his 
response.  This was considered a weakness because the concept 
of freedom in decision making is as much part of the devel- 
opment of a task, as it is a part of the initial task. 
In more recent thinking, Barrett (1973ai15-17) 
suggested that description of the movement tasks might also 
logically be used to identify the kinds and amounts of 
decisions which the teacher gives the student while he is 
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working on the task.  For example, for the task, "Use your 
hands in a variety of ways to keep the ball in the air," 
the task would be classified as 4a, Specific Limitationi 
implied variety.  A possible guidance behavior, designed to 
help a student or group of students to develop the response, 
might be, "Choose one of the ways, and practice until you 
can do it easily."  This guidance behavior might then be 
considered to be classified as category 3» Selected 
Response.  In this example, freedom to try a variety of 
responses was limited by the teacher's guidance behavior. 
This same implication of relationship between 
freedom in the task and guidance behaviors was made by 
Bilbrough and Jones (1968136-37) in their development of 
ways and reasons for combining various degrees of freedom 
for decision-making for students, within the context of a 
single lesson.  Thus, because it promised to give a more 
complete picture of the instructional aspect of the imple- 
mentation of the movement education approach, guidance 
behaviors were identified and defined in the same terms as 
the categories of the Movement Task dimension.  Instructions 
were added concerning the basis for the judges* differen- 
tiating between a movement task and guidance statement. 
These are found in Appendix E. 
No effort was made to categorize verbalizations 
which gave guidance as to organization of students, safety, 
etc., all of which had been included in the original system 
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as developed by Barrett (1969). Occurrences of these, and 
verbalizations unrelated to the development of the movement 
task, were noted in non-specific terms. The revised 
Guidance dimension is found in Appendix E. 
Recording technique.  The instructions for recording 
were, where applicable, those originally presented by 
Barrett (1969«129-135)•  Instructions were altered to 
accommodate modifications in the choice of categories. The 
instructions, as presented to the judges during their 
training, are found in Appendix F. 
Selection and Training of Judges 
There were two judges trained in the use of the 
category system for this study. Both were graduate students 
at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro, School 
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, during the 
1970-1971 school year, and the 1971 summer session. Since 
it was deemed desirable that these judges both be familiar 
with the movement education approach and the context of the 
terminology, one judge was chosen from among those graduate 
students who had been involved in extensive oh*Prvation and 
practical experience in the physical education program at 
The Julius I. Poust Elementary School, Greensboro City 
Schools, Greensboro, North Carolina, which was being con- 
ducted using the movement education approach. The investi- 
eator served as the second judge as she understood the 
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context and  terminology.     It was deemed appropriate  that 
the  investigator be the other  judge,   since several weeks 
would have elapsed between the  time of the tape recording 
of the lessons and the actual  listening and  coding sessions. 
The  investigator did not listen to any of the  tapes prior 
to the actual coding sessions. 
Training of the  judges  involved  seven  sessions, 
each of approximately three hours*  duration.     These were 
held on June 7,  8,   9,   10,   13,  and lk. 
The  training technique  involved having the  judges 
listen to and code  the verbal behavior of recordings of 
three  faculty members at The University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro,  School of Health,   Physical Education,   and 
Recreation,  who were considered experts  in the  implementation 
of the movement education approach.     Each had prepared 2, 
15-minute  lesson segments using graduate students as their 
learners.     The  lessons were geared to using all dimensions 
of the category system,  with special emphasis  on all  levels 
of the task and guidance dimensions.     In addition, all  the 
lessons dealt with sport skill fundamentals,   excluding 
basketball. 
During the training sessions,   the  judges learned the 
individual categories of the  system,   the coding system,  and 
the  technique   for recording.     Several clarifications of 
descriptions and examples of individual categories were made, 
based  on discussed  lack of clarity.     Throughout  the training 
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sessions, the codings of the two judges were continuously 
compared.  When the judges appeared consistent in agreement 
with each other and themselves, the training sessions were 
terminated. 
Prior to the official coding sessionst a trial 
recording session was held on June 18, 1971*  Tape #6, 
chosen by random lot, was coded by both judges.  The purpose 
of this session was to determine whether the training tapes, 
as prepared by experts in the implementation of the movement 
education approach, had served as appropriate and adequate 
training models for the judges to code lessons taught by 
beginners implementing the movement education approach. 
Identified areas of confusion were clarified by discussion 
between the judges following the coding. 
Coding Sessions 
The remaining nine tapes were divided randomly into 
two groups, to be coded on two successive days.  Tapes #3, 
#^» #5, #7, and #10 were coded on June 19, 1971.  The remain- 
ing tapes, #1, #2, #8, and #9 were coded on June 20, 1971. 
During both sessions, each tape was coded as it was heard 
once through. 
On June 21, 1971, tapes #2, #3. and #10, chosen at 
random, were coded a second time to serve as a check for 
reliability.  As was done with the first coding, each tape 
was coded by the two judges as it played through once. 
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PREPARATION  OP DATA 
The codings of the two trained   judges served as 
data to estimate the objectivity,  or interjudge agreement, 
and reliability,   or intrajudge agreement,   in their use of 
the system.     After the determination of objectivity and 
reliability,   the next procedural step in preparing the 
data for analysis was reducing it to tables. 
Objectivity and Reliability 
The data used to estimate objectivity were the 
codings of each judge for nine tapes.     Coefficients of 
objectivity for each of the three dimensions of the system 
were determined using the Pearson product-moment corre- 
lation technique   (Guilford,   1965«97).     The coded data from 
9 of the  10 tapes,   with tape #6 omitted because   ;t was 
used as a training tape,  were used to estimate the 
coefficients of objectivity by dimension. 
The data used to estimate reliability of the 
judges were the codings recorded by each judge  for tapes 
#2, #3,   and #10,   on June  19 and 20,   1971.   compared with 
second codings recorded by each  judge of these  same three 
tapes on June 21,   1971.     Reliability coefficients were 
computed usin« the Pearson product-moment correlation 
technique  (Guilford,   1965«97). 
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Presentation of Data 
The raw data to be presented included the written 
lesson plans from two teachers for six lessons, the 
codings of two judges for five taped lessons for each 
teacher, and the written evaluations from two teachers for 
six lessons.  For presentation and analysis, the lesson 
plans were coded and reduced to tablesi the codings of 
the actual tapes were reduced to tables! and the written 
evaluations were retained in their verbatim form* 
In order to construct the tables for presentation 
of the lesson plans, the first step was the coding of each 
plan.  Each statement in the plans was analyzed by the 
investigator in terms of its intent according to the 
categories in the system used to code the tape recorded 
lessons.  The text of the category system itself was used 
as a frequent reference during the coding process in order 
to insure as accurate as possible an interpretation of 
the teachers' intent.  Since the judges had proven to be 
objective and reliable, except with reservation in the 
Movement Task dimension, it seemed valid that the inves- 
tigator, one of the original judges, code the lesson plans 
alone.  The use of the category system as constant 
reference strengthened this assumption. 
After the plans were coded, the frequency of use 
of each category for each lesson was tallied.  These data 
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were used for presentation of the lesson plans.  The 
original verbatim plans are included in Appendix C. 
Construction of tables showing frequency of use 
of each category in each of the actual lessons involved 
reducing the frequency of codings of two judges to a single 
figure for each category for each lesson. Since the 
coefficients of objectivity for each dimension of the 
system were high* it was determined that the averages of 
the tallies of the two judges• codings for each category in 
each lesson would be the data presented on the tables.  For 
those situations in which the ratio of one judge's tallies 
for any category in any lesson was twice that of the other, 
the discrepancy was noted on the table, and the figure was 
not used in the analysis.  The exception to this was those 
situations in which the highest frequency of use of any 
category by a judge during one lesson was four or less. 
In these situations, if the difference between the raw total 
codings by each judge for the category was two or less, the 
average was accepted (e. g.. Judge Ai  3, Judge Bi  li 
Judge At  2, Judge Bi ki  Judge Ai  2, Judge Bi  0).  This 
entire procedure for establishing the limits for acceptance 
of averages to be useful for this study was adopted because 
the frequencies of codings for each category for each 
lesson were so small* 
The written evaluations of each lesson from each 
teacher made only vague reference to the tasks and content 
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of the  lessons.     Therefore,   it was deemed a difficult task 
of limited value to reduce them.     They were examined in 
their original  form,  when such examination was useful   for 
clarifying the  lesson plans and/or actual lessons.     The 
evaluations are  included,  verbatim,   in Appendix D. 
ANALYSIS  OF DATA 
The data used  to describe and analyze  the behavior 
of two teachers   initiating for the first time  in their 
teaching experience  the movement education approach  to teach 
beginning basketball to college women were*     (1)  pre- 
instructional behavior,   as presented in the tables  of 
frequency of use of each category for each lesson plant 
(2)  verbal  instructional behavior,   as presented  in tables 
of average  of 2  judges'   codings of frequency of use  of each 
category for each of 10  lessons;   (3)  post-instructional 
behavior, when appropriate  for clarifying pre-instructional 
and verbal behavior,   as obtained in the teachers' written 
evaluations of each lesson. 
In the process of description and analysis of data, 
the pre-instructional and verbal instructional behavior of 
each teacher for each lesson was examined,   to determine the 
relationship between the teacher's intention and actual 
verbal teaching behavior.     Notice was taken of those  situ- 
ations when the written evaluations helped to explain or 
clarify the  relationship between pre-instructional and 
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verbal instructional behavior.  The data were also examined 
for any trend in use of categories which appeared to 
emerge, from Lesson 1 through Lesson 6, for each teacher. 
Finally, the data for the two teachers were com- 
paredt From these comparisons, subjective inferences were 
drawn, concerning similarities and differences in the 
pre-instructional, verbal instructional, and post- 
instructional behavior of the two teachers. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter 3 presented the  procedures necessary for 
collection,   presentation,  and analysis of the verbal 
teaching behavior of two teachers implementing the movement 
education approach for the first time  in their teaching 
experience,   teaching beginning basketball  to college women. 
The   following procedures were  described in the collection 
of data needed  for the analysis  of the teaching behavior 
of the two teachersi     selection and training of teachers, 
selection of student subjects,   tape recording procedures, 
acquisition of evidence of pre-class decisions and evalu- 
ations of lessons,   revision of Barrett's  (1969)   category 
system,   selection and training of judges,   and procedures 
for final coding. 
The statistical techniques used  for estimating 
reliability and objectivity of the   judges were presented. 
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The procedures for presenting the data were described. 
Finally, procedures for description and analysis of the 
data were discussed. 
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Chapter ^ 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OP DATA 
The purpose of this study was to identify and 
analyze the behavior of two teachers as they implemented 
the movement education approach for the first time in their 
teaching experience, instructing college women in beginning 
basketball.  The purpose of this chapter is to describe and 
analyze the data. 
This chapter will be presented in two major 
sections.  The first section will be a report and analysis 
of the data used to estimate the reliability and objectivity 
of two trained judges in their use of the revision of 
Barrett's (1969) category system for description of teacher 
behavior.  The second section will be an identification 
and analysis of the behavior of the two teachers as they 
implemented the movement education approach, instructing 
college women in beginning basketball. 
RELIABILITY AND OBJECTIVITY 
The data used to estimate the reliability of the 
two judges in their use of the system were the codings done 
by each judge for three of the tapes, chosen at random, 
compared with a later coding of these same three tapes for 
each judge.  The raw data for these codings are found in 
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Appendix G, Table 7.  The reliability coefficients, found 
using the Pearson product-moment technique, are reported 
on Table 1.  The coefficients of reliability for both 
judges for the use of the Content and Guidance dimensions 
ranged from .96 to .98, all of which are considered high 
correlation (Sheehan, 1971il<W»)«  In the Movement Task 
dimension, however, Judge A had a reliability coefficient 
of only .51 * the coefficient for Judge B was only .66. 
Though both of these coefficients are considerably lower 
than those found for the other two dimensions, according 
to Sheehan (1971»1^*0 they can be considered to show 
moderate correlation. 
Table 1.  Reliability Correlations for Two Judges 













In summary, it can be concluded that, in the 
Content and Guidance dimensions, the judges were highly 
reliable in their use of the system.  Though the coefficients 
showed only moderate correlation in the Movement Task 
dimension for the judges* reliability in the use of this 
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dimension, the reliability was accepted as high enough to 
be useful for this study. 
The data used to estimate the coefficients of 
objectivity for the two trained judges were the coded 
recordings of nine lessons by each judge.  The raw data 
are included in Appendix 0, Table 8.  The figures obtained 
for each dimension using the Pearson product-moment tech- 
nique, are found on Table 2.  The range was .96 to .98, 
all of which are considered to be very high correlation. 
Therefore, the objectivity of the judges in using this 
dimension was accepted as useful for this study. 
Table 2.  Objectivity Correlations for Two Judges 
Calculated by Dimension 







ANALYSIS OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR 
The identification and analysis of the behavior of 
the two teachers implementing the movement education 
approach for the first time in their teaching experience, 
instructing college women in beginning basketball, involved 
examination of three sets of data for each teacher.  These 
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werei     (l)   the  frequency of codings of categories   for each 
lesson plan,   as evidence of pre-instructional behavior! 
(2) the average   frequency of codings  from two  judges* 
codings of actual verbal behavior during the lesson;   and 
(3) the written evaluations  following each lesson,   as 
evidence of post-instructional behavior.     Throughout the 
presentation and  analysis of data,  reference to "lesson 
plans" means the pre-instructional behavior*   "actual 
lesson" means verbal instructional behavior*   and "evaluation" 
means the verbatim evaluation from each teacher following 
each lesson,   the post-instructional behavior. 
This section will be presented   in three major 
subdivisions.     The  first two will deal with the  reporting 
and analysis of data for the teaching behavior of each 
teacher.     The third part will be a comparison of the 
teaching behavior of the two teachers.     Figure   1,  repre- 
senting a condensation of the category system,  was included 
to provide ease  of reference  to the meaning of each 
category. 
Teacher A 
The data for Teacher A will be presented and 
analyzed in two parts.  The first part will deal with 
examination of the lesson plans, actual lessons, and where 
useful, the written evaluations, in the Movement Task and 
Guidance dimensions. These two dimensions were examined 
together because they both are concerned with the amount 
Figure 1.  Description of Categories in Category System 
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Movement Task and Guidance Categories 
1 Explicit Response!  student is encouraged to perform 
specific movements in specific ways 
2 Guided Discovery!  student is given freedom to decide 
how he/she is to move, while being encouraged to 
focus toward a more specific response 
3 Selected Response!  student is encouraged to select a 
movement response and repeat it 
U    Specific Limitation!  student is given freedom to find 
different ways of moving in relation to specific 
limitations in the task 
a. implied variety!  the responses may be repeated, 
or new ones tried 
b. continuous variety!  each attempted response 
should be different 
5 Non-Specific Limitation!  student is given freedom to 
find different ways of moving in relation to non- 
specific limitations in the task 
a*  implied variety!  the responses may be repeated, 
or new ones tried 
b.  continuous variety!  each attempted response 
should be different 
6 Free Exploration!  student is completely free to move 
as he/she wishes 
G  (Guidance dimension only)i  Guidance verbalizations not 
directly related to development of the movement task 
U  (Guidance dimension only)i  Guidance verbalizations 
unrelated to movement task development 
Content Categories 
t  timei  speed of movement 
f  forcei  amount of strength needed to perform a movement 
s  spacei  amount of space used by movement 
fl  flowi  whether movement is fluid or restrained 
ps personal space■  space immediately surrounding the body 
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Figure 1 (continued) 
gs general space* total area available in situation 
le levelt  position of body or object along an up-and-down 
continuum 
pa pathwayi  floor or air pattern made by body or 
implements in motion 
di  directioni  change in direction body is moving or facing 
ba  body actioni  movements which move the body from one 
place to another 
bs  body shapei  form or position body takes 
bp  body partsi  body part(s) being used, or relationship 
between them 
m   manipulative!  efforts to control movement of an 
external object 
nm non-manipulativei  adaptation of movement to stationary 
object, or boundary 
p  relationship with peoplei  effect upon movement of 
relationship with other people in the movement 
situation 
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of freedom given the learner about how he/she is to move 
in response to the presentation and development of the 
movement task.  The second part will deal with the exami- 
nation of the lesson plan, actual lesson, and, where useful, 
the written evaluation, in the Content dimension. This 
dimension is concerned with the content elements which have 
been identified with the movement education approach to 
physical education. 
Movement Task and Guidance dimensions.  The data 
for the description and analysis of the lesson plans and 
actual lessons in the Movement Task and Guidance dimensions 
are found on Table 3« The table shows the total number of 
codings for each category from the investigator's coding 
of the lesson plans, together with the average frequency 
of codings from two judges in each category for each 
lesson.  The data from the actual lesson for Lesson 1 are 
missing, as the tape recording of this lesson was acci- 
dentally destroyed before the judges could code it. 
It can be seen from studying Table 3, that in 
Lesson Plan 1, Teacher A had constructed behaviors for 
the Movement Task dimension primarily in the Specific 
Limitation categories, 4a and 4b. Smaller, approximately 
equal proportions of intended behaviors were in categories 
1, 2, and 5ai Explicit Response, Guided Discovery, and 
Non-specific Limitationi  implied variety.  Thus, since the 
InbJh.3^-Pr,K,VeSCyk
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majority of the planned tasks were in 4a and 4b,   the 
Specific Limitation categories, with some also in 5a, 
Non-Specific Limitation!     implied variety,   it appears that 
Teacher A's intention was to allow the students some  freedom 
in making their own decisions about how to respond to 
movement tasks.     This conclusion is possible because  the 
description of movement tasks represents a continuum of 
freedom for decision-making allowed the learner,  with 1, 
Explicit Response, at the extreme allowing no freedom,   and 
6,   Free Exploration,  at the extreme allowing complete 
freedom.     The majority of planned behaviors were closer to 
the complete  freedom extreme. 
Since  the  tape  of Lesson 1   for Teacher A was one of 
those accidentally destroyed,  there were no data available 
for analysis.     However,   examination of the evaluation for 
Lesson 1,   found  in Appendix D,   indicated  that Teacher A had 
felt that she was unable to devise tasks that would elicit 
free movement responses.    Not only was she uncomfortable, 
she  felt that her students were also unable to handle the 
freedom they were given. 
Accordingly,   in the plan for Lesson 2,   there was a 
sharp increase  in the proportion of tasks in categories 
1 and 2,  Explicit Response and Guided Discovery.     There was 
a decrease  in the proportion of tasks using categories 4a 
and 4b,   the Specific Limitation categories,  although these 
categories did still appear in the plan.     Planned Guidance 
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behaviors were all in categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response 
and Guided Discovery. 
The coding of the actual Lesson 2 reflected the 
pattern of use of categories in the plan.  In both the 
Movement Task and Guidance dimensions, categories t and 2, 
Explicit Response and Guided Discovery, were used most 
frequently. Categories 4a and 4b, the Specific Limitation 
categories, were used in even smaller proportion in the 
Movement Task dimension of the actual lesson, than in 
the plan. 
The evaluation of Lesson 2, found in Appendix D, 
indicated that Teacher A felt the need for both more 
structure and a competitive situation to provide either 
motivation or structure. She also changed her source for 
planning from Stanley (1969), to Mauldon and Redfern (1969), 
because she thought the latter provided her with a better 
background for what she was trying to do.  Examples of 
lesson format presented by Mauldon and Redfern (1969186-106) 
were comprised of a statement of a task or problem and a 
series of questions, a problem-solving and experimentation 
aDproach (1969i75).  Applying the category system to these 
tasks, they appeared to fit primarily into category 2, 
Guided Discovery, in the Movement Task dimension of the 
category system. On the other hand, Stanley (1969«173-205) 
included a wider range of degrees of freedom of decision- 
making for students. 
In Lesson 3. for both the plan and the actual 
lesson, categories 1, Explicit Response, and 2, Guided 
Discovery, in the Movement Task dimension were still 
stressed, but had decreased from the proportion in Lesson 2. 
Both the planned and actual proportion of tasks in the 
Specific Limitation categories, 4a and 4b, increased.  There 
was also the possibility of some tasks in the lesson in 
category 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied variety, 
although use of the average tally was an inconclusive figure 
due to interjudge disagreement. Most of the verbal guidance 
behaviors continued to be in categories 1 and 2, Explicit 
Response and Guided Discovery.  The evaluation of Lesson 1, 
found in Appendix D, indicated that Teacher A was pleased 
with the results of the continuation of the more structured 
format of this lesson, as used in Lesson 2. 
The trend toward more freedom of decision-making 
srranted the student, which began to emerge in Lesson 3, 
continued in Lesson 4.  Both the lesson plan and the actual 
lesson showed no use of category 1, Explicit Response, in 
the Movement Task dimension.  The proportionate use of 
category 2, Guided Discovery, also decreased, while use of 
categories 4a, Specific Limitationi  implied variety, and 
5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied variety, continued to 
rise. Categories 4b, Specific Limitationi  continuous 
variety, and 6, Free Exploration, also appeared. This was 
the first incidence of the use of the complete freedom 
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extreme of the continuum of freedom of choice given the 
leampr !n the statement nf  the task. The use of cateei~v 3, 
Selected Response, in the lesson plan, was not reflected in 
the actual lesson. 
In the lesson plan for the Guidance dimension for 
Lesson 4, Teacher A's intention was to use category 4b, 
Specific Limitationi  continuous variety. Use of this 
cateeory was reflected in the guidance behavior in the 
actual lesson. However, it was only a small proportion of 
the total guidance behaviors. Use of category 2, Guided 
Discovery, remained high. Because of inter.iudge disagree- 
ment, nothing can be said about use of categories 1, 
Explicit ResDonsej 4a, Specific Limitationi  implied 
variety! 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi implied variety* 
and 6, Free Exploration. 
The evaluation for Lesson 4, found in Appendix D, 
made little specific reference to Movement Task and Guidance 
behavior. There was, surprisingly, one reference to the 
teacher's having failed to allow students to ".   . . discover 
the best ways for themselves," despite the fact that the 
task statements in the lesson did demonstrate more oppor- 
tunity for students to think for themselves than did the 
previous two lessons.  Perhaps she had shifted to more 
freedom in the statement of the original task, but directed 
the students toward specifically pre-planned movement 
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responses in the development of the task.  This could 
account for the stress on category 2, Guided Discovery, in 
the Guidance dimension. 
Lesson 5» both plan and actual lesson, showed a 
reversal of the increased freedom for decision-making given 
the students in the statements of the initial tasks in 
Lesson U.    Use of category 1, Explicit Response, in the 
Movement Task dimension appeared again; use of Guided 
Discovery, category 2, increased to its highest proportion 
in this entire series of lessons; and use of the Specific 
Limitation categories, U-a  and 4b, decreased to the lowest 
level since Lesson 2. Category 3» Selected Response, 
appeared in the plan, but was not reflected in the actual 
lesson.  Use of categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response and 
Guided Discovery,in the Guidance dimension, continued in 
the same heavy pattern of stress as for previous actual 
lessons. 
There was no indication in the evaluation of Lesson 
5 as to the reasons why this lesson had demonstrated such a 
marked shift back toward use of Explicit Response and 
Guided Discovery, categories 1 and 2, in the presentation 
of the movement tasks. However, examination of the verbatim 
original Lesson Plan 5. in Appendix C, indicated that the 
subject of this lesson had been shooting, which is a 
well-defined skill.  Because of its central importance to 
the eame of basketball, it may be that this teacher, who 
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had indicated a need for competition and more structure for 
her teaching, might well have found it necessary to be more 
direct in her instruction of this skill. She did not, 
however, according to the plan, emphasize specific styles 
of shooting.  Rather, the principles which must be 
considered in any kind of successful shooting were the focus 
of her problem-solving tasks. The failure to use category 
3, Selected Response, in the lesson was explained by the 
mention in the evaluation (see Appendix D) that she had 
decided not to stress consistent success with one particular 
shot. 
In the final lesson, the plan indicated that 
Teacher A intended to continue with a high proportion of 
the movement tasks in category 2, Guided Discovery.  Cate- 
gories Ua, Specific Limitationi implied variety, and 1, 
Explicit Response, were also used in the plan.  In the 
actual lesson, however, category ^a, Specific Limitationi 
implied variety, was most frequently used. The propor- 
tionate use of categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response and 
Guided Discovery, had decreased considerably from Lesson 5* 
The lesson plan for the Guidance dimension for 
Lesson 6 continued in the same pattern as the previous 
lessons.  In the actual lesson, although it is apparent 
that behaviors in category 2, Guided Discovery, remained 
high, no conclusions can be made about the extent of use of 
category 1, Explicit Response, due to interjudge 
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disagreement.     The  evaluation for Lesson 6,   found in 
Appendix D,   did not make any useful reference to Movement 
Task or Guidance teaching behaviors. 
In summary*   it appeared,   from studying the data on 
Table  3   (see page ?8)   for each lesson plan and actual lesson 
separately,   that generally the lesson plans were accurately 
reflected   in the types of tasks and guidance behaviors 
which Teacher A used in her lessons.     In other words,   there 
was general consistency between what she planned and what 
she did,   with respect to behaviors in the Movement Task and 
Guidance dimensions.     For the most part,   however,   the 
written evaluations did not function adequately as critical 
commentary on the  lessons, nor did  they provide specific 
observations which might serve as a basis for planning 
future  lessons.    The most notable exceptions  to this were 
the evaluations of Lessons 1  and 2,   in which she  indicated 
that she needed more  structure and was changing her primary 
resource  from Stanley  (1969)   to Mauldon and Redfern  (1969). 
This change  of source was evident in both the subsequent 
plans and  actual lessons  in the types of tasks used. 
Examination across the  lesson plans and lessons, 
for  the  Movement Task  dimension,   revealed  no  distinct 
enduring trends  in the type of initial tasks presented.     The 
coded plan  for Lesson  1   indicated that Teacher A had 
intended  to   focus her tasks on the type wherein the  students 
would be permitted  freedom of decision-making with defined 
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limits, as reflected by the codings in the Specific 
Limitation categories, 4a and 4b, and in the Non-Specific 
Limitationi  implied variety category, 5a. Her discomfort 
and frustration with what she felt to be a lack of structure 
in this situation, as reported in the written evaluation of 
Lesson 1 (see Appendix D) led her to concentrate her tasks 
in Lesson 2 on categories 1, Explicit Response, and 2, 
Guided Discovery. This allowed less freedom to the 
learners to decide how they would move* 
In lessons 3 and 4, there appeared to be a trend 
toward allowing the students more freedom for decision- 
making, as the proportionate use of categories 4a and hb, 
the Specific Limitation categories, increased in both the 
lesson plan and the actual lesson.  In addition, categories 
5a, Non-Specific Limitationi implied variety, and 6, Free 
Exploration, appeared in Lesson 4. However, in Lesson 5 
this trend was reversed in both the plan and actual lesson, 
with a marked increase in the use of category 2, Guided 
Discovery, a decrease in the use of the Specific Limitation 
categories, 4a and 4b, and no mention of tasks in any other 
categories which allow students freedom for decision-making. 
Lesson 6 again showed an increase in the proportion of tasks 
in category 4a, Specific Limitationi  implied variety, but 
over-all the tasks did not permit the degree of freedom as 
they had in Lesson 4. 
Movement Task category 3» Selected Response, was 
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never used in an actual lesson, although there had been 
some intended tasks in this category in Lesson Plans 4 
and 5.  Teacher A never used category 5b, Non-Specific 
Limitation!  continuous variety, in either the plans or 
the actual lessons.  In addition, she seldom used categories 
5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied variety, or 6, Free 
Exploration. 
Thus, it appeared from examining the data on 
Table 3» that despite the fact that the emphasis on a spe- 
cific type of task varied from lesson to lesson, Teacher A's 
teaching behaviors were generally focused on tasks which, 
by definitions of the categories, either elicited specific 
responses or allowed the students freedom within 
limitations. 
In the Guidance dimension, it was apparent in all 
six lesson plans, and all five coded lessons, as seen from 
the data on Table 3, that Teacher A relied most heavily upon 
verbal Guidance behaviors in categories 1 and 2, Explicit 
Response and Guided Discovery, for the development of the 
movement tasks.  The heavy use of category 2, Guided 
Discovery, was logical, given the fact that she used Mauldon 
and Redfern's (1969) lesson formats, which, as discussed 
previously, fit primarily into this Guided Discovery cate- 
gory.  Thus, even as the Movement Tasks varied in the degree 
of freedom given the students to decide how they would move, 
the Guidance dimension behaviors used in the development 
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of the tasks,   continued to focus on the student's "finding" 
a Dre-determined solution. 
Finally,   in the Guidance dimension,  categories G 
and U were both coded extensively by both judges in all 
lessons.     It is not possible  to draw any conclusions about 
these categories because,  by their definition,   they included 
an undifferentiated variety of verbal behaviors not directly 
related  to  the  development of the  movement  task.     For  future 
research,   differentiation of these categories might provide 
a more comprehensive view of guidance behaviors. 
Content dimension.     The data for the description 
and  analysis of the  lesson plans and actual lessons for 
Teacher A in the Content dimension are found on Table ^. 
The  table shows the  total number of codings for each cate- 
gory from the  investigator's codings of the lesson plans, 
together with  the average frequency of two  .judges'  codings 
of each Content category  for each lesson.     The average 
frequency of codings of the actual  lessons  for Lesson  1  are 
missing,   as this tape was destroyed  before   it could be 
coded. 
The plan for Lesson 1   indicated that the teacher's 
intention was to make extensive use of categories ma and 
ba,   manipulative and body action.     Other categories men- 
tioned were«     t,   time;   f,   force;   gs,   general space;   le, 
level;   di,   direction;  bp,   body parts;  and p,   relationship 
■■■■^■B 
Table  k.     Frequency of Use  of Categorie 
Categories  from Coded Actual  Lessons  in s  from Coded Lesson  Plans and Average  Frequency  of Use  oi 1  the  Content Dimension  for Teacher A. 
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson U Lesson 5 Lesson 6 
Categories lp 1" lp 1 lp    1 lp    1 lp    1 lp 1 
t  time 2 - 0 10.5 5    5 3    0 0    6.5 0 2.5 
f  force 5 - 3 5«5 2    0 0     1 5    0 2 0 
s  space 0 - 0 0 0     0 0     0 0     0 0 0 
fl  flow 0 - 0 0 0     0 0    0 0     0 0 0 
ps personal space 0 - 0 0 0     0 0    0 0     0 0 0 
es eeneral space 3 - 0 • 5 o    3 1    0 0     0 0 0 
le  level 3 - 3 0 •*            0 1    3«5 o   9.5 0 3-5* 
pa pathway 0 - 2 0 0    0 0    0 0     0 0 0 
di  direction 2 - 0 5 3    3.5+ 3    1 0    9.5 0 •5 
ba body action 16 - u 28.5 9   20.5 4   17 1   23 0 16* 
be body shape 0 - 0 0 0     0 0     0 0     2.5 + 0 0 
bp body parts 6 - 21 7 12   12.5 2    3 14   10 8 2.5 
m  manipulative 23 - 33 51 35   37 16   38 35   <*** 17 23 
nm non-manipulative 0 - 2 21.5 0     2.5t 6   16 17   15 8 13.5 
p  relationship with 
people 
7 — 10 17 23   28.5+ 10   17 6   10.5 1 5f 
Keyi  lp = lesson plan 
1 ■ lesson 
•Tape  destroyedi  therefore,   there were no codings done. 
tSatio  of tallies  between  two  judges was  greater than  2n,   or there was a difference  of more  than 2  for 
totals between 0  and 4. so 
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with people. These seemed logical content aspects to be 
included in objectives designed to meet the goal, as stated 
in the verbatim lesson plan in Appendix C, of having the 
student "... become aware of the body movements involved 
in passing a basketball." 
Lesson Plan 2 also included heavy stress on the use 
of category m, manipulative.  Category bp, body parts, was 
used frequently.  Other categories mentioned werei  f, 
force? le, level; pa, pathway; ba, body action; nm, non- 
manipulative; and p, relationship with people. 
In the actual lesson, m, manipulative, was the most 
freauently used category, followed by ba, body action, and 
nm, non-manipulative.  Two categories, le, level, and pa, 
pathway, mentioned in the lesson plan, were not used in the 
lesson. There was no indication in the evaluation of 
Lesson 2, found in Appendix D as to the reason this ommis- 
sion had occurred. However, category di, direction, not used 
in the plan, was used by the judges in coding the actual 
lesson. Therefore, it may be that Teacher A had used 
reference to changes of direction to affect pathway.  In 
addition, category t, time, was used in the actual lesson, 
despite the fact that it was not mentioned in the plan. 
There also was evidence of use of category gs, general 
space, but to a very small extent. Again, the evaluation 
provided no clues as to the reason for this difference. 
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Use of other Content categories in the actual lesson were 
as had been  indicated  in the plan. 
Lesson Plan 3 showed a similar pattern of emphasis 
upon use of particular content categories as had the  plan 
for Lesson 2i     high concentration in categories m, manipu- 
lagive,   and  bp,   body parts.     In addition,  category p, 
relationship with people,  was also stressed in this plan. 
Other categories used werei     t,   timei   f,   force;   le,   level; 
di,   direction;   and ba,   body action. 
In the actual Lesson 3»  use of categories p, 
relationship with people,   and di,   direction,  was  inconclu- 
sive,   due to lack of interjudge agreement.    Categories m, 
manipulative;   bp,   body parts;   and ba,   body action, were 
frequently used,   thus accurately reflecting the  lesson plan. 
As in the previous  lesson,   there was one category*   in this 
case gs,  general space,  which was used  in the lesson,   but 
had not been used  in the  plan.     The use  of nm,  non- 
manipulative,   was questionable,  due to lack of interjudge 
agreement. 
There  was no   indication  in  the  evaluation  of Lesson 
3,   as   seen  in  Appendix D,   as  to why  category gs,   general 
space,  was added  in the actual lesson.     The evaluation also 
Drovided no reason that categories  f,   force,  and le,  level, 
used  in the lesson plan,  were not included in the actual 
lesson. 
For Lesson <*■   the Content categories m, 
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manipulative, and p, relationship with people, were most 
frequently used in the plan.  Other categories mentioned 
werei  t, time; gs, general space* le, level; di, direction; 
ba, body action; bp, body partsj and nm, non-manipulative. 
In the actual lesson, category m, manipulative, was most 
frequently used. Categories nm, non-manipulative; p, 
relationship with people; and ba, body action, were also 
frequently used. Categories t, time, and gs, general space, 
mentioned in the plan, were not used in the actual lesson. 
Interestingly, the evaluation, found in Appendix D, 
mentioned changes of speed in passing and dribbling as 
having been stressed, which would have appeared as use of 
category t, time, in the actual lesson.  There is no indi- 
cation from the evaluation concerning the ommission of 
category gs, general space. Category f, force, not used 
in the lesson plan, was mentioned in the lesson. Other 
categories used in the lesson plan were reflected in the 
actual lesson. 
The plan for Lesson 5 mentioned very few Content 
categories. Of those mentioned, the following were most 
often used in the actual lessoni m, manipulative; nm, 
non-manipulativej bp, body parts; p, relationship with 
people; and ba, body action. In addition, several cate- 
gories not mentioned in the plan were used in the actual 
lesson. These included t, time; le, level; and di, 
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direction.  The category f, force, which had been mentioned 
in the lesson plan, was not used in the actual lesson. 
Examination of the original written lesson plan, 
found in Appendix C, and the evaluation of Lesson b,  found 
in Appendix D, indicated why the categories m, manipulative; 
nm, non-manipulative; and bp, body parts, had been so 
heavily stressed. The emphasis for this lesson was shooting, 
a skill involving use of hands (bp) to manipulate the ball 
(m) in relationship to the basket (nm). 
The evaluation also commented on the students* 
improvement in changing directions, which substantiates the 
use of category di, direction, in the actual lesson.  There 
was no other indication in the evaluation about why there 
were discrepancies between the lesson plan and the actual 
lesson in the Content dimension. 
The plan for Lesson 6 used the fewest Content cate- 
gories of all the lessons in this series for Teacher A.  Of 
the categories used in the plan, m, manipulative* nm, non- 
manipulative; bp, body parts; and p, relationship with people, 
were all used in the actual lesson.  Examination of the 
original lesson plan in Appendix C, indicated that this 
lesson was primarily a review of shooting, and a game, which 
nrobably exolains the sparse use of Content categories in 
the plan, as well as the choice of categories. Category f, 
force, used in the plan, was not evident in the actual 
lesson.  Other categories not. used in the plan, but 
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appearing in the actual lesson includedi t» timei ba» body 
actioni and di, direction. Use of category le, level, and 
p, relationship with people, was inconclusive due to inter- 
judge disagreement. 
In summary, in the Content dimension, the actual 
lessons usually reflected the use of Content categories 
which had been mentioned in the plans. As can be seen from 
studying Table ^ (see page 89), a consistent exception to 
this was the use of category f, force.  This category 
appeared in all the plans except the plan for Lesson 4. 
Tn the actual lessons, it was not used in Lessons 3, 5, and 
6. The evaluations of the lessons did not eive  any indi- 
cation as to the reason for this discrepancy. 
There were other categories, too, which appeared 
in the lessons, but were not used in the plans, or which 
did not appear in the lessons, but were in the plans. 
These, however, were not. consistent inconsistencies, as 
with the force category f. One possible explanation of 
these discrepancies is that they were parts of guidance 
behaviors, which, because they may be situation-dependent, 
could not have been planned accurately ahead of the actual 
lesson. 
Throughout the lessons,   evidence of category m, 
manipulative,   was very frequent.    This was logical,   since 
the  lessons dealt with the manipulative  skills of 
basketball. 
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Use of category p, relationship with people, was 
especially frequent in both the plans and actual lessons 
for Lessons 2, 3» and k,   all of which dealt with passing 
and guarding.  Use of this category was consistent through- 
out the series of lessons, a logical occurrence since 
basketball included co-operative and competitive relation- 
ships with people. 
The category ran, non-manipulative, was also 
consistently used. This reflected skills dealing with 
bouncing the ball against the floor, wall, backboard, or 
rim, all of which are common activities in basketball. 
The category bp, body parts, was also used in all 
lesson plans and lessons.  This, again, was logical, as 
basketball makes use of hands in manipulating the ball, 
and a variety of body parts in faking and dodging. 
Category ba, body action, appeared consistently 
in the actual lessons, although, as noted on Table ^, 
its use was inconclusive in Lesson 6, due to interjudge 
disagreement.  This category, too, refers to actions, 
moving the body, which are commonly associated with the 
game of basketball. 
Other categories which appeared, but not consis- 
tently, in both the lesson plans and lessons were t, time; 
le, level; and di, direction. Other categories used even 
less frequently were gs, general space, and bs» body shape. 
Finally, categories s, spacei fl, flow; ps, 
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personal space; and pa, pathway, were not used in any of 
the actual lessons. With the exception of pa, pathway, 
these categories also never appeared in any lesson plans, 
either. The one lesson in which the plan referred to 
pathway showed evidence of use of category di, direction, 
in the actual lesson, which may have been Teacher B's 
approach to affecting pathway. 
Thus, the general pattern which emerged in the use 
of the Content dimension categories in both the lesson 
plans and the actual lessons was a concentrated use of 
those content areas commonly associated with what Hoffman 
(l97l«52-53) described as a traditional approach, in the 
teaching of basketball.  With such specifically defined 
skills as dribbling, footwork, specific passing styles, 
specific shooting styles, etc., in mind as the desired 
outcomes, it would be logical to emphasize categories m, 
manipulative; p, relationship with people; nra, non- 
manipulative; bp, body parts; ba, body action; le, level; 
t, time; and f, force. 
Content categories which pertain to the content 
aspects of the movement education approach which are not 
usually linked to traditionally taught skills and game of 
basketball, were used seldom, if at all. Among these cate- 
gories were force, f; space, s; flow, fl; general space, 
es;  personal space, ps; and body shape, bs.  It may have 
been that Teacher A was unable to approach basketball using 
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these content aspects of moveraenti  or it may be that this 
content breakdown is inappropriate for teaching basketball. 
Teacher B 
The data for Teacher B will be presented and ana- 
lyzed in two parts. The first part will deal with exami- 
nation of the lesson plans, actual lessons, and where useful, 
the written evaluations, in the Movement Task and Guidance 
dimensions. These two dimensions were examined together 
because they both are concerned with the amount of freedom 
given the learner about how he/she is to move in response 
to the presentation and development of the task. The 
second part will deal with the examination of the lesson 
dan, actual lesson, and where useful, the written evalu- 
ation in the Content dimension. This dimension is concerned 
with the content elements which have been identified with 
the movement education approach to physical education. 
Movement Task and Guidance dimensions. The data 
used for description and analysis of the lesson plans and 
actual lessons in the Movement Task and Guidance dimensions 
are found on Table 5« The table shows the total number of 
codings for each category from the investigator's coding of 
the lesson plans, together with the average frequency of 
codings from two judges* codings in each category for each 
lesson. The data from the actual lesson for Lesson 1 are 
missing, as this tape was accidentally destroyed before 
sb«/i«^"sk
oL1s^ii.s;rs«;:io
fs"fS?ds.cL;:;os.pl'n"and Average Fre«uenc* °f «••■• °f <«*-«*• *»•« oded  Actual   Lessons 
Categories 
1 Explicit  Response 
2 Suided Discovery 
3 Selected  Response 
**a Specific Limitation* 
implied variety 
<»b Specific  Limitation, 
continuous  variety 
5a  Non-specific  Limitationi 
Implied variety 
5b Non-Specific Limitationi 
continuous variety 
6     Pree  Exploration 
0    Guidance* 
U   Unrelated* 
Keyi     HT  *  Movement  Task 
C   ■ Guidance 
lp ■   lesson  plan 
1    •  actual   lesson 
HA  « not  applicable 
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•Tape  destroyed!   therefore,   the  actual   lesson  -as  not  coded. 
t Ratio of tallies between two judges was greater than 2.11  or there wa* a difference of .ore than 2 for  totals between 0 and U. 
* Categories applicable only  to  Guidance  dimension. 
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the judges could code it.  In addition, Teacher B's lesson 
plans made few references to intended Guidance behaviorsi 
therefore, discussion will include very little mention of 
plans for the Guidance dimension. 
It can be seen from studying Table 5, that in the 
plan for Lesson 1, the teacher's intention was to present 
many tasks in categories 4a and 4b, the Specific Limitation 
categories.  Other categories used in the plan were 2, 
Guided Discovery; 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied 
varietyj and 6, Free Exploration. 
Since the tape of Lesson 1 was destroyed, there 
were no data available for analysis.  The indication from 
her written evaluation, found in Appendix D, though vague, 
indicated that Teacher B felt that both she and her students 
were unsure of what they were doing.  She also made 
reference to ". . . telling them more than I was letting 
them find their own answers." Thus, it appeared that, at 
least in her own opinion. Teacher B did not follow through 
on her intentions to use movement tasks in the categories 
toward the end of the continuum which permits the students 
great freedom in deciding how they will respond to the task. 
The plan for Lesson 2 also included movement tasks 
using categories 4a and 4b, the Specific Limitation cate- 
gories; 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied varietyj and 
6, Free Exploration.  Some reference to intended guidance 
behavior was in category 2, Guided Discovery. 
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The coding of the actual Lesson 2 showed that a 
larse number of tasks were in category 2, Guided Discovery, 
which had not been included in the plan in the Movement 
Task dimension.  Category 1, Explicit Response, was also 
in evidence.  Categories 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi 
implied variety, and 6, Free Exploration, were not used. 
Pecause of interjudge disagreement, no conclusions can be 
drawn about the extent of use of categories k&  and 4b, the 
Specific Limitation categories. 
In the Guidance dimension for Lesson 2, the majority 
of the task development guidance behaviors were in cate- 
gory 1, Explicit Response.  Because of disagreement between 
the judges, again no conclusions could be made about the 
extent of use of category 2, Guided Discovery, or category 
Ua, Specific Limitationi  implied variety.  There was some 
evidence that category 4b, Specific Limitationi  continuous 
variety, had been used.  However, by comparison with the 
oroportion of behaviors in category 1, Explicit Response, 
the frequency was not of very significant quantity.  It 
appeared, in the examination of the data for both the 
Movement Task and Guidance dimensions for the actual Lesson 
2, that the majority of verbal teaching behaviors were in 
categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response and Guided Discovery. 
Thus, Teacher B did not permit the students the degree of 
freedom which her plan indicated she had intended. 
There was no distinct evidence in the evaluation 
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of Lesson 2, found in Appendix D, that Teacher B was aware 
of the discrepancy between her intent, as expressed in the 
plan, to allow the students freedom to decide how they 
should move in response to the movement task, and the fact 
that in the actual lesson, the tasks did not reflect this 
intent.  The evaluation did, however, give indication that 
she had in mind specific outcomesi  "They began to see that 
they have to change hands when they dribble and move around 
an opponent," and "... they were trying to give the right 
answers and I probably was looking for one answer."  These 
outcomes could best be met by limiting the students' 
freedom to try a variety of responses, or by directing their 
responses in specific directions during the development of 
the task. 
The plan for Lesson 3 included only five movement 
tasks.  Though the intended use of category 2, Guided 
Discovery, was included, the majority of planned tasks in 
the Movement Task dimension were still in the center of the 
continuum of degrees of freedom granted studentsi  cate- 
ffories 4a and Ub, the Specific Limitation categories and 
5a, Non-Specific Limitationi  implied variety.  Category 6, 
Free Exploration, which had appeared in the plan for Lesson 
2, was not used.  The one reference in the plan to guidance 
behavior was in category 2, Guided Discovery. 
Again, the actual Lesson 3 did not accurately 
reflect the intentions indicated by the lesson plan.  The 
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majority of the actual tasks were in category 2, Guided 
Discovery. Although category 4a, Specific Limitationi 
imolied variety, was used, the use was not proportionately 
as high as the plan had indicatedj use of 4b, Specific 
Limitationi  continuous variety, was inconclusive, due to 
lack of interjudge agreement.  There was evidence of some 
use of categories 5a and 5b, the Non-Specifie Limitation 
categories, but again, its use was infrequent.  Finally, 
category 1, Explicit Response, which had not been used in 
the nlan, appeared in the data for the actual lesson. 
In the Guidance dimension, categories 1 and 2, 
Explicit Response and Guided Discovery, were used most 
extensively. Use of categories 4a, Specific Limitation! 
implied variety, and 5a, Non-Specific Limitationi 
implied variety, was questionable, due to interjudge 
disagreement. There were a few codings in categories 3, 
Selected Response, and 4b, Specific Limitationi  continuous 
variety. 
The plan for Lesson 4 had tasks in only two cate- 
gories, the majority in 4a, Specific Limitationi  implied 
variety, and some in 2, Guided Discovery.  Again, the plan 
was not an accurate indication of the types of tasks which 
were used in the actual lesson.  Category 2, Guided 
Discovery, was heavily stressed in the Movement Task 
dimension. Extent of use of categories 4a and 4b, the 
Specific Limitation categories, and 5a, Non-Specific 
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r,imitation!  implied variety, was inconclusive because of 
lack of interjudge agreement. There was little evidence of 
use of category 1, Explicit Response, and even less for 5a, 
Non-Specific Limitation!  implied variety. 
The data for the Guidance dimension for the actual 
Lesson b  showed that category 1, Explicit Response, was 
most heavily stressed, and category 2, Guided Discovery, 
was also used frequently.  There are evidences of use of 
categories 4b, Specific Limitation!  continuous variety, 
and 5a and 5b, the Non-Specific Limitation categories, but 
the frequencies are very low compared to use of categories 
1 and 2, Explicit Response and Guided Discovery. Extent of 
use of category 4a, Specific Limitation!  implied variety, 
is inconclusive due to lack of interjudge agreement. 
The evaluation of Lesson U, found in Appendix D, 
referred frequently to the students' "thinking" about what 
they were doing.  It is unclear how this related to the 
lesson, except perhaps in terms of their having "discovered" 
principles of movement which they should think about 
applying in subsequent situations.  This would imply having 
either initial tasks, or guidance, in category 2, Guided 
Discovery, if tasks were designed to help students find the 
best way.  This might also account for the high proportion 
of guidance behaviors in category 1, Explicit Response, if 
the teacher had in mind one right way to respond to a 
movement situation. There was no evidence in the evaluation 
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as to why the actual lesson had not reflected the freedom 
for variety of student response as demonstrated by the plan. 
For Lesson 5, the plan included three-quarters of 
the tasks in category 4a, Specific Limitationi  implied 
variety.  The remaining planned tasks were in categories 
4b, Specific Limitation* continuous variety; 5a, Non- 
specific Limitation*  implied variety* and 1, Explicit 
Response.  Thus, the intent appeared, again, to be to 
present tasks which would allow the students freedom for 
decision-making, within some limitations.  The actual 
lesson, however, followed the same pattern as was evident 
in previous lessons*  the majority of tasks in category 2, 
Guided Discovery, with a few in the Specific Limitation 
categories, 4a and 4b.  There was some evidence of use of 
categories 1 and 3, Explicit Response, and Selected 
Response, also. 
In the Guidance dimension for Lesson 5» again 
categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response and Guided Discovery, 
were used most frequently. There were a few guidance 
behaviors in evidence in categories 3» Selected Responsei 
4b, Specific Limitation*  continuous variety! and 5a, 
Non-Specific Limitation*  implied variety. Extent of use 
of category 4a, Specific Limitation*  implied variety, was 
questionable because of lack of agreement between the 
judges. 
The plan for Lesson 6, as compared with previous 
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plans, appeared to shift the emphasis in the Movement Task 
dimension toward allowing the students less freedom to 
decide how they would move.  This observation was based on 
the increased use of category 1, Explicit Response.  This, 
however, may be misleading, as this particular lesson plan 
was sketchy, and its intent difficult to interpret. 
Therefore, this shift in emphasis may be due to misinter- 
pretation by the investigator in the coding of the lesson 
plan. The plan also included frequent use of category 4a, 
Specific Limitationi  implied variety, and mention of 
category 2, Guided Discovery. 
In the actual lesson, category 2, Guided Discovery, 
was, as in almost all the previous lessons for Teacher P, 
used most frequently in both the Movement Task and Guidance 
dimensions.  The plan had indicated a possible increased 
intention to use category 1, Explicit Response! and in 
this actual lesson, use of the category reached its highest 
r>eak of oroportionate use in the Movement Task dimension in 
this series of lessons. Category 4a, Specific Limitationi 
implied variety, was used in about the same proportion as 
category 1, Explicit Response, in the Movement Task 
dimension.  This reoresented a slight decrease in proportion 
from the previous lesson. Category 1, Explicit Response, 
was used in the Guidance dimension, but not to the extent 
it had been in the previous lesson. 
In summary, it aopeared, in examining the data on 
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Table 5 (see page 98) to look at each lesson plan and 
actual lesson separately, that generally Teacher B's plans 
indicated an intent to present movement tasks which would 
have allowed the students more freedom for decision-making, 
than the tasks in the lessons actually did permit.  For the 
most part, the evaluations of each lesson, found in 
Appendix D, were too vague to be of practical value as 
critical commentary on the lessons. 
Examination across the lesson plans and lessons 
for the Movement Task dimension revealed that the majority 
of tasks in the lesson plans were in category 4a, Specific 
Limitationi  implied variety.  In most of the plans, there 
were some tasks in category 4b, Specific Limitationi 
continuous variety, and 5a, Non-Specific Limitation: 
implied variety. Category 6, Free Exploration, was used 
in the plans for only Lessons 1 and 2.  Category 1, Explicit 
Response, was not included in the plans until Lessons 5 
and 6. Thus, it seemed that the planned degree of freedom 
granted the students was gradually diminished from Lesson 2 
to Lesson 6.  Category 2, Guided Discovery, was used only 
infrequently in the plans for Lessons 1, 3, 4, and 6. 
Categories 3, Selected Response, and 5b, Non-Specific 
Limitationi  continuous variety, were never used in the 
plans. 
Examination across the actual lessons in the Movement 
Task dimension indicated that category 2, Guided Discovery, 
10? 
was consistently the most frequently used.  In fact, at 
least half the original tasks in all but Lesson 2 were in 
this category. 
The data for the extent of use of categories 4a 
and kb,  the Specific Response categories, in the Movement 
Task dimension, was, in part, inconclusive. Since this 
lack of agreement between the two judges was a source of 
concern, the raw data for frequencies of codings by each 
judge for these two categories were re-examined.  It 
appeared that either the judges were having trouble, because 
of the category system, in distinguishing between 4a and 
**b, or Teacher B was stating her movement tasks so that the 
choice of implied or continuous variety was nebulous. 
Therefore, the frequency of each judge's codings for these 
two categories was tentatively combined.  The ratio of the 
judges' frequency of use of the combined categories was 
examined to determine whether there was any positive effect 
from the combining. The result was that, with the exception 
of Lesson 3, the ratios were less than two to one, which 
brought them into ranee of acceptability for discussion in 
this study. Thus, it seemed possible to state more conclu- 
sively that Teacher B did use the Specific Limitation 
categories, but not to the extent her plans had indicated. 
Moreover, use of this type of movement task decreased in 
each lesson from Lesson 2 to Lesson 6. 
Category 1, Explicit Response, was used in every 
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lesson in the Movement Task dimension, with its heaviest 
emphasis in Lesson 6, Movement Task categories which were 
used seldom or never in the actual lessons were 3, Guided 
Discoveryj 5a and 5b, the Non-Specific Limitation 
categories; and 6, Free Exploration. 
Thus, though the plans indicated an intended 
emphasis upon tasks which allowed the students freedom to 
decide upon their responses to the tasks, in the actual 
lessons, the tasks were designed to help the students to 
arrive at one acceDtable response, which had been prede- 
termined by the teacher. The behaviors in the Guidance 
dimension supported this observation, as they were almost 
all in categories 1 and 2, Explicit Response and Guided 
Discovery. 
Finally, in the Guidance dimension, categories 
Q and U, Guidance and Unrelated, were both coded frequently 
by both judges in all lessons. However, it is not possible 
to draw conclusions about the nature of the teaching 
behavior because, by their definitions, these categories 
include an undifferentiated variety of verbal behaviorB not 
directly related to the development of the movement tasks. 
For future research, differentiation of these categories 
might provide a more comprehensive view of guidance 
behaviors. 
nontflnt dimension. The data for the description 
and analysis of the lesson plans and actual lessons for 
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Teacher B in the Content dimension are found on Table 6. 
The table shows the total number of codings for each 
category from the investigator's coding of the lesson plan, 
together with the average frequency of two judges* codings 
of each Content category for each lesson. The average 
frequency of codings of the actual Lesson 1 are missing, as 
this taoe was destroyed before it could be coded. 
The plan for Lesson 1 indicated an intention to 
make extensive use of category m, manipulative, as well as 
categories p, relationship with people, and ba, body action. 
Other Content categories used in the plan were t, time; di, 
directions and le, level.  As is evident in the written 
verbatim lesson plan, found in Appendix C, this lesson was 
to deal with passing and catching, and moving with the ball, 
all of which are reflected by the Content categories used 
in the plan. 
Since the tape for Lesson 1 was destroyed, there 
were no data to analyze for the actual lesson.  The 
evaluation for Lesson 1, found in Appendix D, indicated that 
the lesson did deal with the students' moving themselves 
and the ball, as the plan had shown. 
Lesson Plan 2 indicated an intention to stress 
content concerned with relationships between people, p, and 
body actions, ba.  Categories m, manipulative* t, time; and 
di, direction, were also used. 
The coding of the actual Lesson 2 showed an 
Table  6.     Frequency of Use  of Categories  from Coded  Lesson Plans  and  Average  Frequency of Use  of 







lp    1 
Lesson J 
lp     1 
Lesson 4 
lp    1 
Lesson 5 
lp    1 
Lesson 6 
IP    1 
t  time 4 - 4 10.5 0 5 1 23 3 18.5 1 5* 
f  force 0 - 0 3.5* 0 5-5 0 10 0 •5 0 14 
s  space 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
fl flow 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ps personal space 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
gs general space 0 - 0 us 0 0 0 1.5* 0 0 0 0 
le  level 1 - 0 0 3 l*-5 0 19.5 0 2* 0 0 
pa pathway 0 - 0 1 0 1.5 0 5 0 0 0 0 
di direction 2 - % 16 0 1.5* 2 22 4 14 1 6.5* 
ba body action 6 - 7 15«5 2 10.5* 6 25* 5 15 10 10 
bs body shape 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 2.5* 0 0 0 .5 
bp body carts 0 - 0 10.5 1 32 0 29.5 1 18 0 33.5 
m  manipulative 12 - 5 6i 6 99-5 10 85.5 8 73 10 58 
nm non-manipulative 0 - 0 45.5 4 5-5 7 7-5 5 38 8 9.5 
p  relationship with 
people 
7 - 8 28.5 2 40 2 50 3 20.5 2 8.5 
Keyi lp = lesson plan 
1 - lesson 
•Tape destroyedi  therefore,  there were no codings done. 
* Ratio  of tallies  between  two  judges was  greater than 2tl,   or there was a difference  of more than 2  for 
totals between  0  and 4. 
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apparent stress on categories m, manipulative* p, rela- 
tionship with people! ba, body actioni di, directioni and 
t, time.  There was also an emphasis on categories nm, 
non-manipulative* and bp, body parts, neither of which were 
included in the lesson plan.  Neither the written verbatim 
plan, found in Appendix C, nor the written evaluation, 
found in Appendix D, gave any indication as to why the 
actual lesson stressed the non-manipulative relationship. 
The evaluation did, however, make reference to changing 
hands while dribbling, which indicated that the emphasis 
on body parts, bp, may have emerged in the development of 
the movement tasks. 
The few recorded uses of the categories pa, pathway, 
and gs, general space, in Lesson 2, also had not been 
indicated in the lesson plan. Finally, use of category f, 
force, was questionable, due to lack of interjudge 
agreement. 
The plan for Lesson 3 indicated a continued 
emphasis on category m, manipulative.  Also used were 
categories nm, non-manipulativei le, level* ba, body actioni 
p, relationship with people; and bp, body parts.  In the 
actual lesson, those categories used in the plan were most 
emphasized. The extent to which category ba, body action, 
was used, was questionable, due to disagreement between the 
judges. The infrequent use of category nm, non-manipulative, 
was surprising, as the verbatim plan, found in Appendix C, 
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indicated that the lesson was to deal with shooting. 
Shooting is both a manipulative skill because it deals with 
controlling the ball, and a non-manipulative skill because 
of the relationship with the basket. Thus, it appeared that 
there should have been frequent use of the non-manipulative 
category in the actual lesson, which was not the case. 
There was no indication in the written evaluation, found 
in Appendix D, that the focus of the actual lesson had 
deviated substantially from the original plan. 
Lesson 3, as Lesson 2, showed use of several more 
categories than the plan had included.  Among these were 
time, t; force, fi and direction, di. Use of pa, pathway, 
not mentioned in the plan, was questionable, due to lack 
of agreement between the judges.  There was no clue in the 
evaluation, found in Appendix D, as to why the extra 
content aspects had been used in the actual lesson. 
Lesson Plan k  stressed the same categories as had 
been emphasized in the plan for Lesson 3«  m, manipulative; 
nm, non-manipulative; and ba, body action.  This plan also 
mentioned categories di, direction! p, relationship with 
people; and t, time.  In the actual lesson, there was 
evidence of use of all the categories included in the plan, 
although the extent to which ba, body action, was used is 
uncertain because of lack of agreement between the judges. 
In addition to those in the plan, the following categories 
were also used in the actual lesson,  f, forcei le, levels 
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pa, pathway; and bp, body parts. Use of categories s, 
space; gs, general space; and bs, body shape, was incon- 
clusive, due to lack of agreement between the judges. Since 
the written evaluation of Lesson 4 did not provide any 
explanation for the use of more categories than were 
included in the plan, it seemed likely that they were parts 
of guidance behaviors which emerged in the development of 
the movement tasks. 
For Lesson 5 there was less discrepancy in the use 
of Content categories between the plan and the actual lesson. 
Categories included in both the plan and the lesson were 
much the same as those used in the previous lessoni  m, 
manipulative; ba, body action; nm, non-manipulative; di, 
direction; p, relationship with people; t, time; and bp, 
body parts. Category f, force, was evident in the actual 
lesson, but not used in the plans. Use of category le, 
level, also not in the plans, was inconclusive, as was the 
extent of use of ba, body action, due to interjudge 
disagreement. 
In the plan for Lesson 6, the Content categories 
most often used were«  m, manipulative; ba, body action; 
and nm, non-manipulative.  Also included in the plan were 
p, relationship with people; di, direction; and t, time. 
All of these categories were reflected in the actual lesson, 
although the extent of use of di, direction, and t, time, 
was inconc lusive due to interjudge disagreement.  In 
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addition to those used in the plan, there was evidence of 
emphasis on category bp, body parts, as well as some use of 
f, force, and bs, body shape, in the actual lesson. 
In summary, in the Content dimension, as seen in 
the data on Table 6 (see page 110), the categories which 
were used in Teacher B's plans were actually reflected in 
the actual lessons.  In addition, many categories which 
were not included in the plans were used in the actual 
lessons.  The use of more content aspects in the actual 
lessons could be the result of guidance behaviors which, 
because they may be situation-dependent, could not be 
included in the plans.  Since guidance behaviors usually 
are based on student responses, they may reflect a neces- 
sity to review old content aspects, or add new ones to meet 
student needs. 
The category used most frequently in all the actual 
lessons was m, manipulative.  The use of this aspect of 
content was logical, as the series of lessons focused on 
the students« manipulation of a basketball. 
Category p, relationship with people,, was also used 
in all the lesson plans and actual lessons. Again, this 
content emphasis was to be expected, because the game of 
basketball frequently implies the ability to deal with 
other people in appropriate cooperative and competitive 
relationships.  The lessons in which the use of this cate- 
gory was used most frequently, Lessons 2 and 3. emphasized 
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the players* ability to move successfully around an 
opponent, and to pass successfully to a teammate (see 
Appendix C)* 
Category ba, body action, was also used consis- 
tently in all the plans, and probably in all the actual 
lessons, as both judges coded it in every lesson. The 
extent, however, to which this aspect of content was used 
in the actual lessons was questionable, because of the 
considerable disagreement between the judges as to total 
tallies. 
In the actual lessons there was consistent use of 
category bp, body parts, although this category appeared 
only twice in all the plans, once each in Lesson 3 and 5. 
This discrepancy between plans and lessons was probably due 
to the fact that the plans were very broad in their intent. 
Thus, a task such as ". . • moving with the ball around an 
opponent ..." logically might be developed in the actual 
lesson in terms of changing hands (a body part) at the 
appropriate time when dribbling. 
The category t, time, was used in all of the actual 
lessons, although the extent of use in Lesson 6 is incon- 
clusive, and in all the plans except the plan for Lesson 3. 
Category di, direction, was also used in almost all of the 
lesson plans and actual lessons. 
Other categories which were used in more of the 
actual lessons than the plans were:  f, force; gs, general 
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space; bs» body shape; and pa» pathway* all of which never 
appeared in any lesson plans.  In addition, le, level, 
which appeared in the plan and actual Lesson 3» was also 
used in Lesson 4; its use in Lesson 5 was questionable, due 
to lack of interjudge agreement. Use of category s, space, 
in Lesson 4, was also inconclusive. 
Finally, the pattern which emerged in the use of 
Content dimension categories in both the lesson plans and 
the actual lessons was a concentration upon those categories 
which are commonly associated with what Hoffman (1971»52-53) 
described as a traditional approach, in the teaching of 
basketball. With such specifically defined skills as 
dribbling, footwork, specific passing styles, specific 
shooting styles, etc., in mind as the desired outcomes, it 
would be logical to use categories m, manipulative; p, 
relationship with people; nm, non-manipulative; bp, body 
parts; ba, body action; le, level; t, time; and f, force. 
Those Content categories which pertain to the aspects 
of movement which are not usually linked to a traditional 
concept of the teaching and outcomes of beginning basketball, 
such as space, s; flow, fli personal space, ps; general 
space, gs; and pathway, pa, were used seldom if at all.  It 
may have been that Teacher B was unable to approach basket- 
ball using these content aspects of movement; or it may be 
that this content breakdown is inappropriate for teaching 
basketball. 
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Teacher A and Teacher B Compared 
Despite the limitations on interpretation of some 
of the data* based on some situations where the extent of 
use of categories was inconclusive due to lack of agreement 
between the judges, the agreement within dimensions makes 
it possible to define some similarities, as well as some 
differences, in the behaviors of the two teachers.  These 
observations can be made as a result of comparing the data 
on Tables 3 and k  (see pages 78 and 89), for Teacher A, 
with that on Tables 5 and 6 (see pages 98 and 110), for 
Teacher B. 
It can be seen from the data on Tables 3 and 5 
that for both teachers, there were few, if any, codings of 
categories 3, Selected Response; 5a and 5b, the Non-Specific 
Limitation categoriesi or 6, Free Exploration, in either 
the Movement Task or Guidance dimensions in either the 
lesson plans or actual lessons.  Eoth teachers' actual 
lessons showed evidence of many movement tasks, and almost 
all of the guidance behaviors, in categories 1 and 2, 
Explicit Response and Guided Discovery. Both of these 
categories are found at the end of the movement task conti- 
nuum which provides little or no freedom for the student to 
decide how he/she will move in response to the movement 
task. 
Teacher A, according to her written evaluations 
(see Appendix D) knew that she had to structure her lessons 
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more  tightly in order to control the varieties of her 
students'   responses.    She had recognized both her own and 
her students'   discomfort with the  initially high degree of 
freedom given  them by the  statements  of the  movement 
tasks.    Her lesson plans,  therefore,   indicated accurately 
the approximate proportions of the various categories which 
she actually used as she  designed  tasks which would give 
her the amount of structure she needed. 
Teacher B,  on the other hand,  had a somewhat higher 
proportion of the movement tasks in her actual lessons in 
categories  1   and   2,   Explicit  Response  and  Guided Discovery, 
than Teacher A.     Yet,   Teacher B's   lesson plans  consistently 
indicated an intention to  stress tasks in categories **a 
and Ub,   the Specific  Limitation  categories.     Although 
Teacher B's written evaluations,   found in Appendix D, 
stated   that  she  was   frustrated  by her attempts  to  imple- 
ment  the  movement  education approach,   she  gave  no  indication 
of knowing that  she actually had allowed the  students  less 
freedom  to  make   decisions   than  her plans had  shown. 
The  other  categories used  by both   teachers were 
fca  and  Ub,   the Specific  Limitation  categories,   in  the 
Movement Task  dimension.     For Teacher A,   the  proportion  of 
the use of these categories showed no consistent trend,   as 
fca, Specific Limitationi     implied variety,  was most stressed 
in  Lessons  3  and   6.     For Teacher B,   the  extent  of use   of 
these  categories  considered separately was  inconclusive 
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because of lack of interjudge agreement.     But when the 
categories were  considered together as one category,   the 
ratio of frequencies of coding between judges was  less than 
two to one.     When the  data on Table  5 are considered  in this 
way,   it can be  seen that the use  of Specific Limitation 
tasks  decreased   steadily  from Lesson  2  through  Lesson  6. 
Since Teacher B seldom or never used  the Non-Specific 
Limitation categories  5a and  5b,   or category 6,   Free 
Exploration,   it appeared that the amount of freedom given 
the   learner was  gradually diminished  during  the  series  of 
lessons. 
In  the  Guidance  dimension,   as  can  be   seen  in the 
data on Tables  3 and 5,   both teachers had a very high 
proportion of their verbal behaviors in categories 1   and   2, 
Explicit  Response  and  Guided  Discovery.     Both  of these 
categories permit  the student very little  freedom to decide 
how  he/she will  move  in  response  to  the  development  of the 
movement   task.     Thus,   despite  the  varying  degrees  of  freedom 
^iven  the   student  in the  original  movement  tasks  by  each 
teacher,   the   development   of the  tasks  seemed  consistently 
to direct  the   learner toward a specific response. 
The undifferentiated categories G,   referring to 
statements  indirectly related  to  movement  tasks  and   their 
development,  and U,   referring to statements unrelated to 
the  development  of  the  movement  tasks,   were  also  frequently 
used   in  the  actual   lessons  for both  teachers.     Because   of 
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the general nature of the definitions of these  categories, 
they indicated little of the teaching behavior except that 
there was considerable verbal behavior which was not 
directly related  to the development of movement tasks. 
In  the Content  dimension,   as  seen  in  the  data  on 
Tables *J   (see page 89)   and 6  (see  page  110),   the categories 
most frequently used by both teachers were m,   manipulative; 
p,  relationship with peoplej nm,   non-manipulative;  bp, 
body parts}   di,  direction!   and ba,  body action,  although 
the extent of use of this category for Teacher B was 
inconclusive   because  of  lack of  interjudge  agreement.     The 
categories which neither teacher ever used were   fl,   flow, 
and  ps,   personal  space.     Teacher A  also  did not use   cate- 
gories  s,   space,  and  pa,   pathway. 
For both teachers,   the  relationship between   the 
plans and actual lessons  in the use of content categories 
was relatively high.     For Teacher B,  the actual   lessons 
nearly always reflected use of all the categories included 
in the plans,   usually with the addition of a few categories 
in  the actual   lesson.     For Teacher A  there  was   some   discre- 
pancy  in  the  Content  categories  used  in  the  lesson plan and 
the actual lesson,  although those  categories stressed  in 
the  plan  were  used   in  the  actual   lessons. 
The written evaluations of each lesson from both 
teachers, found in Appendix D, tended to be too vague to 
be of great value,   either to their subsequent behavior, 
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or for analysis of their teaching behavior. The exceptions 
to this were Teacher A*s evaluations for Lessons 1 and 2, 
in which her stated need for more structure was reflected 
in the types of tasks stressed in subsequent plans and 
actual lessons. Whether the teachers' vagueness in their 
evaluations was due to the fact that these teachers were 
unaccustomed to the process of evaluating their behavior, 
or whether they were too uncertain of the movement 
education approach to be able to evaluate, is unknown. 
Though it is impossible from this study to make 
generalizations about the teaching behavior of all teachers 
beginning the implementation of the movement education 
approach to teaching physical education, hopefully the 
description and analysis of these two teachers' behaviors 
will be one step toward expanding objective descriptions of 
teachers beginning the implementation of the movement 
education approach. Without question, a complete picture 
cannot be gained until similar studies are done, using 
teachers of a variety of age-group students, and a variety 
of sports, dance, gymnastics, and aquatics activities. 
This more complete picture can then serve as a resource for 
those responsible for helping others to develop teaching 
skills in using the movement education approach. 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this chapter was to describe and 
analyze the data for this study.  The chapter was presented 
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in two major parts. The first part dealt with the results 
of the estimation of the reliability and objectivity of 
the two judges in their use of the category system.  The 
second part was concerned with description and analysis of 
the behavior of two teachers as they implemented, for the 
first time in their teaching experience, the movement 
education approach, instructing college women in beginning 
basketball. 
Reliability and Objectivity 
Coefficients for estimation of reliability ranged 
from .51 to .98, based on comparison of two codings by 
each judge for each of three randomly chosen tapes. 
Coefficients for the judges' reliability in the Movement 
Task dimension were low for both judgesi  .51 and .66. 
Though low, they were high enough to indicate moderate corre- 
lation (Sheehan, 1971'1^) and were, therefore, accepted as 
high enough to be of use in this study. Coefficients for the 
Content and Guidance dimensions ranged from .96 to .98, 
showing very high correlation (Sheehan, 1971ilWf). 
Coefficients for estimation of the judges' objec- 
tivity in the use of each dimension of the system were 
found to range from .96 to .98, based on the codings of 
nine tapes by two judges. These were all considered high 
correlations (Sheehan, ffFl*«*>« therefore, the judges were 
considered to be objective in their use of the system. 
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Analysis  of  Teacher  Behavior 
The   identification and analysis of the behavior 
of the  two  teachers  involved  examination  of three   sets  of 
data for each teacher:     (l)   the  frequency of codings of 
categories   for each  lesson plan,   as  evidence  of pre- 
instructional  behavior;   (2)   the  average   frequency  of codings 
from two  judges*   codings of actual verbal behavior during 
the  lesson;   and  (3)   the written evaluations following each 
lesson,  as evidence of post-instructional behavior. 
The   identification and  analysis  of the   teachers* 
behavior was presented  in three sections.     The first two 
parts dealt with  reporting and  analyzing  the  data   for each 
teacher.     The   third  part was a  comparison  of the  behavior 
of the two  teachers. 
Teacher A.     In the Movement Task and Guidance 
dimensions,   as could  be seen in the data on Table  3.   there 
was consistently a high relationship between the categories 
used  in the plans,  and those in evidence   in the actual 
lessons.     Teacher A's actual lessons showed a large number 
of Movement  Task,   and   almost  all  Guidance   behaviors,   in 
categories   1   and  2,   Explicit  Response  and   Guided  Discovery. 
She  also used   categories ka and  4b,   the  Specific  Limitation 
categories,   but not  consistently.     Her plans  and  actual 
lessons  showed  almost  no reference  to  categories  5a  and  5b, 
the Non-Specific Limitation categories}   3.  Selected 
Response;   or 6.   Free Exploration.    Therefore,   it would 
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appear that she did not permit her students very much 
freedom to decide how they would move in response to the 
statement and development of the movement tasks.  Her 
evaluations, found in Appendix D, substantiated this 
likelihood, in that she expressed a need for more structure 
after the first lesson. 
In the Content dimension, as seen in the data on 
Table 4, there was some discrepancy from the plans to the 
actual lessons in terms of categories used. However, there 
was evidence in the actual lessons of those categories 
which had been emphasized in the plans. The categories most 
consistently and frequently used were«  m, manipulative! 
p, relationship with people; ba, body action; bp, body parts; 
nm, non-manipulative; di, direction; and t, time.  Cate- 
gories used seldom or never werei  s, space; fl, flow; ps, 
personal space; gs, general space; and pa, pathway. 
Teacher B.  In the Movement Task and Guidance 
dimensions, as could be seen in the data on Table 5» there 
was a consistent lack of relationship between the lesson 
plans and the actual lessons.  The plans consistently 
emphasized use of categories 4a and bb,   the Specific 
Limitation categories, while the actual lessons had the 
majority of the tasks in 2, Guided Discovery.  The written 
evaluations, found in Appendix D, gave no indication that 
Teacher 3 was aware of this discrepancy.  The actual lessons 
showed evidence of frequent use of category 1, Explicit 
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Response,   in the Movement Task dimension.    Though there 
was evidence of use of categories 4a and kb,  the Specific 
Limitation categories,   in the Movement Task dimension,   the 
extent of use was  inconclusive due to lack of interjudge 
agreement I   it was,  at any rate,   less than the plans 
indicated.     Categories  3» Selected Responsej   5a and   5b,   the 
Non-Specific Limitation categories} and 6,  Free Exploration, 
were seldom if ever used  in  the plans or actual lessons. 
This  fact,   coupled with the  fact that categories 1 and 2, 
Explicit Response and Guided Discovery,  were used so 
frequently in the Guidance dimension,  showed that Teacher B 
did not permit her students much  freedom to decide how they 
would move  in response  to the presentation and development 
of the movement tasks. 
In the Content dimension,   as seen on the data on 
Table 6  (see page  110),   there was consistent agreement 
between the categories used in the plans,   and those in 
evidence in the actual lessons.    For most actual lessons, 
there were more categories used,   in addition to those in 
the  plans.     The  Content  categories used  most  frequently 
werei     m, manipulative!   p,  relationship with people;  nm, 
non-manipulative j  bp,  body parts;   ba,  body action;   le, 
level;   t,   time;   and f,   force.     Those categories used  seldom, 
if ever,  werei     s,   space;   fl,   flow;  ps,  personal space; 
gs,   general space;  and pa, pathway. 
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Teachers A and B compared.     Generally speaking, 
both  Teachers  A  and  B  structured  their movement  task   and 
guidance behaviors in the actual lessons so that students 
were not permitted very much freedom to decide how they 
would  move.     This was  shown  by their emphasis  in both 
dimensions  on  categories  1  and  2,  Explicit Response   and 
Guided Discovery.     Though Teacher A had  indicated in her 
plans that she needed more structure for her movement tasks, 
she  actually had a lower proportion of tasks  in 2,   Guided 
Discovery,   than Teacher B.    Teacher B's plans had indicated 
frequent  use  of categories ^a  and  4b,   the Specific Limitation 
categories,   but this emphasis was not reflected   in the 
actual lessons.     Neither teacher,   for either plans or 
actual  lessons,   made  much,   if any,   use  of categories   3, 
Selected  Response;   5a  and  5b,   the  Non-Specific  Limitation 
categories;   or 6,  Free Exploration. 
In  the  Content  dimension,   the  actual  lessons   for 
Teacher B  showed  evidence  of use  of more   categories   than 
those for Teacher A.     Generally,  however,   the categories 
used   most  frequently,   and  those  used   seldom  or never,   were 
about  the   same.     The  categories most  frequently used  by 
each   teacher were,     m,   manipulative;   p,   relationship  with 
People;  nm,   non-manipulative;   bp.   body  parts,   di,  direction, 
and   ba,   body  action.     The  categories  used  seldom  or  never 
were   fl,   flow,   ps,   personal   space,   sp.   space,   and  pa, 
pathway. 
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For  both  teachers,   their written evaluations  of 
oach  lesson  were  rather vague  and non-specific.     Therefore, 
they  did  not  provide  a  basis  for subsequent  changes   in  the 
teachers'   own behaviors.     Nor did they provide useful 




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
SUMMARY 
Among the trends which have emerged in the field 
of education in the last two decades are attempts to 
restructure learning based on identification of the 
theoretical structure of various bodies of knowledge, and 
attempts to make learning an active, meaningful experience 
designed to meet individual learners* needs.  In physical 
education, the movement education approach to instruction 
appears to combine both of these educational concerns. 
Physical educators, however, educated to be 
concerned with neat, orderly patterns of mass student 
activity prescribed by the teacher, and with specific skills 
being the major focus of the lesson, have encountered 
difficulty in the implementation of the movement education 
approach, with its expanded focus upon the aspects of 
movement, and its concern with students' accepting respon- 
sibility for their own learning. This difficulty has been 
compounded by general confusion in the literature in the 
definition of the movement education approach, and the 
conflicting suggestions for implementation. In addition, 
teachers have had no way objectively to identify what they 
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have been doing as they taught.  Therefore, efforts to 
implement the movement education approach, or to cope with 
difficulties encountered in attempting to change teaching 
behavior, have been based on subjective recall by teachers 
of what they thought they did.  Thus, it appeared that some 
objective means of identification of the behaviors of 
teachers beginning the implementation of the movement 
education approach to physical education might be of help 
to the teachers themselves, as well as to those who are 
preparing materials, workshops, and pre-service education 
in this area. 
The purpose of this study was to describe and 
analyze the pre-instructional, verbal instructional, and 
post-instructional behavior of two experienced teachers 
implementing for the first time in their teaching exper- 
ience, the movement education approach to instruction of 
college women in beginning basketball.  The sub-problem of 
this study was to adapt and revise the category system 
developed by Barrett (1969) to make it consistent with the 
purpose of this study.  It was assumed that 2 teachers, 
each teaching 6, 30-rainute lessons to k  students, was a 
minimum for meaningful analysis. 
Selected literature from three areas was reviewed. 
The first area dealt with recent reforms in education, 
particularly the restructuring of subject matter, and the 
growing concern for individualization of instruction.  This 
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wars followed by examination of current trends in physical 
education, particularly those dealing with expanded focus on 
human movement, individualization of instruction, and the 
movement education approach.  Finally, studies were reported 
which had been conducted in physical education and had as 
their main purpose the observation and analysis of teacher 
behavior.  The literature provided a theoretical basis and 
substantive background for the procedures, methods, and 
analysis of data used in this study. 
Data were collected for the study in the form of 
written lesson plans from each teacher for each of six 
lessonst   tape recordings of the same six lessons, except 
Lesson l for each teacher which was accidentally destroyed; 
and the teachers' written evaluations of these same lessons. 
The tape recordings of the lessons were then coded by two 
trained judges, and the data from the written lesson plans 
were coded by one of the judges, using a revised version 
of the category system designed by Barrett (1969).  Revision 
of the system included deletion of the Student Response 
dimension, changes in the Content dimension based on liter- 
ature published after Barrett's original work, and changes 
in the focus of the Guidance dimension. 
Before the coded data were analyzed, the coded 
recordings of nine tapes from the two judges were compared, 
usin^ the Pearson product-moment technique, to determine 
the judges' objectivity in using the system.  In addition. 
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estimates of the   judges'   reliability in use of the  system 
were also  found,   using the Pearson product-moment technique 
to  compare   first  and  second   codings  of  three  randomly 
choser.  tapes   for each   judge. 
Finally,   in the  process  of  the  analysis  of  the  data, 
the  coded data for lesson plans and actual lessons,   and   the 
written evaluations for each lesson  for each teacher, were 
subjectively examined separately,   and  then compared.     The 
coded lesson plans were compared with the coded  lessons   to 
determine  the  relationship  between  the   teacher's  intention, 
as demonstrated  by the plans,   and the actual pattern of 
teacher  behavior  as  defined  by the  category  system  from   the 
judges'   codings  of the   lessons.     The  data were  also 
examined   for  evidence  of any trends  in  behavior,   as   defined 
by  the  categories,   which  appeared   to  emerge   from Lesson   1 
through Lesson 6.     In most lessons  for both teachers,   the 
evaluations were too vague to serve any meaningful purpose 
in analysis.     Finally,   the data for the two teachers were 
compared,   to determine similarities and differences   in their 
use of the categories  in the coded plans and actual   lessons. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Within  the   limitations  of this  study,   several 
conclusions  can  be   drawn: 
1.     A  revision  of the  category  system  originally 
developed by Barrett (1969)   may serve as a useful tool for 
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describing: teaching behavior within the context of the 
movement education approach to physical education.  The 
following data support this conclusion* 
a. Coefficients for estimation of objectivity 
of judges in using the system for each dimension, 
ranged from .96 to .98, based on the codings by two 
trained judges for nine tapes. 
b. Coefficients for estimation of reliability 
of judges in using the system for each dimension, 
ranged from .51 to .98, with a range of .96 to .98, 
in the Content and Guidance dimensions.  Coefficients 
for both judges were low in the Movement Task dimension, 
.51 and .661 however, they were high enough to indicate 
moderate correlation (Sheehan, 19?liW), and were 
accepted as useful for this study. 
2.  There is need for review of the structure of 
the Specific Limitation categories ^a and 4b, and the 
Non-Specific Limitation categories, 5a and 5b, in both the 
r.'.ovement Task and Guidance dimension, along with the Content 
category ba, body action.  This conclusion is supported by 
the following data* 
a. For Teacher A, there were two instances 
in the actual lessons in the Movement Task and/or 
Guidance dimensions when the disagreement between the 
judges in use of category 4a, Specific Limitation: 
implied variety, was too great to PfTmit meaningful 
analysis: and three instances when disagreement was 
too great in category 5a, Non-Specific Limitation 1 
implied variety, to oermit meaningful analysis. 
b. For Teacher B, there were six instances 
in the actual lessons in the Movement Task and/or 
SCiJwcI Silinsiona when -i?«r.«»ent between the judges 
in use of category 4a. Specific Limitation* J£g"* 
varietv. was too great to permit meaningful analysis; 
was too great for meaningful analysis. 
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c.     For Teacher B,  there were three of the 
five  actual lessons  coded where disagreement between 
the  judges about frequency of use of Content category 
ba,   body action,  was too great to permit meaningful 
analysis.     These corresponded to lessons  in which 
there was  insufficient agreement in the Specific 
Limitation categories, 4a and 4b,   and/or the Non- 
specific Limitation categories,   5a and 5b,   in the 
Movement Task and/or Guidance dimensions.     Since  the 
Content category ba,   body action,  deals with ".   .   . 
movements which are  executed to move the body from one 
place to another .   .   ."   (see Appendix E,  p.   197)   and 
the Specific Limitation and Non-Specific Limitation 
categories  deal with different classifications of 
limitations upon "...  actions of the body  ..." 
(see Appendix E,  pp.   193.   194).   there appears to be 
the possibility for confusion in attempting to distin- 
guish among these categories. 
3. In both  the presentation and the development 
of the movement tasks,  the teachers did not permit the 
students very much freedom to decide how they would move 
in response to the task or guidance statements.     This 
conclusion  is supported by the following datai 
a. Both teachers   frequently used categories 
1  and  2,   Explicit Response and Guided Discovery,   in 
both the Movement Task and Guidance dimensions.     These 
categories  are at the end  of a continuum of freedom 
of choice  given the  student where the student has very 
little,   if any,   freedom to decide how he/she will 
respond. 
b. Categories 5a.   5b.   and 6,  the Non-Specific 
Limitation categories and  Free Exploration,   in both 
tie Movement Talk and Guidance <*>£•£* "£ !„Jd°?' 
if ever, used.     These categories are toward  the end of 
ihe continuum which allows  students grgtjr £••*<* to 
decide how they will move   in response to task and 
guidance statements. 
4. Both teachers tended to use  those Content 
cat.gori.. which would commonly be associated with basket- 
ball as taught  in a traditional  (Hoffman,   1971«52-53) 
approach,  with emphasis on direct acquisition of 
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specifically defined techniques  for skills such as dribbling, 
shooting,   passing,   etc.,  as the primary objectives.     They 
used  seldom,   if ever, the Content categories not usually 
linked with the  traditional approach to teaching of basket- 
ball.     The  following data support this  conclusion! 
a*     Categories s,   spacer   fl,   flow)  ps, 
personal space|   and gs, general space,  were  recorded 
seldom or never by either judge. 
b.    Categories m,  manipulativei  p.  relationship 
with people) run,  non-manipulative)   di,  direction;   and 
bp,  body parts,   all of which are usual considerations 
in the traditional approach to teaching the  game  of 
basketball,  were most frequently coded for both teachers. 
Codings of these categories combined accounted for 
about 70 per cent of Teacher A, and 76 per cent of 
Teacher B's total use of Content categories. 
5.     The consistency between the  teachers*   intent 
as expressed by the  lessor plans,   and what categoric were 
evident in their actual lessons,  varied  between the two 
teachers,   and  between the Movement Task and Content 
dimensions for each  teacher.     The  following data support 
this conclusion 1 
a.     Teacher A's lesson plans  reflected her 
expressed need for tighter structure after Lesson   1, 
with a rather consistent focus on movement tasks  in 
categories  1 and  2,  Explicit Response and Guided 
Discovery.     This  emphasis was reflected in the cate- 
gories coded in the Movement Task dimension of her 
actual  lesson. 
b.     The   lesson  plans  for Teacher B  indicated 
that  she   intended   consistently  to  focus her ■ovement 
IndqSuidedSDi8Ucov;r;rin"boih-the Movement Task and 
Guidance dimensions. 
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c. In the Content dimension for Teacher A, 
there were some discrepancies from the lesson plans to 
the actual lessons in the categories which were in 
evidence.  Some categories which had been used in the 
plans did not appear in the lesson, while some cate- 
gories which did appear in the lesson had not been in 
the plans.  For the most part, however, those categories 
which had been used most frequently in the plans did 
appear in the actual lessons. 
d. In the Content dimension for Teacher B, 
there was consistent evidence in the actual lesson of 
use of those categories which had been used in the plans. 
In addition, there were usually some more categories 
used in the actual lesson, than had been in the plan. 
6.  For both teachers, one commonality in the 
written evaluations, was expression of frustration with 
trying to deal effectively with the concept of allowing the 
students freedom of choice in their response to movement 
tasks. They also indicated difficulties with structuring 
tasks to permit this freedom. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Two major implications from this study are suggestedi 
(1) further work in revising the category system, or revising 
the training procedures to enable the judges to achieve 
consistent and acceptable measures of reliability and 
objectivity in their use of all three dimensional and (2) 
further use of this system, or a revision of it, with 
consistent and acceptable coefficients of reliability and 
objectivity, to collect more data on the verbal teaching 
behavior of teachers initiating the implementation of the 
movement education approach to physical education. 
i 
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Further Word in Revising the Category System 
In order that the category system be of optimum 
assistance in research on systematic description of teaching 
behavior during the  implementation of the movement edu- 
cation approach, as well as to the teachers themselves, 
three areas need further study.     These arei     (l)   the 
refinement of certain categories,   (2)  acquisition of 
consistent and acceptable measures of the objectivity and 
reliability of each dimension,   and   (3)  possible enlargement 
of the system. 
For some categories in each dimension in the actual 
lessons,   there was sufficient disagreement between the 
judges•   total  frequencies  of coding that meaningful 
analysis was not possible.     In addition,   the  coefficients 
for reliability  for  both  judges'   use  of the Movement  Task 
dimension were  low.     Therefore,   re-examination of the 
categories in the Movement Task dimension is recommended, 
to determine whether they represent  identifiably discreet 
descriptions of teaching behavior. 
Perhaps categories Ua and 4b,   the Specific 
Limitation categories,  and   5a and 5b.   the Non-Specific 
Limitation categories, might be combined into two categories. 
*  and   5.   eliminating  the  necessity of the   judges'   differ- 
entiating "implied variety"  and "continuous variety".     Or 
further,   it might be  reasonable  to simplify description of 
the verbal behavior used  in the presentation and development 
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of the movement tasks into just three broad categories. 
One category could be for statements which allow the student, 
no freedom of choice about his response, one for those 
which allow him complete freedom, and one for those which 
permit some freedom within limitations.  Definitions of 
these categories might be developed from Bilbrough and 
Jones* (1963i28-35) descriptions of direct, indirect, and 
limitation teaching methods. 
Category ba, body action, in the Content dimension, 
wqs used frequently by both judges, but apparently not in 
agreement with each other, as this was another category for 
which disagreement was frequently too great to permit 
meaningful analysis.  This category refers to ". . . 
movements which are executed to move the body from one 
Dlace to another . . •" (Appendix E, p. 197).  It is 
recommended that further study be done to insure the 
clarity of the definition of this category, and its differ- 
entiation from categories 4a and 4b. the Specific Limitation 
categories, and 5a and 5b, the Non-Specific Limitation 
categories, which deal with ». . • actions of the body . . .« 
(Appendix 1, pp. 193. 19*). This is particularly important 
if these Movement Task categories are retained as four 
discreet units. 
When the categories of the system, particularly 
those in the Movement Task dimension, and the corresponding 
ones in the Guidance dimension, are more clearly defined 
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and   identified,   new  coefficients  of the  reliability  and 
objectivity  of  the   judges  in  their use  of the  system  should 
be  estimated.     Several   suggestions  are  offered   for  the 
attainment  of  consistent  and  acceptable  estimates  of 
objectivity and reliability* 
1. Enlarge  the   sampling of the   spectrum  of 
teaching experience  used   in  preparation  of  the   training 
tapesi   to  encompass  a  range  of experience   in using  the 
movement  education  approach  to  teaching physical   education. 
2. Increase the number of judges. 
3. Select  judges who have a strong working know- 
ledge  of  the  movement education approach   to  physical 
education. 
4. Increase the length and/or number of training 
sessions   for  the   judges,   and/or  set a predetermined 
coefficient  (perhaps  .90)   for acceptable objectivity and 
reliability which must be achieved before ending training. 
5. Have  the   judges  listen  to  the  taped   lessons 
twice  through,   coding  the   first  time,   and  malting any 
desired  revisions   in  coding  on a  second  hearing;   or,   have 
forced  agreement   in which  the   judges  listen  to  and   code 
each  tape   as  many  times  as necessary until  they  reach   some 
predetermined,   acceptable   standard  coefficients  of objec- 
tivity and reliability for each tape. 
In   future  development  of the  category system,   it 
might be useful  to expand the  Guidance dimension so that 
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it would encompass verbal behaviors dealing with organi- 
zation of students,  and positive and negative  feedback  to 
students,  as well as the amount of freedom for decisicn- 
makinp granted  students by the teacher's statements dealing 
with the development of a movement task.    Thus,   the  dimen- 
sion would be  concerned with the nature of the  guidance 
behaviors,  as was Barrett's   (1969)  original  focus,   as well 
as  the  amounts  of  freedom given  the  learner  in  the 
development of the task. 
'Jollection of More Data on Teachers Implementing the 
Movement Education Approach 
After consistent and acceptable measures of relia- 
bility and objectivity have been obtained,  through revision 
of the system and/or training procedures,   further use of 
the system is   indicated  in order to collect more information 
on the behavior of teachers  initiating the  implementation 
of the movement education approach to physical education. 
This study has demonstrated  the use of the system,  within 
limitations of the design of the  study as well as some 
weaknesses which appeared   in  the  system,   for  objectively 
describing verbal  teaching behavior.    However,   it is 
impossible  to  generalize  to  all  teachers   implementing the 
movement education approach,   based on the behavior of only 
two teachers teaching only six lessons,  with basketball  as 
thp onlv activity focus of their teaching. 
In order for the potential data   from further use 
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of the revised system to be useful to people involved in 
Dlanning workshops and teaching materials for both pre- 
service and in-service training, it is suggested that future 
studies include a wide sampling of teachers.  It should 
include teachers who are working with all levels of students, 
and in a wide variety of sports and games, dance, gymnastics, 
and aquatics activities. 
Finally, the data obtained from objective descrip- 
tions of teaching behavior must be useful to the teachers 
themselves.  It is difficult for people accurately to 
describe their own behavior in a given situation, parti- 
cularly if the situation is one of which they are unsure in 
the first place. Thus, as Barrett (1969«204) pointed out, 
"It is assumed that the greater the insight teachers have 
into their own behavior the more their future behavior 
will be influenced." 
It is the hope of the investirator of this studv 
that the description and analysis of teaching behavior 
included here, limited in scope though it is, will provide 
a beginning for the collection of information for teachers 
and researchers dealing with the behavior of teachers 
initiating the implementation of the movement education 
approach to physical education.  Because the approach, 
though full of promise for maintaining oace with trends 
in general education, is yet the subject of such confusion. 
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it  is clear that at both the pre-service and  in-service 
levels of education,  objective information about teaching 
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Outline  for Orientation Session 
I. Purpose of Study 
II. Teachers'   Responsibilities 
A. Teach 6,   30-minute lessons 
1. Basketball 
2. Two classes per week 
3-     Three weeks 
B. Submit written lesson plan for each lesson 
C. Submit written evaluation immediately after each 
lesson 
III. Outline Movement Education Approach,   as accepted for 
this study 
A.     Content aspects (Stanley,   196907-60) 





2. Body parts 
a. Weight bearing 
b. Symmetrical and asymmetrical uses 
c. Use  in body actions 
d. Use in body shapes 
3. Forcei     strong,   light,   heavy 
4. Timei     fast,   slow 
5. Space 
a. Direct, as a "punch," direct, straight 
line 
b. Flexible, floating, filling space 
6. Flow 
a. Bound, stoppable 
b. Free, on-going 
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?.  Personal space 
8. General space 
9. Directions!  forward, backward, up, down, 
left, right 
10. Pathways in space«  floor and air 
11. Manipulative relationship with objects 
a. Send away; throw 
b. Catchj collect 
c. Garryj propel 




13. Relationship with people 
a* Alone 
b. Alone   in a mass 
c. Partnersi     cooperative;   competitive 
d. Group 
e. Intergroup relationships 
B.  Instructional! typeB and amounts of decisions 
given the learner 
1. Continuum, from no freedom for decisions, to 
complete freedom for decisions 
2. Includes initial task, and development 
3. Diagram, as per Barrett (1973a) 
4. Examples of tasks allowing varying degrees of 
freedom 
"V.  Final Instructions 
A. Use any written resource desired 
B. Use no -people" resources 
C. No discussion of plans, lessons, or evaluations 








"Talc*  the ball.    Do what you would like with it in 
that  space.     Get the boundaries that you need." 
"As you're working,  still keep going where you want 
to with the ball,  and using your feet as you want, 
see  if you can change  the speed.    Make  obvious 
changes of speed.    Use  the whole  space.    Vary the 
speed  of the  ball.    You may go any place you want." 
"Now I'm going to ask you to forget about changes in 
speed.     Go back to the  idea of going anywhere you 
want,   but keep changing the direction of the ball. 
What  I mean by  'direction'   is the pathway—sideways, 
backwards,   etc.    See  if you can keep that constantly 
changing,  and  try to keep yourself going." 
"All  right,   hold it a minute.    Now. when you make 
that ball change direction, what ■«• •©■•JJS*" 2!e 
are  happening to youi     Getting out of control?    Close 
to yoS? Pf£ away?    Do you find yourself not staying 
with  the ball?" 
"Try to keep the ball closer to your feet.     And keep 
changing directions.     See what you have  to do to keep 
"All right.    Hold It.    He !•■ going « CM. to you. 
close,   changing directions,  and get by. 
7. ;«  one 0.11 ».y.    fc^E-l-^-?-® 
S,0tifr.orKfng-.it;
Ui"e^. 85.    Switch.    Wor* the 
length of the   field." 
8. "What  did you  do?" 
9. "Switch this  around.     You mjff+feg*&££• 
„ IA  <♦  Back with the other ball. 10.  "All right.  Hold "'Back wixn close 
Re focus on what you need to do jo «••£ 
to you and change directions. ™.t jy afe    doing 







11. "Which part of your feet is the best part?    Why? 
In which way?    Where does it go when inside is 
easier?" 
12. "I'll send the ball to you.     You collect it,  gain 
control,  go some place with it,  and Icicle  it back to 
me.    Stop it any way you want to.     Try different 
ways.    Change direction.    Send it right back." 
13. "Do  it with each other.    Change direction before 
you get rid of it—three different directions.     You 
must always be on the move;   collect it while moving. 
Change its direction at least twice before you get 
rid of it.     Change directions.    Keep travelling. 
Remember,  you're playing with each other.     Position 
yourself in relationship to the ball to be in position 
to receive it.     Be alert to what your partner is doing 
with the ball." 
Ik,     "Las* thing— same thing,  but I'm going to  try  to get 
it away  from you." 
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APPENDIX C 
Verbatim Lesson Plans for Six Lessons by 
Teacher A and Teacher B 
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Lesson Flan  I 
Teacher A 
May 3.   1971 
Type Copy 
Major Goal*     To have the child become aware of the body 
movements   involved in passing a basketball.     Emphasis will 
be placed  on the movements of the body rather than of the 






Each  student  should  be allowed  to experience  body 
movements   (bend,   curl,  stretch,  and twist)   through 
the maninulation of the basketball. 
Each  student  should  be  able  to  identify  the  body 
narts used   in their throws and know the extent or 
body  involvement  in  relation  to  the   force  of the 
throw. 
Vo know  the   importance  of a wide  base  of  support  and 
the  importance  of weight  transfer  in  relation  to   for rce 
in passing the basketball 
To experience the various forms of JfJ-gJg,Jj the 






V overrent Experiences 
1.     Pass  to  self,   explore 
the  number of different 
wavs  that you  can  throw 
and  catch  the  ball 
a. standing still,   both 
feet in place 
b. keep  one   foot   in 
place 
e.    with partner,   one 
foot in place— 
make them reach 
Purposes) 
to  elicit variation? 
of bending,   stretching, 
and   twisting. 
a,   b,   c.   d,   e,  will 
all  structure  the 
situation  if desired 
responses are not 
elicited   in  complete 
freedom. 
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Lesson Plan I, cont'd. 
Teacher A 
d. to self on the move- 
make yourself reach, 
bend* stretch 
e. release the ball as 
high as you can— 
as low as you can 
2. Toss the ball as hard 
and high to yourself 
as you can—then as 
soft and low as you 
can (may have to limit 
to overhead throw, 
wait and see) 
Identify what body 
parts are involved and 
what are the differences 
a.  throw to partner- 
different passes- 
identify body parts 
involved. Which 
pass is the quickest 
and most accurate? 
Which is the slowest? 
What is the difference 
—what different body 
parts are involved? 
3. Continue to partner—empha- 
sis on basis of support— 
change it every time you 
throw. Throw hard 
and then soft—what 
happens to base of support a 
Throw high then low. What 
haopens now? 
**. Without the balls— 
walk in one direction 
then change directions. 
No limit on space. 
2.  to have students 
focus on body parts 
used in relation to 
force desired 
to have the student 
experience changes in 
base of support and 
understand the wide 
base of support 
to have students 
experience and iden- 
tify the transference 
of weight in throwing 
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Lesson Plan  I,   cont'd 
Teacher A 
a.     run as  fast as you 
can then change 
direction—what is 
the  difference? 
4.     to  experience  the 
various  forms   of 
locomotion—with  and 
without the ball 
confine   apace and 
continuously change 
direction 
with a ball,   confine 
space and continuously 
change direction while 
tossing the ball to 
self. 
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Lesson Plan II 
Teacher A 
May 5. 1971 
Type copy 
Objectives! 
Each student should be able toi 
1. pass accurately to a partner at various distances 
while both stationary and moving, with and without 
a guard* 
2. use a variety of passes depending on the situation 
(with or without a guard). 
3. be able to successfully catch a pass in a stationary 
position and on the move, with and without a guard. 
Activitiest 
1. Competitive game situation—keep-away. 
2. Work on catching and throwing with partner. 
3. Back to keep-away (in hopes that some carry over 
will have occurred). 
Problems or Experimentsi 
A. Partner—Stationary 
1. Throw the ball in as many different ways as 
you can—through the air. 
Which part of the hand do you throw with? Fingers 
or palm? Which allows you more control? 
2. Now pass the ball in as many di^e"nJ ™J?vaS.0y°U can so that it touches the ground on the way to 
your partner. 
Where is the best place for the ball to bounce so 
that your partner can catch it. 
Try putting spin on the ball. What does it do to 
the ball? 
3. Pass so that the ball is high, then low. 
What is the difference in your point of release? 
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Lesson Plan II,   cont'd. 
Teacher A 
4.    Now throw so that your partner receives it at 
chest level. 
When would a high pass or low pass be desirable? 
5«    Throw with your arm bent (one arm pass).     Now 
throw with your arm extended. 
Which way can you throw the hardest? 
6. What do your shoulders do as you throw the ball 
with one arm? 
7. Increase the distance between you and your partner 
and continue to examine what happens to your 
shoulders as you throw. 
What effect does this have on your force? 
8. Try a two-arm pass,  then one-hand pass. 
Which way can you throw it farther? 
9. Why use a two-handed pass at all  if you can throw 
farther with one arm? 
10. When you throw what happens to the weight supported 
by your feet?    Try a one-arm and two-arm pass. 
Throw from a short distance and then a greater 
distance. 
What is the difference  in foot action? 
11. Is  the weight transfer related to the action of 
the  shoulders? 
B.     Partner—Moving 
1. Where   is  the  best place  to  pass  the  ball  so  that 
your partner can catch it? 
2. if the oass  is hard how do you catch it so that it 
will not hurt your hands?    What happens to your 
arms as you catch the ball? 
3. What part of your hand do you catch with? 
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Lesson Plan III 
Teacher A 
Kay 10,   1971 
Type Copy 
Obiectives* 
Each student should be able toi 
It    Pass accurately to a partner at various distances 
while both stationary and moving, with and without 
a guard. 
2.    Use a variety of passes depending upon the situation 
(with or without a guard). 
3.     To successfully catch a pass  in a stationary and 
moving position, with and without a guard. 
ij.    Maneuver away from an opponent in order to success- 
fully make or complete a pass. 
Activitiesi 
1.    Competitive game situation—two against two. 
Five successful passes constitute one point for 
a team. 
2. Work with partners,   stressing passing,   catching, 
and maneuvering. 
3. Competitive game situation—identical to one. 
except that shooting has beer, added.     Once a team 
has completed  five successful passes they are 
eligible to shoot one shot.     They are awarded one 
point for the  five passes and an extra point if the 
shS was successful.     The ball then goes over to 
the other team. 
Problems   or Experiments 
A.    Stationary—Passing* 
1. continue to throw the ball as many different ways 
that you can think of. 
2. Vary the speed  of your passes  .   .   • 
As you catch,   how can you lessen the force of th. 
throw?    How can you catch it so tnax in 
hurt your hands? 
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Lesson Plan III, cont'd. 
Teacher A 
3. Continue to throw hard • • . 
Catch it with a still arm or arms—then allow your 
arms to bend. Which way is best? 
4. Now throw so that your partner must catch the ball 
in different positions—as many different positions 
as you can think of—don't pass to the same place 
twice. 
Where is the best place to catch the ball so that 
you can throw it quickly? One hand? Two hands? 
5. Wherever you catch the ball, try throwing it from 
there as accurately as possible. 
Where is the best place to catch it? Where can you 
get rid of it the fastest? 
6. Continue to throw to your partner . . . 
What happens to your hand or hands "you throw? 
Bend your wrist forward—keep it stiff. Which 
is best? 
Moving—Passing 
1 Continue passing to partner-continually change the 
distance and direction . • • 
Again, where is the best place to throw so that 
your partner can catch it? 
2. Continue passing-release the ball so that it will 
go high then low . . • 
When would this be helpful in a competitive 
situation? 
Competitive situation-two against two (passer must 
stand still) 
1.  Attempt to make a successful pass to your team- 
mate ... 
How is a high or low pass helpful? 
When are they not good? 
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Lesson Plan III» cont'd. 
Teacher A 
How many different ways can you as a receiver get 
away from your opponent so that you can successfully 
be free to catch the ball? 
How can you use a change of direction to help you? 
How can you use a change of speed to help you? 
How can you use parts of your body to help you? 
What different body parts can you use to help you? 
How can the player with the ball get away from your 
opponent to successfully make a pass?  (You can 
move one foot). 
How can the passer use different body parts to get 
away from your opponent, or how can you use the 
different body parts to deceive your opponent or 
disguising your intent to throw in a certain 
direction? 
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Lesson Plan IV 
Teacher A 
May 12, 1971 
Type Copy 
Objectivesi 
Each student should be able toi 
1. Utilize the change of direction, change of speed, 
and different body parts to successfully free 
themselves to make or receive a pass, 
2. To successfully intercept at least one pass from 
the opposing team* 
3. To find a successful method for successfully 
shooting the basketball (at least four out of 
five shots), 
Problems or Experiments! 
Partners—Movingi 
1. Continue to pass the ball in a variety of ways—always 
change direction and speed of body. Throw the ball as 
accurately and as quickly as possible. 
Competitive Situation! 
1 Three against two—team with ball has two—player with 
the ball cannot be guarded—five complete passes 
constitutes one point. 
When is a high pass, low pass, straight one, bounce. 
long or short pass good? 
How can you create a space in which to run into and be 
free from your opponent for a pass. 
How can you use a change of direction to help you? 
How can you use a change of speed to help you? 
What different body parts can you use to help you? 
What does the player on the team without the ball have 
to do in order to prevent a successful pass? 
When vour team does not have the ball, should you watch 
the ball aU the time? 
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Lesson Plan TV, cont'd 
Teacher A 
When your team does not have the ball, should you watch 
the player at all times? 
What is the best way to prevent a successful paBS? 
ComDetitive Situation! 
1.    Same  as  above,  except shooting for one  shot is allowed 
once  the   five passes have been completed.    Once  the 
five  passes are completed the  team without the ball 
can guard anyone,  even the player with the ball. 
Individual Shootingi 
1.    With your own ball, work on  finding the most successful 
shot  for you.    Try all different ways to shoot and all 
different distances—what is  best for you.    For now 
best  is  four out of five shots at least.     If you have 
a variety of successful  shots—great! 
Be sure  to try a variety of shots  .   •   • 
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Lesson Plan V 
Teacher A 
May 17,   1971 
Type Copy 
Objectives* 
Each student should be able tot 
1. Pind a successful method  for shooting the basketball 
(at least four out of five shots). 
2. Make  a basket during the competitive situation. 
1.    Utilize at least one of the methods listed below 
to successfully free themselves  from the opponent 
in order to make a pass and also receive a pass. 
Group-moving (co-operative and competitive) 
Pass the ball around on the move 
Review past comments concerning passing and receiving 
if necessary.     Include also comments concerning 
maneuvering away from opponent in order to catch 
or pass. 
Individuals-shooting—shoot at basket alone 
1. Point of aimi 
How do you hold the ball and aim each time? 
Should you do it the same each time  for that shot? 
Where are you aiming—at the rim.  backboard,   or 
elsewhere? 
Which works better for you? 
Pind out how and where  it suits you best to aim. 
2. use  of fingers and wrist action« 
What part of your hand do you use in shooting? 
Try fingers,   then the palm-which works  best? 
Is  it the same part of your hand that you use  in 
passing? 
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Lesson Plan V,   cont'd. 
Teacher A 
What should your wrist do as you release—should 
it stay straight, bend backward,   or bend  forward? 
Which way gives you the most control and force? 
Try it each way. 
3.    Use of backspin 
Try using spin as you shoot.    Does  it help?    If so, 
what type of spin are you using? 
Try backspin as opposed to no spin—does it help? 
When performing a bounce pass what effect did 
backspin have on the ball?   What effect would this 
have on a shot that hit the backboard?    Would this 
be helpful in shooting? 
k.     Footwork 
Should you have both feet together or one in front 
of the other as you shoot?   Which feels best  for 
you?    Why? 
5.    Use of body 
How can vou get the most force behind your throw. 
UtS always desirable? When is it and when is 
it not? 
Try shooting the ball ajlng ^ff^Jrilbody 
force?    Why? 
Competitive   situation 
Five passes-one shot-one point for passes-three 
Doints for shot 
you  going to utilize  tnax  in  a 6 
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Lesson Plan VI 
Teacher A 
May 19.   1971 
Type Copy 
Objectives* 
Each student should be able toi 
1. Find a successful method of shooting the basketball 
(at least four of five shots using the same type of 
shot)• 
2. Make a basket during a competitive situation. 
Tasks» 
Individual work at a basket! 
Reconsider your ball position each time—concentrate 
on where you are aiming the shot.     Does it stay straight, 
bend backward,   or bend forward?    With which method do 
you get the most force?    Which way allows you to impart 
backspin to  the  ball easier? 
Try imparting backspin to the ball—does it seem to 
help? 
As you  shoot,   do you have both feet together or one  in 
front of the   other?    Which allows more force?    Is  it 
better for you to keep the same foot forward  as the arm 
you are   throwing with" or is it better to have  the 
opposite  foot forward? 
not? 
Competitive   situation! 
Employ   rules   that  students  have  to  offer  .   .   . 
Use  all   three   ^skets  today    and  a  team,   afte^co.-  ^ 
pletin*   flvo  JlMMi; ba!?„0nce  possession   is  lost 
opposite  team. 
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Lesson Plan  I 
Teacher B 
May 3.   1971 
Type Copy 
Objectives« 
Each student, should be able toi 
1. Throw the ball to any person in any situation so 
that person can catch it easily. 
2. Move with the ball while maintaining control at 
different speeds and in different directions. 
3. Analyze and explain differences in movement  in 
different situations. 
Movement tasksi 
Free use of balls alone or in pairs 








stationary and moving 
partners and groups 
time limits 
Analysis of movement 
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Lesson Plan II 
Teacher 3 
May 5,  1971 
Tyce  Copy 
Objectivesi 
Each  student should be able to» 
1. Avoid an opponent by changing speed and direction. 
2. Move with the ball around an opponent while 
maintaining control of both the body and the ball. 
3. Pass the ball to another player with control  to 
avoid an opponent. 
Movement tasks 
Free use  of ball  in pairs 
Without balls try and move around an opponent using 
change  of direction and/or speed. 
What works and why? 
Moving with ball,   try and move around an opponent. 
What adjustments have to be made? 
Moving and passing,   try to keep ball  from ogpon»nt 




Lesson Plan III 
Teacher B 
May 10,   1971 
Type  Copy 
Objectives! 
Sach student should be able toi 
1. Move with the ball around an opponent while 
maintaining control of both the body and the ball. 
2. Determine which is the best angle,   level and 
distance for shooting. 
3. Use skills in a game. 
Movement  tasksi 
Keep-awayi . 
Emphasize moving with the ball,   controlling 
dribble,   changing hands,  variety of passes. 
Shootinci 
Use  different levels,  different distance   from the 
basket,   different angles. 
What adjustments have to be made   in different 
situations? 
Make up a garnet 
Use  four players,  half the court and the basket. 
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Lesson Plan IV 
Teacher B 
Way 12,  1971 
Type Copy 
Ob.iectiveai 
Each student should be able tot 
1. Determine differences in movements between shooting 
when  stationary and moving. 
2. Maintain control when passing,   dribbling,   changing 
direction. 
3. Analyze why they do or do not maintain control of both 
the body and  the ball. 
Movement tasksi 
Shooting while movingi 
vary speed 
vary distance   from the basket 
without dribble 
with dribble 
PaSSiSed?Itebchange of direction after receiving ball 
move and pass again 
CONTROL 
Play game modifying any rules they feel necessary to 
make  it a better game. 
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Lesson Plan V 
Teacher B 
May 17,   1971 
Type  Copy 
Objectives! 
Each student should be able toi 
1. Move,   dribble,   pass at different speeds  in 
different directions with control. 
2. Express and apply changes in body movement between 
outside  shots and a lay-up. 
3. Change directions quickly and with control to 
avoid an opponent. 
Movement tasks» 
Lay-up 
shoot at different distances  from basket 
use different angles 
change speed 
as close as possible to basket, moving and  stationary 
iV.ove and pass 
all  four—change speed,   direction 
fourth person shoot:    with dribble and without, 
with guard and without 
Dodfre  opponent 
use definite change of direction 
CONTROL 
change hands while dribbling 
Game—any new modifications necessary 
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Lesson Plan VI 
Teacher B 
May 19.   1971 
Type Copy 
Objectives* 
Each student should be able toi 
1. express and apply changes in body movement in 
rebounding a basketball. 




from a wall 
stationary 
moving 
speed and level 
from the backboard 
stationary and moving 
alone and with partner 
rebound and move away 
rebound and shoot again 
Jumping 
height—how? 
against the wall 
with another person 
with and without ball 
Game 




Written Evaluations of Six Lessons  by 




May 3.   1971 
Type Copy 
In examining the specific objectives for today,   I 
have discovered that I at least attempted to accomplish 
number one and  two.    Prom that point I went off on a tangent 
and never really got back to the main emphasis of the  lesson. 
I felt very frustrated at the conclusion of today's lesson. 
I do not  feel that I accomplished very much at all. 
The  fact that only two students were there contri- 
buted  to my unsure feelings—I'm not used to such a direct 
relationship.     I do not feel that my tasks were sufficiently 
challenging to themj  yet,   they did not accomplish any of 
the objectives.     Of course,  I'm sure that this was partly 
due to my inability to direct them.    I saw very little 
freedom of movement in the two students and I felt lost  in 
trying to devise a task that would cause them to experience 
the various bends,   twists,   turns,   etc.    They continued  to 
throw the ball  in very stereotyped fashion and I could 
think of no way to elicit any variety.    Once I ventured away 
from my lesson plan I  felt completely lost and began to 
question what I was trying to accomplish.    Yet,   I did not 
feel that my lesson plan was sufficient for the two students. 
It appeared as though they could not handle the 
freedom that they were given (perhaps because basketball is 
such a structured activity)  and I  could not give J*e™ 
enough direction to still allow then, the fr««f°m *° «plore' 
It wis very tempting just to verbally tell them what I 





May 5.   1971 
Type Copy 
For lesson two,  I decided that a change  in method 
was necessary.     I  felt that I had not met the age  level of 
the students  successfully.    Also,  I  felt that during 
lesson one  they could not adjust to the freedom that I had 
given them,   nor could  I.    Therefore,   I felt that some 
structure was necessary.     In addition,  I definitely felt 
the need  for  some type  of competitive situation,  either for 
motivation or structure.    To accomplish these changes I 
relied heavily on Maulden and Redfern's Games Teaching 
rather than Stanley,  which I had referred to for lesson 1. 
I  found names Teaching much easier to relate to my task and 
therefore  structured my class within the  framework  suggested. 
Within a more  structured situation,  allowing some 
freedom  (hopefully),   I  felt much more secure and I  also 
felt that the  students were more relaxed.     Yet,   I  still 
feel that a  sufficient degree of freedom was accomplished. 
The  competitive situation allowed the students to "late 
to past experience and the work with partnersJ£^J** 
some freedom in discovering what they were ^i"*"™6* 
threw the ball.     I returned them to the game ■•^ua*i°" J• 
determine,   if possible,  whether or not any of my objectives 
had been accomplished. 
I  staved with this  lesson plan throughout the 
class and'  fSTthS th* students at least work ^toward 
mv obiectives.     I do not feel that they could have 
acc^lUtod all tnree within a one-half hour period-much 
more practice would be  desirable. 
I  felt more confident today.    This  is due  in part, 
I'm sure' £  the  fact that all five were  QfigXSmm 
"security in numbers").    Also.  I m sure  in»v 




May 10, 1971 
Type Copy 
I continued to follow the format that I used for 
lesson 2, and I felt as though it went very well.  I 
continued to feel confident within my chosen structure 
and also felt that the students were given enough freedom 
to obtain the objectives of the lesson. 
I again stressed passing and catching for I did 
not think that these objectives had been adequately met. 
I added the maneuvering aspect for in past lessons I 
detected a definite need for work in this area. 
I added shooting to the competitive situation 
mainly for motivation, but also to detect any needs in this 
aspect.  The structure of the game sufficiently de-emphasized 
the shooting aspect, but allowed the opportunity which aided 
in motivation. 
I felt that additional progress was made on the 
passing and catching skills but I still do not feel that 
they hive been adequately developed.  I was jo«t pleased 
witn their use of the change of direction and speed in 
attempting to get away from an opponent.  They did not 
begin to use the different body parts to *a!" ^f^P0!?!0*' 
but the class time ran short and they actually never had 
the time to try different ways. 
For the first time I saw some changes from the 
beginning Jf the class period to ^e end of class, 
specifically in regard to their use of change of directi 





May 12,   1971 
Type Copy 
Since  only three  students were present at the 
beginning of the period,   I reversed the  lesson plan and 
started with  individual work on shooting in hopes that the 
other three students would arrive  (they never did).    I did 
not go  into great detail i  however,  I did want  them to have 
the chance  to  experiment with shooting.    All three dis- 
covered a way  of shooting which proved  successful  for them. 
Much work needs to be done  in this aspect of their skills. 
I  again  stressed the use of change of direction 
and speed,   and  also the use of different body parts,  to 
deceive  their opponents.     I was extremely pleased  that all 
three  effectively used a change of speed and especially a 
change  of direction.     They still did not grasp the  idea of 
faking with different body parts,  but again time  ran short 
and  I  did not provide adequate situations to elicit that 
response. 
I very briefly introduced the  concept of guarding 
in terras  of what the  guard  should keep her eyes °n 
(ideally both  the passer and receiver)!  however,   I think 
I rushed  them too much,  and did not give them an oppor- 
tunity to  discover the best way for themselves.     Yet,   an 
three  demonstrated  the ability to intercept passes. 
I  am encouraged by their gradual  ^PY"""*;;" 
while  they are  still weak  in passing and catching,   they 
have  improved  in these areas to some  degree.    They have 




May 17.   1971 
Type Copy 
The   students  seemed very sluggish today but came 
to life when a competitive  situation was offered.    I 
spent most of ray  time on shooting and I  felt that it went 
well.     However,   they still have quite a long way to go. 
As for the objectives,  one  and two were not specifically 
met.     One was not achieved because I decided not to stress 
one successful type of shot as much as I had  in the past 
lesson.    Two was  not accomplished  simply because we ran out 
of time.    Objective  three was accomplished completely.    The 
students have  learned to use a change of direction and 
speed very effectively.    Some also successfully used a body 
part to  fake  their opponent and successfully receive a pass. 
I question whether or not my tasks concerning 
shooting were pertinent and simple enough for their level 
of skill.    Even so,  I  felt some success in getting the 
points across.     I  hope to continue with shooting on 
Wednesday,  during the first part of the period.     Time ran 




May 19.   1971 
Type Copy 
I  felt that today was successful,   even though I 
did not obtain my objectives  for each student.     After 
beginning the  lesson*   I chose not to emphasize one 
successful  type of shot)  therefore,   objective one was 
negated.     The  competitive  situation did not last long 
enough  for everyone to make a basketi  therefore,  objective 
two was never really accomplished. 
Today,   I  tried  something a little different. 
Instead  of going straight  from the tasks into the game 
situation,   I  stopped after the  tasks and discussed the 
questions with the students.     I  felt that this  insured 
getting the  points across.     It also would have  been helpful 
to go back  into  the practice and work more after the 
questions had been answered so that they would have a chance 
to try the  solutions out. 
The  game  that we modified was very strenuous,  but 
allowed the  students much success within the  framework 
they structured.     They also  seemed to enjoy it. 
In regard to the entire effort I  felt comfortable 
within my teaching design,  however,   I'" not •UIe«,L.n-rh 
satisfied  the criteria for a movement education approach. 
I attempted  to follow the patterning of ""Won and 
Redfern's  flames Teaching    and  felt comfortable  in this 
approach  (or what  I  felt to be this »»»aoh).    *£> 
students  certainly had quite a Mt MN Jjtivlty but that 
could be  because  of the small number as will M tne 
approach.     The  students improved but it i" "ard  for M to 





May 3.  1971 
This method of teaching is very Csicj frustrating. 
I had the  feeling that no kind of progress in the game of 
basketball was being made.    The students also wondered 
what in the world they were doing this  for. 
For the most part they move well and control both 
themselves and the ball.    When they started working with 
the time  limit they  lost control and when they were 
working in pairs trying to move around each other they 
lost control of everything. 
With a little thought they could tell me why or 
how they had to adjust to different situations.    They can 
move the ball at different levels but they do not change 
the levels of their bodies at all. 
I am not sure but I have a feeling that I was telling 




Way 5. 1971 
Type Copy 
When they think about what they are doing, they 
can explain how or why they move a certain way.  But when 
they start any kind of competition the thinking stops. 
The two-on-two idea didn't work—they just ran. 
Keep-away was better but wild passes and no control csica. 
They began to see that they have to change hands 
when they dribble and move around an opponent. 
A very frustrating morning because they were trying 





May 10,   1971 
Type Copy 
I  found  it extremely frustrating today trying to 
get them to use both hands when they dribble and know why 
they should.     I wanted to tell them what to do and set up 
a situation in which they had to. 
When they were shooting they were thinking about 
what they were  doing and when asked could tell me why this 
or that worked.     It is the  first time they have really 
thought without me pushing and dragging the answers out 
of them. 
The game they made up was excellent,  except again 
when they started playing they stopped thinking.    They 
were often moving too fast and not able to control them- 




May 12,   1971 
Type Copy 
Much better class—they were thinking about 
changes  in the way they move.    Able to express verbally what 
they were doing—change of momentum and force,   inertia of 
the ball,  angle of the shot,   etc. 
Dribbling and passing was much more controlled at 
faster speeds.    They all four were moving and passing at 
their own maximum speed with control and could tell why 
they lost control when they did. 
First thing they did  in the game was stop thinking, 
but they knew it this time.    When they went slower and 
thought it wasn't half bad. 
Today was exciting because I think all five of us are 
beginning to  think in different terms.    They are beginning 





May 17,   1971 
Type Copy 
Tried  to get at a lay-up but don't think it was 
successful.     The  idea of reaching and extension of the 
whole body didn't come  out. 
They were  much better on control and ball handling. 
Thought and action were put together today. 
Still did not  fully get the  idea of keeping the 
ball away from an opponent.    They can say it,   but not 
do it. 
Today was a very encouraging day!    This method of 




May 19.   1971 
Type Copy 
I ran out of time.    The work on rebounding took 
more time than I thought it would and I am not sure it 
was productive.     Some of the  ideas I was working for 
came out but not all of them. 
Because  I was rushing the jump ball situation,   it 
was a disaster!     I should have  just let it go. 
Their handling of the ball and their bodies is 
generally much better than at first.     They actually 






CATEGORY SYSTEM   FOR DESCRIPTION  OF TEACHER VERBAL 
BEHAVIOR  IN   IMPLEMENTING MOVEMENT EDUCATION 
APPROACH TO TEACHING SPORTS 
This  system attempts to deal with  only the verbal 
behavior of the  teacher in presenting and  developing 
movement tasks   in the  teaching-learning interaction.    The 
system is  composed of three dimensionsi     1)  movement tasks, 
2)  content,   and   3)  guidance. 
DIMENSION   II     MOVEMENT TASKS 
The  eight types of tasks  identified  in this 
dimension arei     Explicit Responsei   Guided Discovery! 
Selected Responsei  Specific Limitation!     implied variety! 
Specific Limitation!     continuous variety!  Non-Specific 
Limitationi     implied variety!  Non-Specific Limitation! 
continuous  variety!   and Free Exploration.    Examples 
following the  description of each type of task are designed 
to be relevant to the  instruction of college women in team 
sports,  using the movement education approach. 
EXPLICIT  RESPONSE   (l) 
The  teacher  designs the movement task "  that each 
student  is  encouraged  to perform "Pecific "J™^8 in 
specific ways.    The  student has no °PP°rJu"_?* *Sut 
select  individual movement responses by ^"J^r? 
rather must perform those selected ft^J^Jicn 
Inherent  in each movement task are J^™    izational 
indicate  the  content being ^elopjj.    r££eBent 
guide lines,   and which imply a specinc 
response. 
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In designing the movement task the teacher has a 
specific movement response in mind* The intent is 
that all students will perform it the same way with 
no opportunity for individual decision making (Barrett, 
1969«103N 
ffxamplesi "Jump and reach to meet the  ball as it 
comes high»"l 
"Hit directly under the center of the ball 
to make  it go straight up."1 
"Run quickly to the other end of the court."1 
GUIDED DISCOVERY   (2) 
The teacher designs the movement task so that each 
student is  free  to make his  own decisions as to how 
he  is  to move,   but at the same time,  is encouraged to 
focus his attention toward a more  specific movement 
response.     Because  of the way these tasks are designed 
and the purpose  behind them it is expected that the 
responses  from the  class will be more  similar in nature 
than those  responses elicited from tasks defined by 
categories  3-6.     Inherent in each movement task are 
limitations which indicate the content being developed, 
organizational guide  lines,   and which imply a more 
limited range  of movement responses.     It is very 
possible  that some or all students  in a class may choose 
similar responses with the differences in performance 
occurring because of the students'   individual 
differences. 
In designing the movement task the  teacher has * 
specific movement response in mind which he  is helping 
the student to perform.    The  teacher's  intent in 
designing the movement task is for the ejttdent to make 
the  decisions himself regarding how he will ™8Pon.d 
rather than being told by the  ^^h^thi  telcher to 
to do  it.     The  child  is being guided by the  teacher to 
ilf.   in presenting these  tasks,  ^v
in*efM°^ *
he 
teacher is  to have  the  students vary the way they    jump 
and reach",   "hit",   or "run",  etc..  category 4a or *J " 
used (see  p.   192).     Category 1  is 1*°*%]* Jg; ^only 
no doubt as to how the  student is to »°ve.     JJ« k    * 
be decided when the  context  in which the movement xas 
are given  is known. 
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discover by and  for himself how to perform a parti- 
cular movement or an aspect about the movement on which 
he  is working.     (Barrett,   1969«104). 
Examples t     "Find  the  best way to kick the ball,   keeping 
it close to you." 
"Using your hand  to contact the ball,   find 
the best surface  for rebounding the  ball 
with control." 
"Find  the best body part for striking the 
ball upward in such a way that it comes 
down where you can get to it to strike it 
again." 
SELECTED  RESPONSE   (3) 
The teacher designs the movement task so that each 
student  is encouraged to select by himself a specific 
movement response  that he will be expected to repeat. 
The purpose  of selecting and  consequently repeating 
this particular movement response may be for perfecting 
it or for gaining deeper insight into the movement 
chosen.     Inherent  in each movement task are limitations 
which indicate the  content being developed,  set 
organizational guide lines,  and which imply the poten- 
tial for a variety of movement responses from which the 
student's  choice  can be made. 
In designing the movement task the teacher has no 
specific movement  response  in mind.    However,  the 
teacher does  intend  for eaoh student *°f»^t by 
himself a movement response within «»e  limitations °* 
the task and to repeat it (Barrett, 1969«105). 
Examples.     "Choose one way of sending the ball ^rough 
 ^~~       the hoop from behind this line,  and practice 
it until you are consistently satisfied." 
-Choose one way of sending the ball over the 
net,  and practice  it." 
"Choose  two ways of using your feet to get 
the ball into your hands,  and practice until 
you can do them easily." 
SPECIFIC  LIMITATION   (fcal   *b) 
The  teacher designs the movement task so that each 
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student is encouraged to  find different ways of moving 
in relation to specific  limitations of the  task.    These 
limitations  indicate  the  content being developed,  set 
organizational guide  lines,  and imply the potential  for 
a variety of movement responses.    Being speoific the 
limitations  refer to qualities of movement,  actions of 
the body or parts of the body,  or spatial movement. 
In designing these movement tasks the teacher has no 
specific movement response in mind but is interested  in 
having each  student develop a variety of movement 
responses.     To accomplish this,  variety is encouraged 
in one  of two waysi 
4ai     by encouraging the student to move  in a variety 
of ways but with either l)  no specific 
references to changing continuously the way he 
moves  or 2)  with a specific number of different 
ways that he  is  to move.     Because  of the way 
the  task is  designed the student may repeat the 
first movement response  chosen or he may change 
it.     Since  the movement task does not make 
this explicit the student is free  to choose 
(category 4a is referred to asi     implied 
variety)• 
0*1     by encouraging the student to move  cjjtjnuau*1* 
in a variety of waysi  each time JJe student 
attempts to  respond to the  task he *g*** 
to move  in a different way (category Jb is 
referred to  as.     continuous variety)  (Barrett, 
1969«105-106). 
Examples.     -Use your feet in different ways to move the 
ball.-  (*b) 
"UsinK vour feet any way you want,  try to 
conSnuJusly change'the direction of the 
ball."  (^b) 
-Try to strike the ball up to two different 
levels."  (4a) 
NON-SPECIFIC   LIMITATION  (5»»   5b) 
The teacher designs the ■°"^f£^rJi£\F!oVing 
student is encouraged to  find J""[*;jionJ cf the task, 
in relation to the non-specific "■JJ»t£#ing developed. These  limitations indicate the  cmw potential 
set organizational ««"•  "SZJin £2.    Being non-specific 
for a vSiety of ■£•■•;* "KSuid JXSSnt ideas as 
the  limitations refer to generm." 
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balance, travel*  and move,  rather than to qualities of 
movement,   actions of the body or parts of the body, 
or spatial movements. 
In designing these movement tasks the teacher has no 
specific movement response  in mind but is interested 
in having each student develop a variety of movement 
responses.     To accomplish this, variety is encouraged 
in one  of two waysi 
5ai    by encouraging the student to move  in a 
variety of ways but with either 1)  no specific 
reference to changing continuously the way he 
moves or 2)  with a specific number of different 
ways that he  is to move.     Because  of the way 
the task  is designed the student may repeat 
the first movement response  chosen or may 
change  it.    Since  the movement task does not 
make this explicit the student is free to 
choose  (category 5a is referred to asi 
implied variety). 
5b t by encouraging the student to move contin- 
uously in a variety of waysi each time the 
student attempts to respond to the task *« 
should try to move in a different way (category 
5b is referred to as. continuous variety) 
(Barrett,   1969«106-107). 
Examples.     "Get the ball in the air in as many ways as 
you can."   (5b) 
-Send the  ball to another  in a different 
way.H  (5a) 
"Use  different ways to move the ball with 
you as you   travel across  the field.    15DJ 
FREE EXPLORATION   (6) 
The teacher designs  the ■ov.jentt.-J so that the 
the teacher would be  for safety reasons only. 
In designing these m*^M»^+ZZff3J£ & specific movement response  in J««*"JJ§jL| Cf the 
student to perform.     Inherent in the JJJJg      f movement 
movement task is  the P°ten*iaLfg be used the teacher 
responses.     If any •PPJ»*uJt
iJ0*|hJ student or he may may leave  the selection of it to ™ 0) 
select  it  for him  (Barrett,   19&9«io' 
1 
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Examplesi     "Take  the  ball,  and do what you would like 
with  it." 
"See what you can do with the  hockey stick 
and the ball." 
"With a partner and a ball,   see what you 
can do with the ball between you." 
DIMENSION  2i     CONTENT 
The  content dimension is conceived to  include four 
major aspectsi     body, qualities of movement,  spatial aware- 
ness, and relationship.    These aspects have been sub-divided 
to form fifteen  individual categories.    Examples,  applicable 
to instruction in team sports at the  college level, using 
content from each category,   follow each description. 
TIME   (t) 
Time  refers  to the speed of the movement and the amount 
of time  needed to complete  a movement.    At one end of 
the  continuum is  sudden or quick movement and «»• 
other end sustained or slow movement (Barrett,  1969U10). 
Examplest     "Move the  ball quickly down the  floor." 
"Make  obvious changes in the aSSSi of the 
ball." 
"Move  at a speed at which you can keep 
control." 
FORCE   (f) 
Force refers  to the amount of -Jrength needed  to P*rfon 
a particular movement.    To use little  force gives a 
light gentle  movementi  to «" greater force a strong 
powerful movement  (Barrett.   1969.110). 
ll 
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Examplesi     "Toss  the ball  to yourself,  and allow it to 
rebound so that it  just comes off the body 
part." 
"Kick  the ball hard against the wall,   keeping 
it  low." 
"Throw the ball with  just enough force  for 
your partner to catch it." 
SPACE   (s) 
Space  refers  to  the amount of space used by the movement. 
Direct movements go in a straight line, making linear 
use  of space i   flexible movements tend to be wavy, 
filling the  space   (Stanley,   1969«59). 
Examples»     "Swing the bat straight through the ball." 
"Try to hit the volleyball so that it floats 
through the air." 
"Throw the ball as  directly to your partner 
as possible." 
FLOW   (fl) 
Plow refers  to the movement of the body from one 
position to another.    The movement may bj r»5J~"IL— 
an? carefully controlled,  in which case the  "JJiS 
bound.     Or,   it may be easy-flowing,   flgf*  g «**** 
case  it is  called  free-flow (Stanley,   1969«oo;. 
Examplesi     "Fallow through after you  contact the ball." 
"Catch the ball and  send it away again  in 
one  smooth motion." 
■■^^ the awing before your wrists bend." 
BODY PARTS   (bp) 
Body parts  refer to the part JJaJgSA^SS them, 
which are  being used,  or the  "J****"1?'   {L. usinK 
In stressing body parts the emphas s      J      ^ 
different parts  for transferring or »JJ^    8      8top 
weight,  on using "Jf^SliKStl to tSrow,  catch or movement,   on using different par™ 
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strike objects, and on recognising the relationship of 
body parts to one another and to the center of the body 
(Stanley, 1969«1*l-i»5). 
Examples i  "Use different parts of your foot to move 
the ball." 
"Lead with different body parts to try to 
get around your opponent." 
"Release the ball when your hands are above 
your head." 
BODY SHAPE (bs) 
Body shape  refers to the  form or position the body is 
capable  of talcing.    The  shape of the body aay be  twisted, 
curled,   stretched,  wide, narrow,   symmetrical,  or 
asymmetrical  (Stanley,   1969«40,  48). 
Examples l     "Use wide body shapes to prevent your opponent 
from passing you." 
"Extend to meet the ball above your head." 
"Place  the  ball so that your body position 
must be  twisted before you hit the ball with 
the stick." 
BODY ACTIONS   (ba) 
Body actions refer to movements which are •J^uted to 
move the  body  from one place to •notherifJ*£"• "Jjch 
propel the body upward,   removing the weight from«*• 
supporting parts,   and movements of the *f\fi2%f 
are not intended  to move the body from •»• PUeV J° 
another,   such as swinging,  swaying,  twisting, pushing, 
pulling  (Stanley,   l969»46-47). 
Examples.     "Get all ™* fltt* M vou rel,M* ***  ,*U#" 
travel  down the  field, using the stick to 
take the ball with you." 
-Unwind  your body as you swing the bat." 
1 
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PERSONAL SPACE   (ps) 
Personal space refers to the space  immediately surround* 
ing the  body.     It  includes everywhere  that a person can 
reach without  having to move from that spot  (Barrett* 
1969«113). 
Examples!     "Throw  the  ball so that your partner catches 
it  in different places around her»" 
"Keeping both feet on the  floor,  throw the 
ball from as many different places around you 
as  you  can." 
"Without moving your feet,  see  from how 
many places around you*  you can catch the 
ball in the  crosse and send it right back 
to your partner." 
GENERAL SPACE   (gs) 
General  space   refers to  the total space  available in 
any given situation (Barrett,  1969«lliO. 
Examples!     "Move  into f»n empty space to  free yourself 
to  receive a pass." 
••Use p3,l the  space as you move  the ball with 
your feet." 
"Spread  out so that you create empty spaces 
between you." 
DIRECTION   (di) 
There are two forms of change of directioni it can be 
XSiSVE.SSto **" ■ nffrenJh:aaa-.orwJy "oving forward,   backward  or sideways facing t e same way 
throughout  (Barrett,  1969•11'*). 
Examples.    Move the ball with the  stick so that the ball 
changes  direction. 
"Change  fixations at least three times 
before  you pass the bail. 
"Find different ways of moving sldewftys. 




Pathway may refer to the tracks* or floor patterns* 
made by locomotor activity, or to the air patterns 
made by the body in flight* or by body parts* objects, 
or implements moving through the air (Stanley* 19o9»55)» 
Examples!  "Take the ball in a straight line down the 
field." 
"Shoot the ball in an arc toward the basket." 
"Use your feet to move the ball* making a 
«i*-«ag path." 
LEVEL (le) 
Level refers to the position of the body or object in 
space along an up and down continuum. High and low 
levels are the extremes with the space in between 
representing the middle (Barrett, 1969• 11*)• 
Examples!  "Pass and receive the ball at different 
JL+vols." 
"Rebound the ball M£& off the body part." 
"As you move the ball with your feet, keep 
it close to the ground." 
MANIPULATIVE (m) 
Manipulative relationships refer to^SfJUSS^ 
the movement of an external ^ject through isolated, 
intermittent, or continuous contact with it (as in 
striking and throwing, catching and collecting, 
carrying and propelling)  (Stanley. 1969«67). 
Examples.  "Use the stick to move the ball in any way 
you want." 
-Allow the ball to rebound from any body 
part." 
"Control the ball using just your legs and 
feet." 
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NON-MANIPULATIVE   (nm) 
Non-manipulative  relationship refers to adaptation of 
movement to a stationary object*   including nets, 
targets,   and extensions,  or to a boundary,  so as to make 
the relationship a positive  one,  or using the object or 
boundary to advantage   (Stanley,  1969169). 
Examples!     "Allow the  ball to rebound  from any body 
part so that the  ball goes  over the net." 
"Follow through with your arm in the 
direction of the  target." 
"Find  the best way to get the ball in the 
basket  from behind the  free-throw line." 
PEOPLE  (p) 
People  refers  to the effect upon movement of the 
relationship with other people also involved in a 
movement  situation.    The relationship may range  from 
individuals working alone,   to cooperative and compe- 
titive relationships between individuals and/or 
groups  (Stanley,   1969«70-7l)« 
Examples!     "Working in pairs,  one of you try to get 
—' '    ?      yourself and  the ball past your opponent." 
"Toss the ball high to your partner." 
"Each of you work with your own ball, 
mfviSg quickly wherever you want,  but without 
touching anyone  else." 
If any content cannot be  coded into one  of the above 
fifteen categories,   it  is recorded as unrelated   (u).     An 
outline of the  four major aspects of the analysis of movement 
and their sub-divisions  is  shown  in Figure  1. 
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Figure 2.     Analysis of Movement8 
BODY 
Body Shape   (bs) 
-achieved as a result of bend or curl* 
stretch, twist. 
Body parts  (bp) 
-recognition of part used of part stressed 
-relationship of body parts 
-balance 




QUALITIES   OP MOVEMENT 
Force  (f) 
Time   (t) 













General  (g) 
Personal (ps) 
Level   (1) 






aAdapted  from Stanley,   196909- 
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DIMENSION   3«     GUIDANCE 
The major focus of the guidance dimension for this 
category system  is  on the  types and amounts of decisions 
given the  learner in the development of the original task. 
The guidance dimension will consist of the  same eight 
descriptions of types of tasks as are  included in the 
movement task dimension.    These arei     (l)  Explicit Response! 
(2)  Guided Discoveryl   (3)  Selected Responsei   (4a) Specific 
Limitationi     implied varietyi   (4b)  Specific Limitationi 
continuous varietyi   (fa)  Non-specific Limitation*    implied 
varietyi   (5b)  Non-specific Limitationi    continuous varietyi 
and (6)  Pree Exploration.    Verbalisations giving guidance 
as to organization of students,  safety,  etc.,  are recorded as 
general guidance   (G).     Guidance verbalisations unrelated to 







All  coding  is  to be done from the viewpoint of the 
coder,  based  on what he hears.    All the verbalizations of 
the teacher are  to be  interpreted within the context in 
which they  are  heard. 
Instructions will be  presented  in detail in an 
effort to  clarify acknowledged  complexity.    The  instructions 
are presented  in two  sections,   the  first dealing with 
those generally applicable;   the  second,   those specific to 
each dimension* 
General  Instructions 
1.     The unit of analysis is a natural «■!* *** 
indication given if any teacher verbalization 
exceeds  15  seconds.    A judgment is made ana 
categorized each time the intent of the behavior 
chanles.     If.  after 15 seconds,  there is no 
variation,   the  symbols are repeated and circled 
(see Figure  3.  example #3)   (Barrett,   19oy» 
129-130). 
becomes  clear  (Barrett,   1969«130). 
3.     All   judgments are coded^j^^Tblank 
columns,   one entry j!i°* ^°„vious entry if space  left  to indicate the previou Jaining 
it was not ^nff'^^Soi^AoJemSn? tasks 
the  "quen°Vf.?™* with content,   in the left- 
will be  coded,  ?ion«wi;0On° with content,   In    . 
hand  column!  f"1^"','^figure  3.  example #2). the  right-hand column (see ngu* 
A 
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Figure 3«     Sample Coding Sheet 
Observer  A_ 
Date    June  10.   1971 
Leason  No»         2 
Subject No.  _J  
EXAMPLES 
Task                 Guid. 
5a m ps  
4a le m 
4b le m 
4b bs le  m 
/^bbs le  nT) 
4a  le m 
4a le p  di 
ia_je_ 
EXPLANATION 
 #1 Movement taski 
non-specific limitationi    implied 
variety (5a),   followed immediately 
by contenti    manipulative (m)  and 
personal space  (ps). 
        #2 Guidance i    placed 
in the right-hand columni    task- 
type,  specific limitation! 
implied variety (4a), followed 
immediately by contenti     level 
(le)  and manipulative  (m). 
 ff} Movement taski 
circled to indicate that the same 
behavior extended beyond  15 
seconds. 
Jk Guidance i    Guidance 
behaviors which do not deal with 
the same content are entered 
according to movement taski    non- 
specific limitationi    implied 
variety,  followed immediately by 
contenti    people (p). 
1 
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instructions Specific  to Each Dimension 
1.    Movement tasks  (Barrett,   1969«130.   132) 1 
a. Movement tasks are categorized  into one of 
eight types 1    Command  (1),  Guided Discovery 
(2),  Selected Response  (3).  Specific 
Limitationi     implied variety (4a),  Specific 
Limitationi     continuous variety (4b),  Non- 
specific Limitationi     implied variety (5a), 
Non-specific Limitationi    continuous variety 
(5b),   and Free Exploration (6). 
b. The movement task identified and coded is 
the unit of analysis. 
c. If the movement task is not clear,   the 
symbol MT is used and placed  in the appro- 
priate  place* 
d. When the  content of the movement task is 
indicated,   it is ooded simultaneously with 
the- coding of the type of task and placed 
immediately next to the symbols for the 
movement task  (see Figure 3.  example fij. 
e. Many times the actual type of ■°v?»!n1* ta8k 
is not known until the very end of the 
teacher's discourse!  wait until the  intent 
is  clear before coding. 
f. (Situation specific to this o»ttgp»jrty«**») 
If  in using guidance behaviors.  ******* 
otr«ssas  the  same content,  code as the 
appropriate movement task reference,  placing 
it  in the  right-hand   (guidance)  column.    If a5di?ional cfntent is being stressed,  code 




Same  content 1 
Use <»i««rent body partsto 
strike the ball.     <*l»bp) 
You are using just your hands, 
try to us. different body 
«.r.+« as vou continue to 





You are using just your 
hands to get the hall in 
the airi try to use dif- 
ferent body parts as you 
continue to strike the ball. 
Cfbmbple) (code in left- 
hand  column) 
2. Content  (Barrett,   I969tl33-1310 • 
a*    Content  is  coded each time it can be iden- 
tified  in relation to a movement or 
guidance task. 
b. All content specifically mentioned is coded 
(e.g.  "As you move the ball (m)  with your 
feet (bp).  change directions  (di)," Uaabpdij 
"As you release  the ball  (m), vary the level 
(le)  and  force   (f)." 4amlef).     It is not 
necessary to maintain the order in which 
the content  is presented.    If any content is 
not able  to be  coded into one of the  fifteen 
categories,  it is coded as unrelated (u) and 
placed  in the appropriate position. 
c. The content identified and coded is the unit 
of analysis. 
3. Guidance 
-     men? ^rS^.^^KJS^aOT 
S riSt-h-3 column.    When the guidance 
the  learner to  i«ffOYJ •"JJJeSiJte movement 
it  is recorded using the *PPr°prJ„Jple #4). task designation (see Figure 3.  exampx. r 
b.     Also included  in the broad category of 
guidance  »«£•■• "g^^Shaviori  ask 
accept or reject the JJ^g'JL^, knowledge 
questions which help mm ™ * *\      f r to 
or attitudes about ■JJJTSS tjuiplent.  safety 
organization of ■^IJJJ.'JirStiSn. related precautions,  and specific air 
to the carrying out or a m       Dehaviors 
(Barrett.   1969«119-120J«    *{J„ are coded as 
falling under this descrip* 
general  guidance  (G)» 
208 
c.    Any verbal behaviors not presenting a 
movement task*  and for which the movement 
task-related  reference is unclear (e.g. 
"Good," when it is not indicated to what 
this  refers)   are coded as unrelated  (U). 
209 
APPENDIX G 
Raw Data Totals  for Reliability and Objectivity 
210 
Table 7.     Raw Data  for Determination of Reliabilityi 
Total First and Second Codings of Three Tapes by Two Judges 
Categories Jud«e #1 Judge #2 
first second first second 
Movement Task 
1 5 4 7 6 
2 20 20 19 3* 
L 0 0 0 0 16 36 18 5 
4b 2 3 1 l 
5« 18 5 0 0 
5b 0 0 0 0 
6 3 5 0 0 
Content 
t 11 15 9 9 
f 14 15 16 23 
8 0 0 0 0 




















































































Table 8.     Raw Data for Determination of Objectivityi 
Total Codings of Nine Tapes by Two Judges 
211 
Categories Judge #1 Judge #2 
Movement Task 
1 
2 
3 
4a 
4b 
5a 
18 
83 
1 
46 
7 
24 
0 
3 
25 
84 
0 
48 
14 
0 
0 
0 
Content 
t 
f 
s 
fl 
ps 
gs 
le 
pa 
di 
ba 
bs 
bp 
m 
nm 
P 
Guidance 
1 
2 
3 
4a 
4b 
5a 
? 
G 
U 
79 
37 
« 
0 
0 
36 
52 
6 
75 
14? 
6 
149 
259 
133 
230 
167 
199 
7 
23 
7 
11 
4 
3 
279 
219 
73 
36 
0 
0 
0 
16 
53 
7 
52 
184 
5 
148 
299 
125 
165 
165 
288 
0 
7 
5 
0 
0 
0 
243 
262 
